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CRAM,

P.

d&wtf

«
With

entirely

new

6

Donations of refreshments and money are solicited
and can be sent to the Chapel afternoon or evening.
Refreshments for sale. Admission 10 cents. feb7d3t

D. W.

ONE

FOR

WEEK

Streets.

7th,

LAW,
oireer,

IN

OFFICE

STANTON BLOCK,

Exchange Street.

No. 31 1-2

JanlBdtf

J.

JOHN

PERRY,

Attorney at Law,

ONLY,

And

Monday

nnd
and

PORTLAND, MAINE.
jan2ldlw*ttf

—

MISS LILLIAN M. JOYCE.
Tuesday, Feb. 7th and 8th,

Wednesday Matinee,

Wednesday and Thnnday. Feb. 9th and
10th, and Satnrday itlatinee,
the popular play of
THE LADY OF LYONS
and Shakespeare’s Comedy of
KATHERINE

office open from 9

Box

PETBUCHIO !

AND
a. m.

until 9 p.

se2dti

m.

Grand Catholic Fair,

Probate Business and CoUections.
d3m
jan20

Attorney at

at

Dr. R. T. w

He shall
Rooms 11 and 19 Fluent Block

JOHN t

dtf

BLOCK,

STANTON

PORTLAND, ME.
ja29jal(13m

H. L. GREGG & CO.,
BROKERS.

SHIP

Commission & Forwarding Merchants
Petroleum, Grain nnd other Charters,
Freight Engagements made

Negotiated.

lor all parts of the world.
marine Insurance eflectcd
OJ&ces.

in

reliable

10§ WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA,
febftdly

DAVIS &

HALL,

EVENING,

CLARK,

Brokers!

Insurance

(Second Term,)

FEB.

Tickets 75 centB.

FIRE, LIFE AND

10th.

febldlw

ACCIDENT,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,

On the 1st Day of January, 1876.
The Capital Stock of the Com•
pany all paid In,

Jan2Gdtf

$1,906,161

ST.,

"ESTABLISHED

BABCOCK.

W. D. LITTLE

STREET.
OF THE

STATEMENT

NATIONAL

1858 1

ARE POPELAR BECAUSE RELIABLE.

$

schedule of ASSETS—Market Value.
State ana city bonds. .-$118,710
Railroad bonds, 1st mortgage. 54,000
Railroad stocks. 86,400
Bank stocks. 232,085
Bills receivable secured by mortgages and
trust deeds. 395.300
Bills receivable secured by stocks and
bonds.
11,440
Interest accrued ou bills receivable.
11,245
Interest on bonds not Included above in
market value.
4,889
Cash in Hartford National Bank.
26,139
Cash in Charter Oak National BaDk. 35,889
103
Cash in Company’s Office
Cash in hands ot agents and in course ot
transmission. 29,000

DIRECTORVT

Booksellers and Stationers.

QUINCY, Room 11, Printers’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL dc SHACKFOBD, No. .*15 Plum
Wm.

A.

increase in net assets for year 1875.#6>384,‘424.65
Lncome from premiums and inter-

est.90,400,988.66
Receipts for interest over death
claims and endowments due and
not due, or paid in advance in

Insurance

W. D. LITTLE &

llorsi

novSdtf

Address
KENDALL A WHITNEY,

Portland.

CONSUMERS !

15
22
43
39

00

CO.,

WM. H. C.

Burner, Reg-

ulator and Shade

J. N. McCOV &:

g

Combined
uras

decided to be toe best Gas Light ever produced—
quite as steady as the Argand, which varies as the
pressures varies, and need to be constantly watched,
as all know, beside the great annoyance from the
heat caused by tbe styles ot the shade and chimney*
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so
constructed as to allow tbe beat to pass upwards,
alter being properly adjusted is always regulated,
with an actual saving ol from 15 to 40 per cent, in
the consumption of gas over any other burner.
is

MARSTON,

G. la.

and

Streets.

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
J. A.

TIIE

$500,000.00

Capital Stock,

Surplus,

....

709,419.45

$1,209,419.45

Total Assets,

ASSETS.
National Bank Stock.$117,850.00
City Bonds. 26,250.00
Railroad Bonds. 193,480.00
Loans on Stock and Mortgages, amply secured. 457,696.91
Real Estate—Office Building. 90.000,00
Cash on hand and in Bank. 172,180.85
Bills Receivable tor Marine Premiums.... 126,526.10
Interest Accrued.
6,050.10
Premiums in course of collection.'. 19,385.49

$1,209,419.45

Mortgage, 1st liens—*.. $142,167 00
Loans secured by pledge of Stocks and
Bonds.-. 37,070 00
Interest Accrued. 13,995 51
Loans

on

$193,232

51

Bank Stocks.$214,940
Railroad Stocks.
78.515
Railroad Bonds. 69,930
City and other Corporation Bonds. 124,225

00
00
00
00

5

EXCHANGE

Nurplus

over

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,

9

GORHAM SEMINARY.
SPRING TERM
will commence on
Tuesday, March 7ih. and conlinnc Thirteen Weeks.
Special facilities for teachers preparing for the summer terms.
Send for catalogue to
THE

BOARDING AND DAT

OPENS

For

Mass. Institute of Technology.
Catalogue of 1875-76 send to
SAM’L KNEELAND,
ja31d2w
Secretary, Boston, Mass.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

•

HAYDN ASSOCIATION.

1870.

Annual

$500,000

•

hand,

Circular Address H. F. Eaton, Prin.

For

OF HARTFORD,

on

Boys,

NORRIDGEWOCK, MAINE.

FIRE Him COMPANY,

Surplus

17.

l>e made to the Mis»ca Nymon da at their residence.
feb5d2w
mav

augl9-tf

Connecticut

Cash Capital.

THURSDAY, February

Application

00
142,224 35

•

$"942^224,^5

U. S. Government Bonds.$181,500
National Bank Stocks. 208,320
State and City Bonds. 147,125
Railroad Bonds and Stocks.
227.550
Notes secured by Collateral.
25.500
Cash on hand and in Bank
114,651
Premiums in hands of Agents. 37,577

00
00
00
00
00
43
02

Meeting
THEbe held at the

of the above Association will
of the Mercantile Library
Temple and Congress Streets,

rooms

Association,

corner

of

entrance on Temple street, on FRIDAY EVENING,
Feb. 11th, 74 o'clock.
A full and punctual attendance is desired as
business of importance will come up for action.
feb8d4t

GEO. C. BURGESS, Secretary.

$942 224 35
LIABILITIES.

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.
II. H. HcDCFEEE, Cor. Hiddle

J. W. A
& Union Ats.

Total amount of Unpaid Losses. $21,872 00

W. D LITTLE &

COPARTNERSHIP.

CO.,

;

EXCHANGE

31
on

the

ROSWELL F. DOTEIV,
withdrew himself from

our

STREET.

Steam, Gas and Water

firm.

FIFES.

PAMS FLOURING CO.

fel)2__

dlaw3wW

Copartnership Notice.
ALLEN and Edward H.
in our firm irorn

lamsom-,
PIIOTOG R A PIIEI1,

admitted partners
SCOLMAN

Gates are
tills <iate.

KENDALL A WHITNEY.
Portland, January 1, 1876.
tebBdlw

244 Middle Street*
PLEASE.

janS_dtt
sromcE.
that I shall

is hereby given
apply to the
Board ol Mayor and Aldermen at their next
NOTICE
Wooden Stable
for
to erect

meeting,

permission
rear of 26 Preble Street.
WILLIAM TUKEY.
febfd*
Portland, Feb. 7, 187G.

25x33,

in the

a

FIFES AND FITTINGS
at this establishment lower than anywhere in the
State. Beneficial advice given on consultation and
service rendered at reasonable wages. Orders solicited which will be filled and despatched promptly.

k.

McDonald,

novl8

-BrilliantOIL,

SATE. ECONOMICAL. BEST. FOB SALE BY
All GROCE IcS. SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BESTFor sale by
CHAN. HcI.AIJRHI.IN Ac CO.,

aulCeod&w6m

Portland.

d3m

A full assortment in French
Kid, neat and pretty.
Also m French Morocco for
Walking Boots. Measures taken and nice
fitting Boots made to order tor
men or women.

M. G.

H

I
B

V

I

/t

PALMEH.
dtr

IT SUCCESSFULLY
TREATED
il
™

at

the home of the patient without the use of the

W\ BB KNIFE or CAUSTICS
B^. BC Anil without pain. Address,
B A Mil DR. A. II BROWN,
W„n„.

Side Lace Boots!
ja2S

If there be a human being on the face of the earth
suffering from either of these distressing complaints
let him be assured that in
Lioring’s Specific be
will surely find relief. Wholesale
Agents J. W.
PERKINS & CO. and PHILLIPS & CO. All the
retail dealers sell it.
feldtflstp

no-

224 Federal Street.

The Bt»l Work ns moderate Prices.

AIM:—TO

City, Town and Country Purchasers are hereby
tified that they can buy

ou

uisuuiicsiy,

aim an

economical aumtnis-

tration of the Government by honest, faithful and capable officers; who are in favor of making such reforms in government as experience mav trom time to
time suggest ; who are opposed to impairing the credit ot the nation by depreciating any of its obligations,

and in favor of sustaining in every way the national
fhith and financial honor; who hold that the common
school system is the nursery of American liberty, and
should he maintained absolutely free from sectarian
control; who believe that, for the promotion of these
ends, the direction of the Government should continue to be confided to those who adhere to the principles of 1776, and support them as Incorporated in
the Constitution and the laws; and who are in iavor
of recognising and strengthening the fundamental
principle of National Unitv in this Centennial Anniversary of the birth ot the Republic.

K. D. MORGAN, Chairman.
WM. E. CHANDLER, Secretary,
REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE.

Washington, January 13, 1876.

Another Democratic sham has been exposed. The committee on accounts began
their work of economy in small things by
catting down the number and pay of committee clerks; hut since the committee have
begun business one additional clerk after another has been appointed, until the number is
greater now than ever before in the history
of

Congress, and at least two more committees are still clamoring for clerical assistance.
Some of the new appointees are grossly incompetent, being fitted for their present
places neither by nature, experience, nor edOne of them recen'Iy refused to
ucation.

allow

a

certain member of his committee to

enter the committee room for the purpose of
showing it to a party of friends, and in the

of

altercation which ensued called
The member at once wrote a
note to the chairman of the committee, saying that he should not attend another meeting of the committee while that clerk remained.
course

an

him a rascal.

Strong opposition is developing to the

proposed

reductions in the cost of the con

snlar and diolomatic service. These reductions are evidently unwise, and the saving is
not a great one. It is proposed to cut down
the $100,000, for many years appropriated
“for the relief and protection of American
seamen,” to $60,000. This sum consuls and
commercial agents have been empowered to
draw upon for the relief of suffering seamen
and it has never proved too large. The reduction will not infrequently cause these
drafts to be dishonored. Another contemplated reduction is the consolidation of the
South American missions and the cutting
down of the consular expenses in China and
Japan. The sum saved will certainly be at
the expense of our trade with those countries. There we have to compete with Great
Britain, and that country is wise enough to
expend a great deal on her consular service.
Unless we wish to abandon our commercial
relations wun nouin America ana tue

the

proposed reductions should

The Boston Advertiser, in

export revival,

a

orient
not be made.

leader

on

the

opinion that the
encouraging. It
quarterly report of the

expresses the
course of trade is altogether

quotes from the

last

bureau of statistics to show that our sales of
cotton goods to foreign countries during the
year ended June 30, 1875, reached a value of
$4,990,695, the largest amount, with one exception, iD any year since the foreign trade
was broken up by the war in 1861.
In 1869
the amount was slightly larger. But up to
the end of last June the new movement in
cotton goods had not begun. Since that time
there has been an increase at the rate of
nearly sixty per cent. Moreover, the shipments, instead of falling off, are showing a
Since the
constant tendency to increase.
first of January the exports from New York
are in the neighborhood of four times as
much as they were during the corresponding
period of last year, estimated hv the number
of packages. Let us look, too, at the qualities of these goods. During the months from
July to November, 1875, inclusive, the shipments of colored cottons were 3,338,670 yards,
against 2,269,056 yards during the corresponding months of 1874, and 7,593,723 for
the whole year 1874-75. In uncolored goods

quantity- was 19,128,638 yards against
6,986,314 during the corresponding months,
and 21,224,020 yards for the whole year 187475. The total of both kinds was 22,467,308
yards in five months against 28,817,743 for
the whole of the preceding year.
Beak Admiral Silas II. Stringham died
in Brooklyn Moalay aged 78 years. He was
aDpointed midshipman in 1810, and his first
service was in the President, when he participated in the engagements with the British
war ships Little Belt and Belvidere.
He took
part in the capture of the Algerine vessels in
1815, being at that time a lieutenant, and
was commissioned as commander in 1831.
Ten years later he was commissioned as
captain; he commanded the Ohio in the
Pacific squadron during the war with Mexico,
was commaudant of the Norfolk navy yard
from 1852 to 1855, and of the Charlestown
navy yard from 1856 to 1860. In 1861 he waappointed to the command of the North Atlantic blockading squadron, which embraced
within its limits the whole coast extending
from the easternmost line of Virginia to Cape
Florida, and with the small force placed at
his disposal he did all that could be done in
effecting a blockade of the southern ports

NEW HAVEN, CONN.,
Correspondence from Physicians
also solicited.

de22d<g«6m_
Appointment of

Fire Marshal.

The Portland Board of Fire Pnderwrithaving appointed HARRIS C.
BARNEN, Eiq., Fire Marshal, or Inspector for the Winter, all parties knowing of
VJasafe Chimneys, Furnaces or anything
of the kind wiU please notify him at his
residence, NO. 126 PEDEltAl. STREET,
opposite the Park. Per order of Board.
janl2eodlni
T. J. liITTIiK, Sec’jr.

£*■*»

JOB WORK of every description neatut this office.

ly executed

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE

mortality of pr isoners, 30,152; per cent, of
In prison, 13 1-2; per cent, of the
mortality of the whole number of captures,
61-3. Thus the mortality in rebel prisons

about three times as great as that of Union prisons. Mr. Goss also quotes from the
official report of the Confederate inspector of
prisons, Colonel D. F. Chandler, favoarbly
endorsed by the Confederate assistant-secretary of war, to show recomendatlons actually
made to the Davis cabinet to replace General
Winder, commandant at Andersonville, with
some one more humane, and the only notice
thereof by Davis was to promote Winder to
the position of the commissary-general of all
the Cenfederate prisons.

Mb. Mobbisou is severely criticised for his
Friday’s discussion on the bill
granting a pension to William E. Duncan.
Duncan is an East Tennessean, and at the
outbreak of the war lived with his father and
two brothers near a pass in the Cumberland
Mountains through which many Union refugees escaped into the federal lines in Kentucky. The Duncans, being strong Unionists, were active in guiding these fugitive3
over the mountains, and for ttris the
boys
were arrested by Confederate
troops. On
their way to prison at Knoxville two of them
escaped, but the other, who was a cripple.
was incarcerated at Knoxville.
William, however, soon returned voluntarily to Knoxville,

and, upon

condition that his crippled brother
should be released, enlisted in the
company
for the Confederate service, composed of Un-

prisoners from the Knoxville jails. According to his intention he deserted at the
first opportunity, which occurred ten days
after his enlistment, returned to his home,
collected twenty-five men, and with them
joined the third Tennessee federal regiment,
ion

in which he served for three years. Immediately on his discharge he was pensioned for
disability, occasioned by disease,, but was
dropped from the roll in 1873 upon his own
admission of service in the Confederate
aimy.
In ordering Duncan’s name to be
dropped
the commissioner of pensions wrote to him:
“You are informed that section 23 of the act
of March 3, 1873, provides that no
person
shall be entitled to the benefits of a pension
who in any manner engaged in the
rebellion;
and you are further informed that inasmuch
as it appears from your own admission that
your enlistment was your own voluntary act,
thouah prompted by the generous motive of
obtaining the release from prison of a crippled
brother, and with the intention on your part
to desert from that service at your earliest
opportunity, this office canuot, in the administration of the law, do otherwise than
drop
your name from the pension list, in accordance with the provisions of the act herein
referred to. The office, however, in consideration of your subsequent long service in the
Union army, and also the faithfulness and
devotion of your family as well as yourself to
the cause of the government, takes the liberty of suggesting that relief in tbe matter of a
pension might be had by application for special
legislation of Congress.” Knowing the motive of Duncan’s enlistment in the Confederate service—to release a crippled brother from
a cruel imprisonment—and
knowing the motive of his desertiou—to serve the
government in arms against the rebellion—Mr. Mor-

stigmatized him as a scoundrel. Mr.
Cabell of Virginia also made some pretty severe remarks about this part of Duncan's
record, but then Colonel Cabell is a gentleman whose record of service in the Confederate army occupies quite as much space in the
congressional directory as Colonel Morrison
saved by omitting all mention of his connection with the Union army.
Well might
Mr. Townsend express the hope that the
joke
about going so far into amnesty that a bill
would have to be introduced removing the
disabilities of men who served in the Union
rison

Current Notes.
The financial questi on cannot be eliminated (rom the coming season. Speaker Kerr’s
letter is only one of many indications that
the Democracy will drift more and more to
the soft-money platform.—Utica Herald.
The inflation Democrats in Congress come
nearer than any other class
tQ pure idiocy.
They are innocent both of statesmanship and
political sagacity. They don’t know Democracy or common sense.
They are foolish
without excuse, and would go across the
to
street
make a mistake when they conld be
correct by remaining on the same side.
Boston Herald,
The Congressional proceedings are
getting
intolerably dull. Things will not go off briskly again unless Sam Cox gets up in his seat
and calls some Republican member a shock-

headed, tin-eared, hump-backed, slab-sided,
snag-toothed, foul-mouthed, patent-leatherribbed, bottle-nosed,blear-eyed, bandy-legged,
lantern-jawed, log-eared, pigeon-toed, spavinjointed, knock-kneed, pug-nosed, cross-eyed,
b'ue-bellied, splay-footed, son of a sawbuck.
These Congressmen had better get down to
their work, instead of squandering their time
in committee reports.—Chicago Times.
It ought to be said to the credit of almost
all Republicans who are worthy the name of
leaders that they are ever ready to consider
the welfare of their party first, and their own
interests afterward. Most of these men have
already made great sacrifices for their partyhave worked for it when there was no hope
of preferment, have stood by it when their
own advancement was entirely out of the
question. They are quite capable of showing
the same devotion again—will show it as soon
as the necessity arises.—Nero York Times.
It was Gen. James W. Nye, then a delegate from New York to the Chicago Republican convention of 1860, who, after Mr.
Seward’s defeat in the convention remarked,
in the course of a lively dialogue with a Pennsylvania delegate, which was somewhat spattered with interjections taken at random
from the prayer-book, that he had been in a
great many national convenlions of a great
many different parties, “but,” said he, with
an emphasis that came near breaking a tumbler, “I never was in one yet when I’ennsylvany wa’nt waiting to be ‘seen.’—New York

Tribune.
Mr. Jefferson Davis must needs write a letter to somebody in vindication of himself
from the charges made by Mr. Blaine. As a
vindication his letter is conspicuously weak.
The Andersonville prison pen is an ugly fact,
which all the explanations ami all the excuses of the parties responsible for it, and
their descendants to the latest generation,
cannot obliterate. We know that the Sou'h
was impoverished, and the gravemen of criticism is not that the South did not treat prisoners so well as it might if it had been richer, bnt that it treated them with needless
and malignant cruelty.
That is a matter of
indisputable rtcord. We don’t mean that
nobody will ever dispute it, but that it will
nevei be successfully controverted.—Boston

Advertiser.
returns

admiral in 1862. Since that time he lias
been on special duty in New York.
Wakisen Lee Goss, president of the National Union of Andersonville Survivors, has
written a letter to the Norwich Bulletin replying to Jefferson Davis’s assertion that the
mortality of Confederate prisoners in Union
hand was in a greater proportion than that of
Mr. Goss
Union soldiers in rebel prisons.
quotes the federal war department figures,
showing the total captures of soldiers and citizens by the Confederate forces to have been
188,145. It is estimated that of these half
were actually confined in prisons. The number of deaths in Confederate prisons was 36,401; consequently the per cent, of mortality
in prisons was over 38 3-4, and the per cent,
of entire captures about 19 3-8. Per contra,
the number of captures by the Union forces
was 476,169; number actually confined (the
rest

being paroled

oi

exchanged 327,570:

Like a Christian man, Mr. Jefferson Davis
good for evil. Mr. Blaine having

tried to fasten

on

the atrocities

at

him the responsibility for
does all
in his power toward making Mr, Blaine the
next President of the United States, Mr.
Davis has always had the happy faculty of
being more dangerous to his friends than to
his enemies, and advancing age does not
seem to impair it.
What he says in his own
defense against the charge of cold-blooded
inhumanity is interesting; if any evidence is
produced iu confirmation, we of the North
owe it to ourselves to give that evidence a
patient and candid examination. But Mr.
Davis’s view's ou general constitutional and
political questions have ceased to interest.

They
iiag of

are now
a

lican.

Andersonville, he

merely

the

impertinent gibber-

restless ghost.—Springfield Repub__

Murderer Stokes got small comfort from
Judge Dykemanat White Plains, Saturday, the

judge denyiug his petition for release after
hearing the arguments, and remanding him
back to Sing Sing to serve out the rest of his
The hearing gave Stokes’ counsel an
opportunity to file a bill ot exceptions to the
general term of the Supreme Court, thus starting fresh litigation and a chance for additional
sentence.

fees, without adding to Stokes’ chances for release the equal of a straw to a drowning maD.

THOMAS JEFFERSON.
oI all our early statesmen, was the
efficient master of the peD, and the

Jefferson,
Tha Celebrities of

n

most

Century.

was

upon and capture of Forts Hatteras
and Clark, the entire garrison surrendering

tember, 1861, Captain Stringham was re
lieved of the command of the squadron at his
own request, and was commissioned as rear-

American Literature.

mortality

Flag-Officer Stringham commanded in person an expedition to Hatteras lulet, Geneial
Butler having charge of the military forces
The expedition was entirely success'ui in tho

after great loss, while not a man was killed
In Sep'
or wounded in the attacking force.

Ja31dtt
is to 8ive notice to all concerned, that
20th day of January, 187G,

The next Union Republican National Convention
for the nomination of candidates for President and
Vice-President of the United States will be held in
the city of Cincinnati, on Wednesday, the fourteenth
day of June, 1876, at 12 o’clock noon, and will consist
of delegates from each State equal to twice the number of its Senators and Representatives in Congress,
and of two delegates from each organized Territory
and the district of Columbia.
In calling the conventions for the election of delegates, the committees of the several States are recommended to tnvite all Republican electors, and ail
other voiers, without regard to
past political differences or previous party affilations, who are
opposed to reviving sectional issues, and desire to
promote friendly feeling and permanent harmony
throughout the country by maintaining and enforcing
all the constitutional
rights of every citizen, including the full and free exercise ol the right ot suffrage
without intimidation and without fraud; who are in
«V9F the continued prosecution and punishment
v.

.1876.

remarks in

1876.

attack

AGENTS,

..

Republican National Convention.

the

The Spring Session of this
8GBOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES,

—AT—

—

1st,

SCHOOL,

22 PINE STREET.

Eaton Family School For

Fifty-First Semi-Annual Statement
THE

WILSON, Principal,
or J. A. WATERMAN, Sec’y.

JOEL

fe7d&wlm6

AGENTS.

OF

tf

EDUCATIONAL.

12
02

all Liabilities, $369,473 03

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.

jan28

.$766,622 17

Outstanding Losses.$ 22,837
Ite-Insurance Fund. 174,290

IttARWICK,

AGENT,
NO.

$400,000 00.

MERRILL.A. KEITH.

0

octlldtl

Maple

J. A. HE BRILL & CO., 139 Hiddle St.

PROPRIETOR FOR MAINE,
Exchnngr Street.

cor.

OF

JANUARY 1st, 1876.

Company,

ASSETS

Street,

d3w

Manufacturers’

ASSETS.

Stair Builders.
B. E. LIBBV, No. 939 Pore
Cross (91.. in Delano’s Hill.

HOOPER, Cor. York

PORTLAND.

SAMUEL GOULD, President.

Capital,

JANUARY

Street,

New

Unpaid Locses.$68,000.00

HARTFORD, CONN.,

Street.

Beal Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

and

Stanton Block, 31 Exchange Street,
feM

ALBERT
Insurance

Photographer.

JAMES MHJ.BB, No. 91 Fcdcrnl Street

Tattle,

Agent- for Maine
Hampshire,

—

Pattern and Model Maker.

Roofers.
CO., 28 Spri'

d.

BARTLETT, Actuary.

JAMES J. GOODRICH, Sec’y.

JT. 1. BARBOUR, 250 Fore Street, Cor.
of Cross, Pori land.

Plumbers.
THE ELLIS PATENT

McCURDY, Vice Pres.,

JOHN M. STUART, Secretary,

LIABILITIES.

ANNUAL, STATEMENT
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A. S. DAVIS Sc CO., No SO Middle Street.

CO8T8

Company

00

Total Liabilities.$197,147 14

shoers at No* 70 Pearl St.

this

LESS as its DIVIDEND* are LAItGEB
than those of any other Company.
Dividends declared and paid In cash at
the end of first year, and annually thereafter.
Its secnrities are
BETTER-its Expenses 8 ML A L LE R than aay other.
Many of its Policies have nearly doubled
in amount during the past 90 years, and
the CASH Dividends in many cases, are
more than the Annual Premiums, so that
in a few years Policies become self-sustaining. No other Life Company in this
country, or the world, has shown such remits, or present* such advantages for Insurance as this.

LIABILITIES.

Pearl Street, op-

in

983,914.88

35
11

JAMES NICHOLS, Secretary.
MARK HOWARD, President.

Total Assets.

Horse Shoers.
BOBINSON Sc
YOUNG, Experienced

CATALOGUE for 1876 mailed on receipt ot
Wholesale Price Current

138

NOTE.—By act of the Trustees the membership of
Company is limited to one hundred thousand in-

STATEMENT

LIABILITIES.

HOYT 4 FOGG, No.91 Middle Street.

Book Binders.

the foregoing Statement

ISAAC F. LLOYD, Auditor.

sured lives.

00
00
00
00

Casli on band and in Bank.$50,120 41
Cash in hands of Agents. 35,659 25

BUSINESS

examined
correct.

;his

Total Assets. .$1,003,201 65

OF THE

same

January 18th, 1876.

600.000 00

1,003,201 66

-_•_

—

carefully

ind find the

General

January 1,1876.
Cash Capital.
Total Assets,

$78,830,101 71
From the Undivided Surplus a Dividend will be apportioned to each Policy which shall be in force at its
mniversary in 1876.

w.

56 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
dly
PORTLAND, ME.
Jal

SEEDthree cent stamp.
mailed to merchants free.

Agent Wanted.

at four per cent.$74,167,274 57
odz,z-*:> eo
uy uuatii, not yet uue....
in advance..
30,179 78
contingent guarantee fund......
250,000 00
undivided surplus... 3,730,401 51
reserve

premiums paid

CONN..

HARTFORD,

Cash

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

Tj.

111,369
10,152

50
34

JANUARY 1st. 1876.

WALTER COBEY Sc CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
GEOBGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Cpholxtcring of all kind.
done to order.

Gas

41

semi-annual.

premiums in transit, principally for
December.
balances due by agents.

RICHARD A.

Fire Insurance Company,

Carpenters and Builders.

GAS

1,032,495

interest accrued...

premiums deferred, quarterly and

F. S. WINSTON, President,

Watch and Chronometer markers* Tools,
mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,

WHITNEY 4 MEANS,
posite the Park.

C.

CO.,

&

EXCHANGE

31

JOBBER,

Street.

fcbldood2w&w4w

76
25

1875.

dtf

janl

3,850.255
1,177,105

$85,779 66

Watches and Jewelry,
Spectacles, Opera Glasses,
Silver Ware, Clocks, etc.
201, Nearly Opp. (lie Falmouth.

a

60

Outstanding losses and other claims.$ 83,525 89
D. W. C. SKILTON, Secretary.
HENRV KELLOGG, President.
A. W. JILLSON, Vice Prest.

MANUFACTURER OF

201 MIDDLE

13
41

I have

$600,000

THE ASSETS ABE AS FOLLOWS:
Cash on hand and in bank, in hands of
agents and in course of transmission... .$381,676 64
Real estate. 135,341 23
United States stocks and bonds.
92,250 00
State, county and municipal securities.. 286,356 40
Bank stocks. 638,173 00
Railroad and other corporation securities. 369,880 00
Interest and rents accrued.
2,484 33

We are also prepared to receive orders for the copying of Specifications, Deeds, Bonds aDd all kinds of
Papers, which will be done in a prompt and satisfactory manner.
Writing Visiting Card, n Specially.

&

9,004,971
3,572,655

claims

AGENTS,

MAKER

91

and

Umted States and New York State
stocks.
real estate.
cash in banks and trust companies
at interest.

"

Stanton Block.,

MODEL

mortgages.$60,071,189

*y bonds

$78,830,194 71

Office Fluent Block, (Boom No. 14)

P.

96

Assets.

liabilities.

Corner Congress & Exchange Sts.,
PORTLAND, ME.

C.

..$89,558,379

future).

OF THE

Fire Losses outstanding.$36,335 11

DANCING ACADEMY,

09
11
42

tions.
commissions (payment of current and extinguishment of

“

Insurance Company,

GEO. M. CLARK

CHAS. W. DAVIS.

CLOSING

762,365
expenses and taxes.
706,198
5dlance to new account.75,414,923

“

61

PffiENIX

OF

311-2 Exchange St. Cor. of Milk.

Tickets, §1.00. Single Tickets, 25 cents.
Ieb3d8t

The sixth of the Series of Parlor Entertainments,
under the auspices of the
BWEDENBOBGIAN SOCIETY,
will be held in
AHCANA HALL, Corner of Consres.dk
Chapel St*., on THURSDAY EVENING, FEB. 10TH.
Doors open at 7; Commences at 8 o’clock; Admis8i)n IS cents.Ieb9d2t

COBB,

.

79

fo

COTTNSET/r xm -AT-TjAW-

Season

Select Readings and Choice Music.

STATEMENT

Magnetic Physician,
lay hands on them and they shall be healed.

The Natural

7 l-‘4 each ercning.

THURSDAY

84
71
00

4,724,893

AGENTS,

tide,

nov8

HALL,

LANCASTER

146,584
17,731
11,000

Disbursements.
1 *y paid death and endowment claims...$4,385,083 28
annuities...
25*252 60
dividends. 3.539,663 67
“
surrendered policies and addi-

W. I). LITTLE & CO.,

{^•Business executed with promptness
jall(12m
patch.

3 o’clock each afternoon and at

HOLMES’

240,000
87,600
628,075
680,000

AGENTS,

491-2 Exchange Street
and dis-

Law,

$89,558,379 96

CYRUS PECK, Secretary.
GEO. T. HOPE, President."

BLETHER,

ALDEN J.

Commencing Wednesday evening,
Feb. 2d, and continue 10 days.
Open

Maine.

Saccarappa,

Will be held in

CITY

589,700

00
00
00
00
00

LIABILITIES,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,

JULIET !

AND^

es-

P.M.RAY,

SliakosDcare’s Tragedy of

ROMEO

ST.,

1-3 EXCHANGE

49

J. F. WHEELOCK

balance from last account.-..$69,157,411 31
premiums received. 15,731,970 49
interest and rents..
4,668,998 16

438,574 08

Dividends unclaimed and commissions
due or to become due on unpaid premiums, and expenses. $67,210 61
Losses in process of adjustment... 170,410 00

FESSENDEN,

the eminent American Artists

—

bond and mortgage (on real

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name, and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily tor
publication
but as a guaranty tl good faith.
We cannot undeitake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

journal.

$78,830,194.71.
o

FEB. 9, 1876

Every regular attache of the Press isfuruished
with a Card certificate countersigned by
Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

Dec. 3’ist, 1875.

Stanton Blools..

Attorney at Law,

Proprietor*.
Exchange

jniuuie

i»u

PORTLAND MUSEUM,

MONDAyTfEB.

08

tate worth $1,835,575.00).
Bank stocks
Railroad stocks and bonds.
U. States and State Gov. Bonds
Real estate owned by the Company.
Piemiums due and unpaid and balances
in the hands of agents.

janSdtf

The Ladies of the Allen Mission Circle will hold a

and

on

WEDNESDAY MORNING,

Revenue.

and bonds
$209,880 50)
mand. 171,900 00

OVER I. P. FARRINGTON’S,

ALLEN MISSION FESTIVAL.
Festival for the Benefit of the Poor,
WEDNESDAY EVENING, FEB. 9TH.

MOTLEY,

ATTORNEY AT

Seats

febtdlwJOE GAYLORD, Agt.

Congress

(ga/id oPii'tvl&bj

No. 37 Plum Street.

WM. H.

Ending

LIABILITIES.

4

Programme.

I. T. WfEB 4k CO.)

in banks....$266,674
other stocks
(market value
payable on de-

YORK,

ASSETS JANUARY 1*1, 1876,

64

$237,620

Admission .35 cents. Reserved seats 50 cents.
can be secured at box office,

Cor. of

and

ffiook, fob

For the Year

00

Total.$2,845,185 64

END
HEN
COMEDIANS

an

on hand and
on U.S. and

Loans

STEPHEN BERRY,

And. Cornot Band.
4

Cash

Company,

OF NEW

1,845,165 04

Interest unpaid (due this day)* •.
Rents due and accrued.

The World Famous

MINSTRELS

Statement

PRESS.

—

ESTABLISHED IN' 1843,

$1,000,000

Cash Capital,
Surplus of Assets,

Loans

MAINE.

TWO NIGHTS ONLY, Feb. 9 & 10.
GAYLORD’S

THE

Insurance

ASSETS.

no] SI CHA LL7~
&

Company,

$2,845,165

Exchange St,

PORTLAND,

janl3

OP

MUTUAL LIFE

OF THE CITS OF NEW FORK,

FOGG,

Has removed to

43 1-3

—

January 1, 1876.

COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW,

ENTERTAINMENTS.

SKIFF

Insurance

PORTLAND.
Legal business of all kinds promptly attended to.
novlOdtf

H.

THE—

CONTINENTAL

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
119 1-2 Exchange Street,

J.

OF

FEBRUARY 9.
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Brown St.

dtf

JOHN
a

—

Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.
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18._PORTLAND,

PRESS.
From the

admirable paper of

Edwin P.

February Harper’s on the first
century of American Literature, the following
extracts, bearing on some of our earlier writers
are selected.
Mr. Whipple’s paper is marked
Whipple

in the

by the fine taste, critical discernment and incisive style which we have learned to associate
with one of the foremost of our
essayists. If
the second paper, which
appears in the March
is
number,
equal to the first, the series will be
very valuable:

JOEL BABLOW’S
“COLUMBIAD.”
the poets of the United States were
threatened with extinction or subordination
when Joel Barlow (1755—1812)
appeared. He
was, according to all accounts, an estimable

All

man, cursed with the idea not only that he was

a

poet, but the greatest of American poets; and
in 1808 he published, in a superb
quarto volume, “The Columbiad.” It was also published
in Paris and London. The London
Monthly
Magazine tried to prove not only that it was

epic poem, but that it was surpassed only by
Iliad, the ASneid, and Paradise Lost. Joel
Barlow is fairly entitled to the praise of
raising
mediocrity to dimensions almost colossal. Columbia is, thank HeaveD, still
alive; “The
Columbiad” is, thank Heaven, hopelessly dead.
There are some elderly gentlemen still
living
who declare
an

the

that they have read “The Columbiad,’ and have derived much satisfaction from
the perusal of the same; hut their evidence
cannot stand the test of cross-examination
They cannot tell wbat the poem is, what it
teaches and what it means. No critic within
the last fifty years has read more than a hundred lines of it, and even this effort of attention has been a deadly fight with those merciful tendencies in the human organization which
softly wraps the overworked mind in the bles
D,-U“t03
n is tn«
oircp.
lniposaiDUlty 01
reading “The Columbiad” which prevents any
critical estimate of its numberless demerits.
THE

FIRST AMERICAN NOVELIST.

Charles Broclrden Brown (1771—1810) was
our first novelist by
profession. At the time
he wrote “Arthur Mervyn,” Edgar
Huntley,”
“Clara Howard, and “Wieland,” the remunertion of the novelist was so small that he could

only make what is called “a living” by sacrificing every grace and fclic'ty of style to his inexo
rable need of writing rapidly, and therefore

inaccurately. Brown, iu his depth ef insight
into the motbid phenomena of the human
mind, really anticipated Hawthorne; but hurried as he was by that most malignant of literary devils, the printer’s, he produced no such
masterpieces of literary art as “The Scarlet
Letter,” “The Blithedale Romance.” and “The
Marble Faun.”

Brown is one of the most

melancholy instances of a genius arrested in
its orderly development by the pressure of
circumstances. In mere power his forgotten
novels rank very high among the products of
the American imagination. And it should be
added that though he is unread he is
by no
means unreadable
“Wieland; or tbe Trans
formation,” has much of the thrilling interest
which fastens our attention as we read God
win’s “Caleb Williams,” or Hawthorne’s * Scarlet Letter.” With all his faults. Browne Does
not deserve to be the victim of the b tteresi
irony of criticism, that, namely, of not being
worth the trouble of a critical examination.
His writings are contemptuously classed among
dead books, interesting to the antiquary alone.
Still,they have that vitality which comes from
the presence of genius, and a little
stirring ot
the ashes under which they are buried would
reveal sparks of genuine fire.
FISHER

AMES.

When an armed ship has her upper deck cut
down, and is thus reduced to an inferior class,
it is said that she is “rtzeed.” Fisher Ames
may be called, on this principle, a razeed

Burke.

Of all the Federal writers and speakof his time he bears away tbe palm of eloquence. He has something of Burke’s affluence
of imagination, something of Burke’s
ers

of

power

condensing political

wisdom

into
than
Burke’s hatred of “French principles;” but he
lacks the immense moral force of Burke’s individuality, the large scope of his reason, (be
overwhelming intensity of his passion. Still
his m Tits as a writer, when compared with
those of most of his contemporaries, are so
striking that his countrymen seem unjust in
allowing such an author to drop out of tbe
memory of the nation. He was the despair
ing champion ot a dying cause; be decorated
the grave of Federalism with some of the
choicest flowers of rhetoric; but the flowers are
now withered, and tbe tomb litself
hardly receives its due meed of honor.
John Trumbull’s “MCFiNOAr,.”
This poem, written in Gudibrastic verse, is
so full of
original wit and humor that we

epigrammatic

apothegms,

and

more

hardly think of it as an imitation of Butler’s
immortal doggerel until we are reminded that
many of the pithy couplets of “McFiDgal”
are still quoted as felicitous bits of the
ingenious mind of the author of “Hudibras.” The
immense popularity of the poem is unprecedented in American history. The first canto

rapidly

through thirty editions. Lougfel-

ran

low’s “EvaDgeline” attained about the same
circulation when the population of the country
was thirty millions. “McFingal” was published
when our population was only three millions.
The poem, indeed, is to be considered as one of
the forces of the Revolution, because, as a
satire on the Tories, it penetrated into every
farm house, and sent the rustic volunteers
laughiDg into the ranks of Washington and
Greene. The vigor of mind and feeling displayed throughout the poem gives au impetus
to its incidents which “Hudibras,” with all its
wonderful flashes of wit, comparatively lacks.
ALEXANDER HAMILTON.

Alexander Hamilton was, next to Franklin
the most consummate statesman amoDg the
band of eminent men who had been active in

Revolution,
vert

a

and who afterward labored to con-

loose confederation (of States into

a

na-

tional government. His mind was as
plastic
as it was vlgorons and profound.
It was the

appropriate intellectual expression of a poised
nature whose power was rarely obtrusive, because it was half concealed by the harmonious
adjustment of its varicns faculties. It was a
mind deep enough to grasp principles, and
broad enough to regard (relations, and fertile
enough to devise measures. Indeed, the most
practical of our early statesmen was also the
most inventive. He was as ready with new ex
pedients to meet unexpected emergencies as he
was wise
in subordinating all expedieuts to
clearly defined principles In intellect be was
probably fhe most creative ot our early statesmen.

as

in sentiment

Jefferson

was

the most

widely influential. And Hamilton was so bent
practical ends that be was indifferent to the
repu'ation which might have resulted from a
parade of originality in the means he devised
for tbeir accomplishment. There never wa- a
statesman less egotistic, less desiring of label
ing a policy as “my” policy; and one of the

on

of bis influence was the subile way in
which be insinuated into other minds ideas
which they appeared to originate. His moderation, his self-command, the exquisite courttsy
of his manners, the pcrsua-iveness of his ordinary speech, the fascination of h's extraordinary speeches, and the mingled dignity and
ease with which he met men of all degrees of
intellect and character, resulted in making his
political partisans look op to him as almost an
objtctof political adoration. It is difficult to
say what this accomplished mau might have
done as a leader of the Federal opoosiiiou to
the Democratic administrations ot JeffereoD
and Madison, had be nut, in the maturity of
his years and in the full vigor of bis faculties,
been murdered by Aaron Burr. Nothing can
bet’er illustrate ibe folly of the practice of
dueling than the fact that, by a weak compliance with its maxims, the most eminent of
American statesmen died by the liaDd ot the
most infamous of American demagogues.
sources

JONATHAN EDWARDS

Edwards’ large and subtle understanding was
connected with au imagination ot intense real
iziog power, and both were based on a soul of

singular purity, open

on many sides to communications from the Divine mind.
He had
an almost preternatural conception of the “ex
ceading sinfulness of sin.” His imagination
whs filled with ghastly images of the retribution

which awaits on iniquity, and bis reasoned sereternal torments were the utbreak of

mons od

a sensitive feeling, a holy passion for
goodness,
which made him intolerant of auy excellence
which did not approach his ideal of godliness.
But then his spiritual experience, though it in-

flamed one side of his imagination with vivid
terrors of hell, on the other side
gave the most eurapturiug visions of the spiritual joys of heaven. It is unfortunate for his
fame that bis hell has obtained for him more
popular recognition than his heaven. Like
other poets, such as Dante and Milton, his pic
tures of the torments of the demued have cast
into the shade the celestial light which shines
so lovingly over his
pictures of the bliss of the
redeemed. True religion, he tells us, consists
in a great measure unholy affections—iu “a
love of divine things for the beauty and sweetness of their moral excellency.”
“Sweetness”
is a frequent word all through Edwards’ works
when he desires to convey his perception of the
satisfactions which awaits ou piety in this
world, aud the int liable joy of the experiences
of pious souls in the next; and this word he
thrills with a transcendent depth of suggestive
meaning which it bears in no dictionary, nor in
the vocabulary of auy other writer of the Englie was certainly one of the
lish language,
holiest souls that ever appeared on the placet.

pictures of the

most “advanced”
political thinker. In one
sense, as the author of the Declaration of Independence, he may be called the greatest, or, at
least, the most generally known, of American
authors. But in his private correspondence his

literary

talent is most displayed; tor by his
he built np a party which ruled the
United States for nearly half a century, and
which was, perhaps, only overturned because
its opponents cited the best portions of Jeffer"
son’s writing against conclusions derived from
the worst. In executive
capacity he was relatively weak; but his mistakes in policy and bis
feebleness in administration, which would
have ruined an ordinary statesman at the head
of so turbulent a combination of irascible individuals as the Democratic party of the United
States, were all condoued by those minor leaders of (action who, yielding to the magic
persuasiveness of his pen, assured their followers
that the great man could do no wrung. Bead
in connection with the events of his
time,
Jefferson’s writings must be considered of permanent value and interest.
As a political
leader he was literally a man of
letters; and
his letters are masterpieces, if viewed
as illustrations of the arts ny which
political leadership may be attained. Iu his private correspondence he was a model of urbanity and
geniality. The whole impression derived from
his works is that he was a better man than bis
enemies would admit him to be, and not so
great a man as his partisans declared him
to be.
letters

WASHINGTON ALLSION.

Washington Allston, the greatest of American painters, was also a graceful poet.
“His
mind,” says Mr. Dana, “seems to have In it
the glad but gentle brightness of a star, as
you
look up to it, sending pure influences into
your
heart, and making it kind and cheerful.” As
a

poet, however, he is

As

a

nrose

now

wrifcpr. his

but little known.

Wtnroa

on

Art

nnj

especially his romance of Monaldi, show that
he could paint with the pen as well as with the
brush.
It is difficult
to understand
why
Monaldi has not obtained a permanent
place in
our literature.
There is in it one description of
a
picture representing tbe visible struggle of a
soul in tbe toils of sin which, id intensity of
conception and nassion, exceeds any picture he
ever painted.
The full richness of Allstoo’s
miud was probably only revealed to those who
for years enjoyed tbe inestimable privilege of
heariog bim converse. It is to be regretted
that uo copious notes were taken of his conversations. Mrs. Jameson, in her visit to the
United States, was so surprised to witness such
opulence of thought conveyed in such seemingly careless talk, that she took a few notes of
nis deep aud beautiful sayings.
It would have
been well if Dana and others wbo from dav to
day and year to year saw tbe clear stream of
conversation flow ever on from the same inexhaustible mind, bad made the world partakers
of the wealth with which they were enriched.
Allston, indeed, was oue of those men whose
workers hardly the measure of their powers—
wbo can talk better than tbev can write, aud
conceive more vividly than they can execute.
COOPEB’s NOVELS.

Cooper lived to write thirty-four novels, the
merits of which are so uneqnaled that at times
we arepuzzled.tocnceiveof them as tbe
products
of one miud. His failures are not to be referred to that decline of power whioh
accompanies
mcrea«iog age, for Tbe Dierslayer, one of his
best novels, was written aix years after his

worst

novel, The Monikins.

early,

as

He often failed
well as late in his career, not because
his faculties were impaired, but because they

were misdirected.
One of the secrets of his
fascination was also one of tbe causes of bis
frequsnt dullness. He equaled De Foe in tbe
art of giving reality to romance by the dextrous
accumulation and management of details. In
his two great sea novels, The P.lot aud The
Red Rover, the important events are preceded
by a large number of minor incidents, each of
which promises to bo au event.
The rocks
which tb< vessel by cuuning seamanship escapes are described as minutely as tbe rocks on
which she is fiually wrecked. It is difficult for
the reader to conceive that he is not reading an
account of an actual occurrence.. He unconsciously transports hi mseif to the deok or the
sbip, participating in all tbe hopes aud fears of
the crew, thanking God when the keel just
grazed a ledge without being seriously injured,
and finally goes down into tbe “bell of waters”
in company with his imagined associates.
In
such scenes the imagination of the reader is so
excited that be has no notion whether the writer’s style is good or had. He is made by some
macic of

wordu

tn

SPA

fppl

ranli/..

Iha uilua.

tion; the verbal method by which the meracle
is wrought he entirely ignores or overlooks.
But then the preliminaries to these grand

which exhibit intelligent man in a lifeand death contest with the unintelligent force
of nature—how tiresome they often are!
The
early chapters of The Red Rover, lor example,
are dull beyond expression.
The author's fondness for details trespasses on all Ibe reserved
fund of human patience.
It is only because
"expectation sits i’ the air" that we tolerate
his tediousness.
If we desire to witness the
conduct of the man-of-war in the tempest aud
the battle, we must first submit to follow all
the cumbersome details by which she is slowly
detached from the dock aud laboriously piloted
into the open sea.
There is more “padding”
in Cooper’s novels than in those of auv author
who can make any pretemioos to rival him.
His representative sailors, LoBg Tom OoffiD,
Tom Tiller, Nightingale, Bolthrupe, Trysail,
Bob YarD, not to mention others, are admirable as characters, but.they are allowed to iuflict
too much of their practical wisdom on the readId fact, it is a great misfortune, as it reer.
gards the permanent fame of Cooper, that he
wrote one third, at least, of his novels at all,
and that he did not condense the other twothirds into a third of their present length.
scenes

BEXJAXIX FHAXKLLN.
Jonathan Edwards may be characterized as a
man of the next world.
Benjamin Franklin
was emphatically a man of this world.
Not
that Franklin lacked religion aud homely practical piety, but ho had none of Edwards’s
intense depth of religious experience. God
was to him a beneficent being, aiding good

in their hard struggles with the facts of
and not pitiless to those who stumbled
in the path of duty, or even to those who
men

life,

widely diverged from it. The heaven of Edwards was as far above his spiritual vision as
the bell of Edwards was below his souudings of
the profundities of human wickedness; bnt
there never was a person who so swiftly distinguished an honest man from a rogne, or who
was more quick to see that the rogue was at
war with the spiritual constitution
of things.
He seems to have learned his morality iD a
pralicai way. All his early slips from the
Straight line of duty were bnt experiments,
from which he drew lessons in moral wisdom.
If he happened occasionally to lapse into vice,
be made the experience nf vice a new fortress
to defend h is virtne; and be came out of the
temptations ol youth aud middlo age with a
character generally recoguizea
as
one of
singular solidity, sereuity, and benignity. His
in
the
of
beautiful
its
faculintellect,
harmony
ties. h s conscience, in the instinctive sureness
of its perception of the relations of du'ies, and
his heart, in its subordination of malevo'ent to
beneficent emotions—a'l showed how diligent
he bad been in the austere self-cultme which
eventually raised him to ibe first rank among
the men of his t me. Simplicity was the tine
result of the complexities which entered into
his mind and character
He was a man who
never used words except
to express positive
■ bougbtsor emut ons. and was never
tempted
to misuse them for the purposes of decl imatioD. He kept bis style always ou the level of
his character. In announcing h>s scientific
discoveries, as in his most private letters, be is
ever simple.
In breadth of mind be is probably the most emiuent mao that our couotry
has produced; for while be was the greatest
diplomatist, and one of the grea’e-t statesmen
aud patriots of the Uoitid States, he was also a
discoverer in science, a brnignaut philanthropist, and a master in that rare art of so associating words with tbiugs that thev appeared identical.
Edwards represents, humanly speaking, the somewhar doleful doctrine that the
bes thing a good man can do is to get out,
as soon
as he decently
can, of this world
into one which is immeasurably be'ter, by
all
his
devoting
energies to Ibe salvation
of bis own particular soul
Franklin, ou
the contrary, se.-tns perfectly Content wi b
this wot lit, as long as be thinks be can better it.
Edwards would doubtless have considered Krank'io a child of wrath, but Francis
Bacon would have hailed him as one of that
band of explorers who, by serving Naiure, will
m me enu russier uer mysteries, aDU use ineir
knowledge for the service of mao. ludeed, the
cheerful, hopeful spirit which runs through
Fraukliu’s writings, ev>n when he was tired by
obstacles wbicb might have tasked tbe proverbial patience of Job, is uot oue of tbe bast of
his claims upon the consideration of those who
r'gbtfully glory in having such a genius fur
their couutrymau. Tbe spirit which breathes
through Franklin's life and works is that which
has inspired every pioneer of our Western waters, every poor farmer who has tried to make
both ends meet by tbe exercise of rigid economy, every inventor who has attempted to serve
men by making machines do half the drudgery
of their work, every statesman who has striven
to introduce largo principles into our somewhat
confu«ed and contradictory legislation, every
American diplomatist who has upheld llie
character of bis country abroad, by sagacity in
maniging men, as well as by integrity in the
the mam purpose of his missioD, and every
honest man woo has desired to diminish tho
evil there is iu the world, and to increase every
possible good that is conformable to good senseFrankliu is doubtless our Mr. Worldy Wiseman, but his worldly wisdom ever points to the
Christian’s prayer that God’s will shall be done
on earth as it is done in heaven.
WILLIAM C. JIRYANT.
It is doubtful if Bryant's “Thanatopsis” his
been excelled by tbe many deep and beautifal
poems which he has written since. Iu his case,
as in that of Wordsworth, wo are puzzled by
the old head suddenly erected on young shoul-

ders.

They leap

over

the age of

passion by a

single bound,

and become poetic philosophers
age when other poets are in the sensuons
stage of imaginative development. It estimating the claim of Bryant to be ranked as the
foremost of American poets, it may be said
at an

opened a rich and deep, if somewhat
narrow, vein, which he has worked with mar
velous skill, and that he has obtained more
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The House papers were passed iu concur-

that he

pure gold from his mine than many others who
have sunk shafts here and there into more
promising deposits of the precious metal. He

is, perhaps, unequaled

among our American
poets in his grasp of the elemental life of nature. His descriptions of natural scenery always imply that nature, in every aspect it
turns to the poetic eye, is thoroughly alive.
Nobody can read he poeths called “The Evening Wind,” “Green River.” “The Death of
the Flowers,” the invocation “To a Waterfowl," “An Evening Reverie,” “To the
Fringed Gentian,” not to mention otbeis,
without feeling that this poet has explored
the inmost secrets of nature, and has shown
bow natural objects can be wedded to the human mind in “love and holy passion.” In the
abstract imagination which celebrates the fundamental idea and ideal of our American life,
what can exeel his noble verses on “The Antiquity of Freedom?” “The Land of Dreams”
is perhaps the! most exquisite of Bryant’s poems, as in it thought, sentiment, and imagination are more completely dissolved in melody
than in any other of his poems. In a criticism
of the range of Bryant’s mind it must be remembered that bis poety is only one expression
of it. His life has been generally passed in
political struggles which have called forth all
his powers of statement and reasoning, based
on a patient study of the phenomena presented
by our social and political life. As the editor
of the New York Evening Post, ho has shown
himself an able publicist, an intelligent economist, and a resolute party champion. And at
a period of life when most men are justified in
resting from their labors, he undertook the gigantic task of translating into blank veise such
as lew but becau give, the whole of the Iliad
and the Odyssey.
RALPH WALDO EMERSON.

Emerson’s peculiar sphere was psychology.
By a certain felicity of his nature he was noncombatant; indifferent to logic, be suppressed
all the processes of his thinking, and announced its results in affirmations: and none

asperities which commonly afflict the
appostles of dissent ever ruffled the serene spir-

of the

it of this universal dissenter. He could never
be seduced into controversy. He was assailed
both as an atheist and as a pantheist; as a writ
er so obscure that nobody
could understand
what he meant, and also as a mere verbal
whose
talent
consisted
in vivifytrickster,
only
*uf; wiuuiuuiJiavca,

ui

iu

uuuvciiriug, uy

luvcr-

siou.Jstale truisms into brilliant paradoxes; aud
all these varying charges had only the effect ot

lighting

up his face with that queer, quizzical,
inscrutable smile, that amused surprise at the
misconceptions of the people who attacked him
which is noticeable in all portraits and photographs of his somewhat enigmatical counteHis method was very simple and very
nance.
hard. It consisted in growing up to a level
with the spiritual objects be perceived, and his
elevation of thought was thus the Bign and accompaniment of a corresponding elevation of
character. In bis case, as in the case of Channing, there was an unconscious return to Jonathan Edwards, and to all the great divines
whose “souls had sight” of eternal verities.
What the orthodox saints called the Holy
Ghost, he, without endowing it with personalHe believed
ity, called the Over Soul.
with
them
that in
God
we
live and
move and have our being; that only by comwith
this
municating
Being can we have any
individuality; and that the record of a communication with Him or It ,jvas the most valuable of all contributions to literature, whether
theological or human. The noblest passages
in his writings are those in which he celebrates
this aueust and gracious communion of the
Spirit of God with the soul of man; and they
are the most serious, solemn and uplifting passages which can peibaps be found in our literature. Here was a man who had earned the
right to utter these noble truths by patient
meditation and clear insight.
Carlyle exclaimed, in a preface to an English edition of
one of Emerson’s later volumes: “Here comes
our brave Emerson, with news from the empyrean!” That phrase exactly hits Emerson as
a transcendental thinker.
His insights were,
in some sense, revelations; he could “gossip
on the eternal politics;” and
just at the time
when science, relieved from the pressure of
theology, announced materialistic hypotheses
with more than the confidence with which the
bigots of theological creeds had heretofore announced their dogmas, this serene American
thinker had won his way into all the centres
of European intelligence, and delivered his
quiet protest against every hypothesis which
put in peril the spiritual interests of humabity.

News and Other Items.
Mr. Chapin is the oldest member of the National House of Representatives, being 77.
The Harvard freshmen reject Yale’s freshmen’s challenge for a six-oared race.
There will be 377 private exhibitors at the
Centennial from Switzerland, and the governmeet

appropriation is $74,00U.
A grand-daughter of Eobert Burns, through
his eldest son, Eobert, is living in Guelph, Canada, the wife of Thomas Brown.
The husband of Mme. Poppenheim, the Ger-

prima donna,

has been sent to an insane
His mania is said to have been caus-

man

asylum.
ed by persecution of his wife by Wachtel.

It is new said that Winslow, the forger, had
accomplice in his sister-in-law, and that it
was her skill which counterfeited the signa.
an

tures.
The furniture of the improvised church in
which Moody and Sankey conducted their labors in Philadelphia was sold at auction the

day, and Moody’s chair brought $55, as
did also Sankey’s.
They are telling pitiful stories of suffering
from poverty in London, this winter. A barrister in good standing, who was an Oxford
“honor man,” was recently arrested for begother

ging.
“If you don’t patch up those walls so that I
can keep warm, I will go, too,” exclaimed the
only remaining prisoner in the Madisonville
(Ky.) jail, the other day. His modest request
was

granted.
English

Senator

has declined the back pay
due him for the time elapsing between the
death of Mr. Ferry and his election to the seat,
and has ordered the Sergeant-at-arms to send
the sum, amounting to between $500 and $(500,
to Mrs. Ferry.

princess of Germany is a regular
free-thinker. When Strauss, the author of the
“Life of Jesus,” died, his portrait was hung
over her bed, like the image of a patron saint.
The crown

Strauss’ book and the “Life of Voltaire” occupy the most prominent place on her centertable.

The amount of the forgeries perpetrated by
Mrs. Ellen S. Tupper, the Iowa bee culturiat,
so far as
yet discovers 1. is nearly $10,000, and
the conundrum is, what has she done with the
money, as her property is all mortg&ged and
the family have not been living extravagantly.

Other “irregularities” such as getting excessive
insurance on bees, and selling empty bee hives
as
live collections, are a'so coming to
light.
She has been arrested, and lies in jail
quite ill
with heart disease.

F O R E I G N

Reports of Committees—The Committee on
Towns reported a bill incorporating the Hartland Village corporation.
The Committee on Printing and Binding sub
mitted a contract with Hartford & Smith ol
Augusta for doing the state binding the nexl
year.
A resolve authorizing the
county of Penobscot to procure a loan not exceeding $8000 te

etc.

ISpecial to

the

Press.)

Augusta, Feb. 8, 1876.
The general railroad bill was disposed of today with less debate than was at first anticipated. A decided majority of the House was

pay indebtedness incurred by building the
county workshop was passed.
An

in favor of the amendments already made, and
all of these that are valuable in perfecting the
bill were consolidated and adopted.
The following are the provisions ef the bill as
passed by the House to be engrossed: Sections

railroad companies to get authority
of the Legislature to cross tide waters was retained. Mr. Porter said it was provided in the
statutes.
Mr. Powers desired to have suet
provision pointed out to him. Mr. Bass oppos
ed the amendment. If the bill was so amended the commissioners could lay out a bridge
the Penobscot at Bucksport.
He believed that the amendments made last week

across

good
grounds.
were

capital stock of companies may be increased—a
two-thirds vote being required.
Section 6 provides that the corporations sc

va

his

SPAIN.
A Cabinet Success Claimed,
London, Feb. 8.—The Carlist committee in
this city published the following: A telegram
from Hendage dated Monday, says that a great
battle began Saturday between the Carlists and
Alfonsists’ main bodies.
When this intelligence was dispatched from the field of battle
the fight was still progressing.
The Carlist
losses were inconsiderable aud they held all
all their positions.
IDBKEir.
Andrassy’s Note.
London, Feb. 8.—The Itussiau telegraphic
agency reports that there is reason to believe
that the Sultan, when he forwards bis reply to
the Austrian note, will simultaneously grant
an armistice to the
insurgents.
A Vienna despatch to the Daily News says
the European consuls at Mostar have received
Instructions to negotiate with the insurgents on
the basis of
Andrassy’s proposals.
A despatch from Vienna
to the Standard
says the Servian ministers will
resign. The
Istok, the organ of the Premier, says the Skuptchsins is resolved to go to war
with Turkey,
iforeign Notes
the British and
Fore^n Bible Society was held in Homo Mon-

to give the nature of such damage and the nature of the defect in the highway causingjthe
damage. Hr. Bass advocated his amendment.
He said it had become a regular business to
bring suits against cities for trumped up damages. Mr. Lynch advocated the bill at.length.

the sheriff enforcement

Only those having no case, those intending to
defraud cities would know all about the law,
and persons receiving real injury would know
nothing of the law. Mr. Phillips of Orrington, followed in reply to Mr. Lynch.
Mr.
Frank of Portland, explained the existing law,

meets wi!h
has already
for the duis also said

and opposed the amendment of Mr. Bass. Mr.
Bass advocated his amendment at length. Mr.
Bass’ amendment was adopted. Mr. Bass presented a further amendment that the act {shall
not apply to pending suits.
Mr. Keegan moved the indefinite postponement of the bill. Mr.

that it will cost $30,000 a year to maintain the
commission.
All of the members of Governor Connor's
staff have seen honorable service in the late
war.
Col. Peaks is a young lawyer in Pittsfield who served as a private in the first cavalry.
The Androscoggin delegation voted this afternoon to report reference to the next
legislature on the petitions for a Superior Court in
that county.

Bass remarked somewhat warmly that when
the majority of the House perfected a bill some
fellow on the beaten side moved indefinite post-

ponement

The Railroad Committee to day finished all
the business referred to it.
The Military Committee voted to-night to
reeommend the appropriation of $10,000 to
clothe the companies, and $200 to enable the
Adjutant General to collect and preserve scraps
of history of the Maine regiments in the rebel-

S.

15 o.

Fmef„nnRislUr« TetiDg
Cuvo,

old friend of
Garibaldi, recently
died without extreme unctioD,
and the clerev
refused burial. Garibaldi advises cremation
The Council of Antwerp Lave invited
John
Lothrop Motley to a historical fete in honor of
the patriots of the 16th century in connection
with next year’s Kabiu’s centenary.
au

Conflagration in New
York.

$4,500,000.

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
!•
Officer, Washington, D. O.,

War

M.))

Feb. 9, (1 A.
Eor New England
Middle and Eastern States, falling barometer,
and east to northeast winds, aud partly cloudy
or cloudy weather, with lower temperature than
ou Tuesday, and possibiy light snow in northern
New York aud northern New England, but
thence southward, rising temperature and pos-

sibly light

rains._

MINOR TELEGRAMS,
Hon. Edward Avery has withdrawn from the
defence of Fiper, the belfry murderer, on account of illness.
A. It Edyhas been appointed architect of
the new Boston post office, vice G. .T. F. Bry-

ant, iesigntd.

papers were

disposed

of in

concur-

Orders Passed—Order presented by Mr. Porter,
directing the Committee on Business of the House to
inquire into the state of business before the Committee, ascertain the time when they may be able to report finally, and report at to-morrow’s session.
Reports of Committees:—By Land Commitee
resolve appropriating §300 for bridge on Chap-

the first of the

TWENTY FOUR

he

rence.

There is a fair prospect that the leg islature
will get through with its business so as to ad-

METEOBOLOliltliL.

fellow;

HOUSE.

Senate

lion.

PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

a

member of the House as well as the
from Bangor.
Tne House refused
to postpone and passed the bill with the amend"
ments of Mr. Bass, to be engrossed.
Passed to be Enacted—Act relating to the Ellsworth Police Court; act to amend chap, 508, laws of
1874, relating to protection of fish iu Narraguagus
River; to enable non-resident guardians to obtain
property in this state belonging to wards out oi the
slate; act relating to Normal schools.
Finally Passed—Resolve relative to compulsory
pilotage; to procure a burglar safe for the State
Treasurer.

Ways Committee voted to report referto the next legislature on the petitions to
build a bridge across Long Creek in Gape Elizabeth. Mr. Haskell of that town appeared to
oppose the petition, with Judge Cleaves as
counsel.

Grand

wasn’t

was a

The

ou

Keegan said he

gentleman

ence

and out
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change the resolve. He moved the yeas and
nays on the adoption of the amendment.
Senator Haskell advocated the original resolve and hoped the Senator from Oxford
(Swasey) would withdraw the amendment,
limiting the commissioners from spending any
more money than the resolve called for.
He
should not object to it. He stated that the
commissioners bad nothing to do with any
other schemes that may be brought up. Wbat
they ask for is for specific purposes.
Senator Peakes thought the amendment was
aimed directly at the military. He thought
thought that the question whether a general
muster shall be had, or whether the military
shall be sent to the Centennial, was an outside
question and should be passed upon separately.
Senator Swasey said the amendment stated
just wbat it said, that he was in favor of voting
110,000 and no more, and if that hit any outside hot-house ornamental branch, let it hit
them,
The yeas and nays were then taken, and resulted as follows:
Teas—Brown of Piscataquis, Donworth, Jordan,
Keyes, Prescott, Sturgis, Swasey, Talbot, Tolmau,
Watts, Wentworth, White, Woodbury—13.
Nays—Baker, Brackett, Brown, Estes, French,
Haskell, Hinckley, Lord, Peaks. Stevens, Thompson,
Wodoswortb, Webb, Wheelwright.
Absent—Carney, Thnrlougb.
The amendment was not adopted.
The resolve was then passed to be

Adjourned.

engrossed.

MATTERS IN MAINE,

|

THE BLAINE CLUB.
Election of Officers—Encouraging Political Outlook.

[Special to the Press.]
Feb. 8. —Every county was represented at the first meeting of the Blaine Club
this evening. Mr. Powers of Houlton, was
chosen tamporary chairman, and Col. I. S.

Augusta,

Bangs of Waterville, secretary.
After some
consultation the committee proceeded to elect
the following officers:
President—Col. Frederick Robie of Gorham.
and Treasurer—H. S. Osgood of
Augusta.
Executive Committee—Geo. P. Wescott of

Secretary

Portland, J. M. Haynes of Augusta, and E. B.
Nealley of Bangor.
The Club was addressed by ex-Gov. Dingley.
He said that the correspondence he was having

with gentlemen in other states was full of
couragement andjwas such as to ensure

en-

suc-

if the friends of Mr. Biaiue iu Maine were
zealous as he felt they were.
The chairman, Col. Robie, and the secretary,
Col. Bangs, were added to the Executive Committeo. Most finonnraoon<r rpnnrt* wAro marln
cess
as

moved an amendment limiting the time in
which notice shall be given to sixty days, and
also requiring the person receiving such injury

leg-

Broadway

then passed to be engrossed and

persons receiving injury on any highway within one year after receiving the same. Mr. BatB

act.
The chairman of the Commerce Committee
refused to assign another day than
Thursday
for a hearing on the bill creating a state harbor

to

was

The bill relating to damages on ways was
taken up. The bill provides that notice of action shall be begun against a city or town by

to allow the Eastern and Boston & Maine railroads to build a union depot at North Berwick
and to authorize the Maine Central to connect
its depots in Lewiston aBd discontinue the Sabattus branch.
The Temperance Committee will report

street

adopted.

An order was passed giving the use of this
ball to President Allen and Hon. Mr. Madigan
to sneak for the ApTienknral (talipcr..

quite

street.

Mr. Powers favored
did Mr. Bass. The amend-

printed.

a measure intended to
so change
the law as to give greater advantages to those
bringing suits was so modified as to give the
advantage to cities and towDS.
The Railroad Committee voted to report Dills

Crosby

was

The bill

was stricken out
contest over the bill relating to
damages
received by persons on highways was
ani-

Bush, assistant foreman, was killed, David
Muldrew injured; David Clute, foreman, killed; Thomas Cortices, injured. Timothy Horraharn aud Florence Sullivan dragged a fainting woman out of the entrance of the Continental Hotel.
Upwards of 30,000 witnessed
the fire, which was under control hy 10 o’clock.
In the block, which is oue of tho most memorable on Broadway* where Christy’s Minstrels
formerly performed, the five regiments of the
Sickles’ brigade were recruited, and the noted
Music Hall. No. 444 Broadwae, aud the City
Assembly rooms, twice destroyed by fire, wero
More than half a square
formerly situated.
was utterly destroyed, extending through from

commissioners,

adopted.

amendment, as

ment

ibe

Broadway, estimate their loss at 81,500,000;
fully insured. Two firemen were killed by the
John H.
falling of a wall at 444 Broadway

election of

grievous burden of debt.

commissioners eleotive

450

the

is provided for. This amendment proposes that
these parties should only have a basis of one
sixth of the cost with which to go to the towns
and with glowing promises, get them to take a

amendments except those which are incorporated in the bill in the above
synopsis. All of
the powers and duties of county commissioners
remain the same.
The section makiDg the

New Yoke, Feb. 8.—A lire occurred on
Broadway to night, the largest in this city for
many years, it was discovered about 6 o’clock
in a block bounded on the west by Broadway,
on the
east by Crosby street, on the north by
Grand street, and on the south by Howard
street.
The fire originated a; 125 Grand street,
occupied as the Fatulluo House, and kept by
Ferris & Smith. A large portion of the block
was destroyed.
But five buildings on Broadway and all those on Grand street, except the
one
where the fire began, were saved.
The
Continental Hotel is a heap of ruins, and about
thirty other houses. Loss estimated $4,500,000.
One firm, Cattlin, Brundrett & Co 448 and

SI

those of the railroad commissioners. He could
not, however, see this amendment go through
without a protest.
Even $10,000 a mile was
not one-thiri of the cost of suchroads. This subscription at least should be required before men
interested in railroads should be allowed to go to
towns, which is now the policy of building railroads, and get them to plunge themselves into
debt to build it when only one-third of its cost

year.
Section 10 provides that the
stlary of the
railroad commissioners shall be $5
per day for
actual service, to be paid by the state after
being audited by the Governor and Council.
The Hobson amendment swept out all of the

Injured,

ill

those who were connected with railroads
could not legislate fairly upon the matter. He
said that the Hobson amendment sandwiched
in the duties of county commissioners with

one

Two Persons Killed and §evcral

llu.Cc

uu\4

that

Section 9 gives corporations the right to
es.
tihlish and collect fares and
tarifls, but when
responsible and interested parties complain to
the railroad commissioners that such tariffs and
fares are exorbitant, the commissioners shall
give a hearing and have power to revise and

LOSS

tuaii tuo

this connection that he had not spoken against
the amendments just made (Hobson’s) because
he thought there was a feeling in the House

filed with the Secretary of State and the officers for recording deeds.

Disastrous

xaiuuu oam

Mr. Powers moved to amend section 1 so that
companies may organize on a $6000 subscription
per mile for 4 ft. 8^ in. gauge instead of $10,000, and a $3000 subscription for the narrow
gauge instead of $60C0. Mr. Anderson said in

—

session of Parliament soon after noon to-day.
She did not read the speech in person. Thousands lined the streets through which the Queen
and her attendants passed.
The points of the speech were as follows:
The relations of England with all foreign powers continue of a cordial character.
The Sultan not yet having doen able to quell the insurrection, England has not stood aloof from the
efforts made by other nations to bring about
pacification. England has agreed to purchase
the Khedive’s shares of the Suez Canal, and
the Queen relies upon the sanction being granted. China received in a friendly spirit the representations made by England in regard to the
Margary murder, and it is hoped the discovery
and pnuisbment of the offenders will speedily
follow.
The Queen expresses thanks at the
Prince of Wales’ reception by the Indian subjects. The course pursued by England in putting an end to slavery within her own dependencies makes it important that the action of
her subjects elsewhere be in harmony with that
coarse.
The affairs of the colonies are generally prosperous. Bills ror regulating the tribunal of appeal for the United Kingdom, for an
amendment of the merchants’ shipping law
and for prison management and primary education are promised.

for

which were

and powers shall cease.
Section 8 requires every corporation organized under the act to cause a map and
profile
of land taken or obtained use of therefor to be

i* i

aiii.

um>

providing

shall be made across navigable tide waters
without special act of the Legislature.
Section 7 declares that unless corporations so
formed begin the construction of their road
and expend ten per cent, thereon within three
years from the issue of the certificate of the
Secretary of State, their corporate existence

or

nuu

commissioners, and ail the amendments except those providing that the commissioners be paid by the state, providing that no
railroad shall be built across navigable tide
waters without authority of the Legislature
and the amendment striking out the section

location and variation must be filed within two
years after the articles of association are filed
with the Secretary of State; but no railroad

journ the last of next week
week after next.

the

railroad

presented by the board, except to avoid expense on constructing, and must first be ap.
proved by the railroad commissioners. The

commission. The bill, however,
little favor, as the measure which
passed the House makes provision
ties given to the commission. It

same

The next question was the amendment proposed by Mr. Hobson of Wiscasset, offered
Saturday, providing that section 12 be struck
out as reported, which puts the duties now imposed upon county commissioners upon the

thereto may be ;heard.
If it shall
appear that the road will be a public convenience, the corporation may proceed to build its
road when they shall have filed with the county commissioners a plan of location and another copy for the railroad commissioners.
The
location so given shall not vary from the route

inexpedient on

Nealley took the
thought the majority of

company must come to the Legislature for authority. The amendment of Mr. Porter was
lost.

objecting

islation

He

Mr.

sections provided for the organization of railroad companies. That organi zation made, the

gineer from actual survey, upon which presentation a hearing will be appointed, that parties

mated, and

ones.

House were in favor of the general provisions

organized must present to the railroad mirnnis.
sioners a petition for the approval of location,
with a map of the proposed route, with a reporl
and estimate of the cost made by a skilful en-

exceeding

the Mouse Islaut

requiring

ing of the corporation by notice signed by five
of said subscribers to all the others.
Section 5 proscribes the manner in which the

term not

incorporate

received and referred.
On motion of Senator Thompson of Yorl
ers said that he thought the greater
part of the
amendments could be easily disposed of, but it
the other portions of the bill there were pro
visions which should be retained, necessary, he
thought, to the protection of the measure. Mr
Hobson also opposed the proposition of Mr,
Porter.
Mr. Nealley of Bangor, asked if al
after section 3 was stricken out if the provisior

complied with, they shall approve of the
same, and tho Secretary of State shall issue a
certificate of the fact, which shall be conclusive
evidence of the establishment of said corporation.
Section 4 provides for the calling of the meet-

a

to

revoked.
A bill to make available the school fund o:
the inhabitants of Bowerbank, in Piscataquis
county, was admitted under a suspension of the
rules and referred to the Committee on Educa
tion.
An act to amend the charter of the Bucks
port and Winterport Ferry Company wai

said articles of association shall not be filed
until five per cent of the capital stock alone
required is paid the directors named in the articles of association.
The third section provides that when the the railroad commissioners
are satisfied that the conditions above stated are

establish them for

act

Association was read and assigned.
Notification was received from the Governot
that the designation of Abijah M. Billings ol
Clinton, Me., as Pension Notary has beer

1, 2 and 3 provide for the formation of railroad
corporations. Any number of persons not less
than ten,a majority being citizens of this state,
may form a company for constructing and running a railroad, and for that purpose make articles of agreement, give the name of the company, the gauge, the places through which the
proposed road will pass, the capital stock,
which shall not bo less than 86000 per mile for
the usual gauge and $3000 for the narrow
gauge, the number of shares of said stock, the
articles aforetaid to be signed by every subscriber of the stock. It is provided further that

ENGLAND.

Opening o( Parliament
The Queen’s
Speech.
London, Feb. 8.—The Queen opened the new

rence.

The General Railroad Bill—Bill Relating «« Damage* on the Highway*—The
Sheriff Enforcement Act—An Appropriation of $10,000 to Uniform the Militia

Recommended,

Feb. 8.

raised $6,500,000. The matter was eminently
for the people and the states to carry
through. Bnt when the Executive was authorized to invite the foreign nations to join ns,
there was a great additional expense incurred.
Therefore Congress has appropriated a million
and a half. Nearly every state in the Union
has made an appropriation. Maine has appropriated $1000 already, and $800 has been expended in necessary expenses.
They have
made arrangements to have a very fair and
full showing of our manufactures and natural
resources.
Lewiston is at a considerable expense to prepare her goods for exhibition. The
expenses of arranging, building counters,
shelving, furnishing shafting and belts, for
running the machinery, etc., must be paid by
the state; also the expenses of two or thtee
commissioners, who must be there to look after
the interests of the Maine exhibitors, for unless
they are there none of the Maine exhibitors
can get their goods into position.
He went on
at some length to speak of the different features Maine proposes to have at the exhibition,
citing the carriage interest, granite and slate
products, its grains and seeds, its woolen and
cotton goods, and stock.
The care of all these
things for the eight months will devolve upon
the commissioners, and it can harlly be justly
expected that they will be willing to pay their
own expenses, even if they do the work without compensation.
The resolve calls for
$10,000, and only so much thereof as is actually
expended can be drawn, as the bills are all to
be audited by the Governor aud Council.
Mr. Swasey was rejoiced that the country
was permitted to celebrate this 100th anniversary of the country’s birthday. He thought
one of the great causes of Maine’s depression
was the lack of advertising abroad and also at
home. This expense of $10,000 is only a trifle
when compared with the advantages to be
obtained. It would be a cent and a half per
capita as be figured it. He should be proud of
the exhibition of the state’s resources and products of peace and prosperity, but he had
heard rumors that a large additional sum will
be asked for. He did not believe in having the
state represented on a war basis by uniforms
and armed men. He therefore proposed one
amendment:
“Provided, that no additional
money or appropriation shall be asked for.”
Senator Wheelwright opposed the amendment. He thought nearly every member of
the body would be likely to visit the exhibition,
and he should hang his head for shame to have
it said Maine was the meanest state in the
Union. He thought the $10,000 would be sufficient, but perhaps it would not. He was in
favor of having the Governor and his staff
represent the state, and perhaps an additional
appropriation might have to be made for that.
Senator Swasey hoped the amendment would
prevail, tor he thought a limit should be placed

one

By the Committee on Fisheries, reference to
Governor and Council on petition of Daniel
Dresser in aid of Fish Commissioners’ recommendation; ought not to pass, on bill to amend
the statutes relating to fish ways. (Gives the
Fish Commissioners power to construct fish
ways over dams and charge costs to proprietors
of said dams and sundry other powers of unusal character.) Tabled by Mr. Pike.
By Legal Affairs Committee, bill incorporating the Masonic Mutual Relief Association of
Mechanic Falls (tabled); bill giviDg inn-keepers and boarding-house keepers a lien on the
personal baggage of guests, (printed).
A large number of bills were passed to be
engrossed.
Bill changing the statutes relative to the repair or sale of meeting houses, so that the vote
of two-thirds of the pew-holders shall be necessary to vote such repairs, etc., instead of a

majority

as now provided, was tabled.
Mr. Talbot called up the bill giving A. K. P.
Lord of Buxton, authority to navigate the Saco
river, and moved its indefinite postponement on

the ground that the right is fully given by general laws, which action was taken.
The bill to amend sec. 87 chap. 82 Revised
Statutes, relating to evidence, was taken up-

Senate amendment excepting from the act
pending actions, was passed to be engrossed.
The bill provides that where an executor or other legal representative is a
party and tho opposite party is an heir of the estate, said heir may
testify where any other heir testifies at the instance of said executor.
The general railroad bill being the special assignment at ten o’clock, the House proceeded
to i's consideration, the pending question being
on amendment to strike out all after the third
Mr. Porter said that the first three
section.
sections of the bill complied with the constitutional amendment.
The committee had reported more than that—they had given a full
law for the regulation of railroads. Mr. Powcounty, the vote whereby the “barbers’ bill’’
was passed to be engrossed was reconsidered.
Mr. Thompson then moved to indefinitely postpone the bill. On motion of Senator Haskell
the yeas and naye were ordered, and the vote
resulted: yeas 24, nays 3, Messrs. Brown, Estes
and Haskell voting nay, and the bill was •in-

definitely postponed.
Several petitions heretofore presented were
taken from the table and icferred to the appro-

priate committees.
The resolve in favor of the State Ceutenuia
Commission was taken from the table and pul
Mr. Haskell
upon its passage to be engrossed.
said a few words in explanation, speaking of
the doiugs of Congtcss regarding the matter.
They had authorized a commission to take
charge of tho matter. That commission has

by the reptesentatives

of the various counties
the general political outlook. The Club adjourned to meet at the call of the chairman.
[To the Associated Press.!
Oov. Connor’s MsC
Gov. Connor’s staff will be announced as follows: Inspector General, Charles W. Tilden
of Castine; Surgeon General, Dr. Horatio N.
Small of Portland; J udge Advocate General,
Col. Horace H. Burbank of Saco; Commissary
General, Col. J. B. Peaks of Pittsfield; Aides,
Col. J. W. Spaulding of Richmond, Col. Philo
on

Hersey of Belfast, Col. F.

E. Heath of Waterville, Col. J. T. Richards of Gardiner; Additional Aide, Col. G. L. Beal of Norway.
TIIE SCHOOL mice TAX.
Deckles that it is
Constitutional.
Bangor, Feb. 8.—The Judges of the Supreme Judicial Court, with the exception of
Judge Dauforth, met ia this city to-day to consider and give an opinion ou the constitutionThe

Supreme Court

ality

of the school mill tax, as required bp a
resolve recently introduced in the Lsgislature.
They unanimously decided it to be constitutional. Chief Justice Appleton will draw the opinion and forward it to the Legislature to-morrow.

[Special to Press.t
Rockland Items.
Roccland, Feb. 8.—A trottiDg horse owned
by E. P. Walker of Vinalhaven, dropped dead
while speeding on the ice at that place to-day.
Several wood-pile thieves were arrested to-

night.

A,

_

BABCOCK’S TRIAL,
Opening of the Pros eention.
St. Louis,Feb. 8.—The court opened promptat
10
o’clock this morniDg and without delay
ly
the selection of a jury in,'the Babcock case
was proceeded with.
Both sides exhausted all
their peremptory challenges, three each, aud
the jury was finally swern in at 1145.
Tho
District Attorney announced that no more
whiskey cases would come before the court at
this special term, and all jurors outside of this
trial panel were discharged. He then addressed
the jury eu the part of the prosecution.
The District Attorney repeated the history
of the conspiracy which was organized here in
1871, statiDg that it involved all distillers and
rectifiers and government officers and employes
here, aDd had its ramifications in Washington.
He cited several despatches alleged to have
ucufvccu

Saoocvj
abcock,

wujMjtjj

iYxci-'uuaiu,/vvery

not a part
the
of
conspiracy alleged
in the icdictmcut, and that the defendant is
not connected with the conspiracy of 1871 and
1672, then we can act on the testimony already
presented and rule it out. Court then ad-

journed.

Hon. E. C. Barcely of Washington, one of
Eabeock’s counsel, has been so indisposed since
hts arrival here that he has not appeared in the
case, and left for home to-night,

Fortj-Fcurtli Congress—First

conspir-

Session.

SENATE.

Washington, Feb. 8.
A number ot House bills were referred to
ap-

propriate committees, among them a bill making an appropriation to pay lourteeu crippled
and disabled Union soldiers from Dec. G, 1872
to June 30,187G.
Mr. Sherman from the Finance Committee
reported adversely on the bill to secure depositors in the Freedmeu’s Bank from ultimate
loss. Tabled.
Mr. Wr'ght from the Finance Committee reported a bill to pay the First National Bank of
St. Albans, Vt., the value of certain treasury
notes held by said bank as the financial agent
of the United States and forcibly taken therefrom by raiders from Canada in 1864. The bill

C 4MPOBELLO, N B. Sehr Willie Searcy—150,000
fresh herring to 1 T Wyer.
Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush corumeal to G.
W. True & Co.

to Randall & McAllister.
Sch L A Johnson, Mablman, New York-coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Emma Crosby, Crosby, Hoboken for St John,
NB, (master sick )
Sch Panama, Mazrell. Boston, seckiDg.
Sch Willey Seavey, Holbrook, Campjbello, NB,—
150,000 herring to I T Wyer.

proposes to pay said bank $28,630.
The Committee on Ficauce proposed an
amendment to strike oat that portiou allowing
mterest on tho amount from Oct. l’Jth, 1864, to
the time of payment.
Mr. Wright asked for the preseut consideration of the bill.
After some discussion, Mr. Sherman asked
that it be laid over until to-morrow. So ordered.
Mr. Morton submitted a resolution instructing the District committee to consider the propriety of reporting a plan for an elective
government of the District of
Columbia.
Agreed to.
A bill repealing certain restrictions in the
disposition of public lands in Alabama, Missistppi, Arkansas and Florida, with an amendment, was discussed till the expiration of tho
morning hoar.
After the morning hour Mr. Wright of Iowa
moved that the Senate pro jeed to the consideration of the executive business.
Mr. Morrill of Maine said that
yesterday he
gave notice that he would call up the centennial bill at one o’clock to-day. He now desired
to say that whatever was the
pleasure of tho
Senate on this subject should be expressed at
the present time. The financial condition of
the company was such that the Senate should
say what it proposed to do. If they proposed
to turn their backs on it, very well. He gave
uuuoe mao
wouia urge toe consideration or
the bill at the earliest moment.
Mr. Edmunds did not think the centennial
bill should be considered until the information
called for from the Secretary of State was re
ceived. He, however, would not oppose the
present consideration of the bill.
The Senate, by yeas 18, nays 33, refusad to
go into executive session.
On motion of Mr. Morrill the Senate then
took up the centennial bill.
Mr. Morrill then yielded the floor to Mr. Eatou of Connecticut, who offered a resolution in
respect to the memory of his late colleague, O.
S. Ferry, the understanding beingthat the centennial bill should come up as unfinished business to-morrow.
Mr. Cooper of Tennessee was
appointed a
member of the Senate Committee ou
Fiuauce,
in place of Mr. Ferry, who at his own
request
was excused this
from
further service
morning
on that
committee, as it conflicted with the requirements of a presiding officer.
Mr. Boutwell submitted an additional section
to the bill regarding the sales of
public lands
in Alabama,
Mississippi and other states. It
provides for the appraisement of the timber
lands before sale and that no sale be made at
less than 81.25 per acre. Ordered
priu ted.
Correspondence between the state department and foreign governments
regarding the
centennial was received from the President.
of
it
has
been
[Most
already
published.]
Mr. Eaton submitted a resolution
providing
that as a mark of respect to the
memory of O.
S. Ferry, late Senator from
the
Connecticut,
business of the Senate be suspended, that his
former associates might pay their tribute of
respect to his character and services. Agreed
to.
Appropriate eulogistic remarks were made by
Messrs. Eaton, Sargent, Bayard, Howe, Frelinghuysen, Thurman, VVadleigh and English,
and as a further mark of respect the Senate at
2 o’clock adjourned.

HOUSE.

Boston fttoek Market
[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Feb. 8.]
100 Eastern Railroad. 11}
25. ...do.

25.do.
Second Call.
$4,000 Eastern Railroad 7’s. notes.
30 Eastern Railroad.....
30.uo.

11}

Sch Union, Bartlett, Phipsbnrg.

11
50

11}

11}

New York Ntock nutl Money Market.

nor,

Internal Revenue Expenses.
Washington Feb. 8.—Commissioner Pratt
was before the House Committee on Appropriations to-day, with regard to a reduction of the
expenses of the office of Internal Revenue,
which he favors and will soon suggest in what
direction the reduction can be made.
Alabama Judgments.
Washington, Feb- 8.—fn the Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims the following
judgments in favor of citizens of Maine were
announced: Abigail M. Corbett, administratrix,
$7,075; Mark Thirton, $1,987; John L. Randall, $546; Elizabeth S Frohock, executrix,
S3.335: Dennis Carver, $324; Robert E, Easton,
$195; Putnam K. Frohock, $157.
Various Mutters
Senator Christiancy of Michigan, was married this morning to Miss Lillie Lugerbeel,lately a clerk in the Treasury. Senator Ferry officiated as groomsman. He is 63 and she 19.
The Democratic congressional caucus was
not held yesterday, owing to the sickness of
Mr. Lamar. It will be held Thursday evening.

Internal revenue teceipts yesterday $235,051;
*
customs $506,703.
The Attorney General has directed a nolle
prosequi to be entered in the case of the indictment of J. Y. Scammon of Chicago.
This indictment was procured, it is said, at the instigation of Boston Bank officers who were
creditors of Scammon.

THE EASTERN RAILROAD.
Railroad Commissioners Hay.
Boston, Feb. 8.—A large portion of the
Railroad Commissioners’ report is taken up
with an exhaustive review of the Eastern Railroad management. The Railroad Commissioners speak so plainly and so pointedly that no
one need misunderstand their language.
They
show that the directors, in purchasingetock of
the Maine Central, had no authority in law for
their injudicious act. They assert that unadvised purchases were made with the utmost
secrecy. They deny the legal right of the
directors to use the funds of the corporation
for many purposes. They charge that the reports of the condition of the roal were unreliable. They are of the opinion that no one
connected with the management of the road
had any knowledge of the debt or assets of the
road, and they believe that‘There are certain
details connected with some of the financial
transactions which should be thoroughly inquired into, either by the stockholders, or by
some public tribunal empowered to compel the
attendance of witnesses and the giving of evi
dence.”

Union Telegraph Co.
77}
Pacific Mail. 35}
New York Central & Hudson R R consolidated. 113
Western

Erie.

17

Michigan Central.

60*

Union Pacific Stock. 6'8|
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Central Pacific

bonds.10G*

Sinking Funds. 95*
Union Pacific bonds.
104*
Unicn Pacific Laud Grants.101*

j

U'atirlorn Cattle market.
8 —Cattle

Market.—Receipts

The present inactivity of the Cattle trade

is quite remarkable; the market does not appear to
be overstocked yet. Beef in the city sells very slow
owing, it is supposed, to large sale of cheap stuff,
beef shins, livers, etc. Prices for Cattle to-day
ranged from 5 00 @ 9 25 $> ewt, dressed weight. The
fewr sold were bought in small lots with the exception of several bunches of Western.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts of 5393 head; market supply was somewhat larger and requirements are
sutticient to hold prices at last week’s quotations; we
quote sales in lots at 2 00 @3 25 each; extra at 3 50
@ 6 50.
_

Providence Print Cloths market.
Providence. February 8.—The Printing Cloths
market quiet and unchanged at 4ic and 4Jc for best
64 x 64’s.
_

New York.
Sid tm SW Pass

Boyd,

;540j

Portland Wholesale Market.
Tuesday, February 8.—The markets are Arm toPork
is steady at its advance and lard is very
day.
firm. Urain is in fair demand at the following quotations: Corn, high Mixed 67 @ 68c, do bag lots 70
@ 73c; Meal 68 @ 70c; Kye t 25; Harley at 75@85c;
Oats 50 @ 55s; Fine Feed 30 00; Shorts 25 00 @ 26 00.
Sugars are firm at tojc for granulated and Sic for
Extra C.

la)

11 Jo.

Dresser!

5tb. ship J W Marr, for Liverpool
AratSVVPass 1st inst, sch Robert Raff, Ricker,
Sabine.
PENSACOLA—Ar 2d, sch Mira A Pratt, Kimball,
Indianoia.
FERNANDINA—Ar 31st, schs Emma McAdam,
Murcb, Port Spain; Grace W Andrews, Watts, Port
Royal, SC.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Cld 7th, sch John C Smith,
Jones. Cadiz.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 3d, schs Mary, McGee,
Searsport; S E Woodbury, Mason, do.
NORFOLK—Cld 5th, brig Etta Whitmore, Wright,
•
Marsala, (Sicily.)
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 6tb, sch Ada F Ames,
Achoro, Portland.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 5th inst, schs Delia O
Yate9, Yates, Palermo; 7th, Fred Jackson, Pettengill, Cardenas for New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 6th, brig Tubal Cain. Stone. Marseilles 60 days; F 1 Merriman, Lecraw, Santos 54 ds;
schs Frank Atwood. Bryan, Mayaguez 13 days; Carrie Nelson, Allen, Cbarlestoo.
Ar 7th, brigs I Howland, Lakeman, fin Cardenas;
Kaluna, Mitchell. Havana; schs Thos R Pillsbury,
Pitcher. Cardenas; S F Bird, Hall, Matanzas; Ida
Ella, Wilbur, Thoruaston; Edwin, Shaw, Rockport;
J W Fisk, Snow, Providence lor Virginia.
Ar 8th, brigs C C Colson. Gregory, Matanzas; Hattie S Bishop, Bishop, do; schs Ruth H Baker,Collins,
New Orleans; <J W Holt, Delay, Fernandina; Nellie
Carr, French, Jacksonville: Ada Ames, do.
Cld 7th, barque John J Marsh, Fickett, Cardenas;
brig Jennie Phinney, Brown. Buenos Ayres.
Sid 5th, sch Emma K Smalley, for Ponce.
Passed through Hell Gate 6tb, scbs Mary Sands,
nn.l U'..,
U,...
son

VINEYAKD-HAVEN—Ar 5th, brig Stockton, Allen, New Haven tor St John, NB; schs H T Townsend, Wilder, ana A C Paige, Haley, Port Johnson
fordo; Spartel, Crossmau; A W Ellis,Ferguson, and
Aunie Lee. Look, Port Johnson tor Salem ; Charlie Cobb, Metcalf, and J R Bodweli, Wallace, do for
Carver’s Harbor; L T Whitmore, Whitmore, Elizabethnort lor Portland; Charlotte Fish, Williams,
James River for Thomaston; J B Allen, Randall,
Weekawken for Nantucket; Emma Crosby, Crosby,
Hoboken for St John, NB; Sarah R Smith. Griffiu.
New York lor Calais; Susanna, Wilson. Rockport for
Fortress Monroe; C J Wil.ard, Wallace, Portland
for Philadelphia.
Sid 5th, schs Wm Mason, S J Gilmore, Ontario;
6lh, brig Stockton; schs Charlotte Fish, H M Crowell
E & G W Hinds, H T Townsend. A W Ellis, L T
Whitmore, Charlie Cobb, Spartel, Emma Crosby. J R
Bodweli. Sarah R Smith, Annie Lee, Susanna.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 7th, sch Victor, Coffin, Pensacola via Key West.
NEWPORT—Ar 6th, schs L A Babcock, Smith,
Bath for Philadelphia; Z A Paine, Jones, New York
lor Eubtport.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 4:h, sch Clio Chillcott, Fullerton, Hoboken, (and sld Ttii for New York.
BOSTON—Ar 7th, schs Brave, Ball, Miragoane;
Fawn. Kelley, Port Johnson; E & G W Hinds, Hill,
New York.
Ar 8th, sch H T Townsend, Wilder, Port Johnson;
A C Paige, Haley, do.
SALEM—Ar 17th, schs A W Ellis, Ferguson, and
Annie Lee, Look, Port Johnson; Spartel, Crossman,
Port Johnson.
GLOUCESTER-Ar 7th, schs Lottie K Friend. Collins, Bath for Philadelphia; Nathan Cleaves,Atwood,
Portland for Norfolk; Nautilus, Peck, Rockland lor

to Ofllre in lion.
TIiOuiuh' Mew Block,

\V.

W.

311-2 EXCHANGE ST. COR OF MILL
H.W.GAGE.
sno&w3m

S.C.STKOUT.

d^c3U

Highest rates paid for Called Government Bonds or Later Issues, and Good
Municipal Securities given in exchange.
All the 5-20’s of 1862, 1864, and 5,000,000 of the November issues of 1865

redemption.

have been called In for

Woodbury & Moulton*
BANKERS AND BltOKEKS,

Exchange Street.
dcodanly

67

TUKEY,

G.

JAMES

Formerly of Tukey, Cbn»e & Co.,
hereby gives notice that be has made an engagement
with, aud may hereafter be found at the Store of

WALKER,

CHARLES J

middle Street,

153 and 155

where he will he pleased to meet his old friends and
c ustomers in the Boot and Shoe trade.
Jan31an.l3w
Portland, Jan. 31 1870.

CALAIS BONDS!
SWAY &

BARRETT,
ST.,

200 MIDDLE

Are prepared to exchange City of Calais Bonds aid
Lewy’s Island Railroad, due December, 1876, giving
therefor City of Calais Municipal Bonds due DecemNo
ber, 1891, without expenses or loss of interest.
city in the state stands better financially than Calall
for
this
Is
a
desrable
and
very
exchange
ais,
holders of the first issue above named.
Highest Market Rates paid for
Called 5-40 Gsrmimcut Bond*,
Ninte of Maine Bond*.
Calais aid Railroad Bond*.

FOR SALE,
PORTLAND CITY R. K. AID.O’*
PORTLAND CITY MUNIC1PAI.O’*
CLEVELAND CITY.O’*
CLEVELAND CITY.
7’*

TOLEDO CITY.7’*
NT. LOUIS COUNTY BOLD.O'*
MAINE CENTRAL R. R.7’*

and other desirable securities.

Swan

cb Barrott,

300 MIDDLE
Portland, Dec. 4, 1875.

STREET.
sn3m

The largest and bent

a*-

Ninte.
norlnieut in
the
NIIOULDER
A I * o
PORNU P
KRACEN,
TE BN,
CRUTCHEN.
and
INDIAN CLUBN
LO RING,
DUMB KELLN.
Apothecary and Practical Tru»* Fitter, Cor. Exjan26eodsntf
change and Federal Nt».

CATARRH
So Terrible
actual estimate it is
found that

That by

an

YEAR

LAST
IX

Killed

FORE1GIT

PORTS.

Ar at Calcuttta Dec 27, ship Sumner R Mead, Dixon, San Francisco.
Ar at Genoa prev 6th inst, brig Gipsy Queen, Morgan, Mobile via Marseilles.
Sid fm Genoa Jan 19, sch May McFarland, McFarland, Palermo.
Sid im Messina cth inst, barque Neptune, Beals,

Boston.

Ar at Havre 5th inst, barque Minnie M Watts,
Watts, New Orleans; Edward Cushing, Nickerson,
Mobile.
Sid fm Shields 6th inst, sch Gamma, Guptill, for
New York.
Sid tm Liverpool Jan 22L ship Martha Bowker.
Woodside, Tybee; barque Fannie, Carver, Cardiff
and Padang; Joseta, True, Havana.
Sid fm Gravesend Jan 22, sch Louisa Bliss, Strong,

Matanzas.
Ar at Buenos

Ayres Dec 18th, brig Amelia Emma,
Field, Richmond, Va.
Sid Dec 16, barque Isaac Jackson,Welsh, Boston.
At Buenes Ayres Dec 30tb. barque Megunticook,
Hemingway, for Colonia, to load for Boston.
Sid tm Miragoane Dec 25, sch Fred Gray, Taylor,
Boston.
A r at Maracaibo Jan 16, sch Mary A Holt, Grant,
St Pierre, for New York.
Ar at Cienfuegos 1st, schs Eliza B Coffin, Colo, fm
St Croix; Speedaway, Coffin, Oporto.
Ar at Hayana 5th inst, brig Mary C Rosevelt, Call,

Portland.
Ar at Matanzas 4th, barque Eliza White, Wotton,
Boston; Anna Walsh, Lawrence. Rio Janeiro; brig
Lena Tburlow,Corbett, Portland; sch Gamma, Guptill, Satilla River.
Sid 4th, sch Geo Walker, Cole, North of Hatteras.
Ar at Cardenas 3d inst, sch Ethan Allen, Blake,
New York.

60,000

over

people
In the United
Think of

States.

it, and then remember that tor the sm
of 35 cenlM yon can buy one box ot

sum

R/EDERS
GERMAN SNUFF,
A preparation which has been pronounced
of the highest medical talent in the land to
only reliable article lor this complaint.

by some
be the

CATARRH!
CATARRH !

New York.

A case ot many years standing,
and so horrible that it caused to-

deafness,

tal

cured

by the

use

of

one box of Raeder’s German Snuff,
which costs but 35 cents.
Montyille, Mass., March 23, 1875.
Gentlemen: I must express my gratitude for the
wonderful cure as performed by your Rmder’s GerI bad been afflicted with Catarrh for
man Snnft.
many years, and it caused my hearing to become so
poor that I was totally deaf, I tried many remedies,
but without any bene lit; but at last I purchased a
box ot German Snuft, and its use not only entirely
cured my Catarrh, but what was yet more wonderfnl,
my hearing was fully restored, and after having been
deaf for years, I can now hear as well as any one.
This Snuft should be spread broadcast over the land,
tor it will prove a blessing to all who use it.
Yours very truly,
MRS. MILO STRATTON.
Suffering reader, don’t get discouraged if you have
spent hundreds of dollars

on

worthless trash withou

benefit, but remember that in this simpl
German remedy you have a cure that is always safe
any real

and sure.

What

are

the

Keene,*

[Latest by Europen steaamers.]
Cid at Liverpool 20th, Virginia, Barker, New Orleans; Nellie May, Blair,Key West; Fannie, Carver,
Cardiff and Padang; 22d, O B Stillman, Tibbetts, for
Rio Janeiro.
Sid Jan 22, Alice D Cooper, Humphrey. Tybee.
Off the Bar Lightship 19th, H S Gregory, Audertrora Liverpool for Hampton Roads.
Ar at Leghorn Jan 19th, Teekalet, Tracey, irom
New York.
Ar at Cadiz Jan 14, Annie Barker,Walsh. Swansea
Ar at Havre Jan 19, Reunion,Curtis, New Orleans;
Scioto, Mitchell, and Mary Fink, Dyer. do.
Sid 18th, Kentuckian, Dunbar. SW Pass.
Sid 1m Bordeaux Jan 21, Hattie M Bain, Thestrup,

Shipments—970 bbls flour, 6648 bush wheat, 1129

bush com, 3873 bush oats.
Cleveland, February8— Petroleum market is
quiet and tinn; standard White ll}c; Ohio test at
12|; Michigan test at 15}e.
New York, February 8.—Cotton is dull; Middling uplands 12 I5-I6c.
Mobile, February 8.—Cottou quiet; Middling upandsat 12}c.
Charleston, February 8.—Cotton is quiet; Mid-

Cardenas.

Cid at Cardiff Jan 20, M P Harrington, Lucas, for
Cienfuegos.
Sid 20th. Sophia Kranz, Dyer, Havana.
Oft Margate Jan 21, Kate Davenport, Mallett, from
Grimsby for New Orleans.
Ar at Messina Jan 14th, Ada J Bonner, Bonner,
Marslglia.
Sid tm Plymouth Jan 21, Midas, Howard, Bremen.
Sid fm Point de Galle Dec 21. Mary M Bird, Pack-

dling uplands l*2§c.

Orleans, February 8.—Cotton good inquiry;

Middling uplands 12jfc.

European Markets.
London, Feb. 8—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 94 3-16
for money ami account. Amount of bullion w ithdrawa from the Bank of England to-day £164,000. i ard, Madras.
Ar at Samarang Dec 9th, Robert Porter, Goodell,
Liverpool, February 8—12.30 P. M.—American
securities—United States bonds, 1867, 109}; do 10-40s ! Tagal.
Ar at Warrenpoint Jan 20, Keystone, Thompson,
108}. Erie Railway at 15}.
St John, NB.
London, February 8—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
steadier; Middling uplands at 6 7-16d; do Orleans
NPOKEX.
at 63d; sales 10,000 bales, including 2000 bales tor
Dec 6, lat 0 50 N, Ion 26 18 W, barque Patmos, from
speculation aud export.
Hull for

tbe

COUNSELLORS-AT-LAW,

tor Providence.

3d in.«t, brig Torrent, Wall, lor do; ech T A
Keeno, do.

bush com, 1364 bush oats.

Djapepaia Destroy*

GAGE,

Hncra

firm and in good demand at 8 50.
Receipts—4000 bbls flour, 40,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—7.000 bbls flour, 11,000 bush wheat.
Detroit, February 8—Flour is dull and tirmly
ly held at 6 40 @ 6 50. Wheat very quiet and easier;
extra White Michigan is nominal at 1 39; No 1 White
1 27}; No 2 nominally at 117; No 1 Amber nominal.
Corn nominal; No 1 Mixed at 47c. Oats are (lull;
Mixed 35}c bid.
Receipts—1079 bbls flour, 15,267 bush wheat, 2548

New

Ship Ru(ii3 E Wood, (of Portland) Davis, from Boston tor San Francisco, put into Montevideo
ult
with loss of jibboom, foretop mast, topgallant mast,
and upper yards.
Barque Addie Me Adam, Curtis, fm Buenos Ayres
for Antwerp, put into Dover Jau 23 with loss of anchor and chain.
Brig Tubal Cain, Stone, at New York from Marseilles, with wool, &c, reports:—Passed Gibraltar
Dec 13; came the middle passage and up to Jan 9th,
Ion 57, bad good weather; since then, experienced
heavy gales from SW and NW; passea Hatteras Jan
31st; on the night of Feb 1st, bad a heavy gale commencing from SE, veering to SW aud W."vessel hove
to under storm trysail; morning of the 2d vessel hove
to uiHier uaie poies seven court*, it mowing a periecc
tornado from NVV, which lasted until evening; took
the gale about 50 miles off the Capes of Delaware;
on the 4th, had a severe storm and was hove to twenty-four hours.
Brig Kaluna. Mitchell, at New Fork Lorn Havana,
reports heavy weather, had decks swept, and lost
sails.
Sch Ruth H Baker, Collins, at New York from New
Orleans, reports heavy gales of! idatteras, and split
sails, sprung mainboom, &c.
Sch E H Herriman, Herriman, at New York from
Cardenas, reports heavy weather and lost and split
sails, had decks swept, <&c.
Sch C W Holt, at New York from Fernandina, experienced heavy gales on the passage, and lost suit of
sails, had deck swept, lost deckload. &c.
Sch Carrie Nelson, Allen, at New York from
Charleston, reports having experienced a heavv gale
Jan —, and lost sails and deck load, sprung foremast
and bowsprit, and started aleak.
Sch Maggie Mulvey, Fountain, from Cardenas, arrived at Delaware Breakwater 7th inst with cargo
damaged and sails split by heavy weather.
Sch M C Moseley. Urann, at Barbadoes from Norfolk. reports the loss of the mate, (U S Milliken of
Trenton) who was drowned Dec 18.
Brig Sarah & Emma. Carter, from Montevideo, arrived at Queenstown Jan 24, with foremast sprung,
bowsprit started, and leaking in topsides.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Cld 31st ult, sch San Juan, Noble,
Orleans.
New
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 5tb, scb Alice T Boardman,

Domestic markets.
New York. February 8—Evening—Cotton market
dull and irrregular at 1-16 decline; sales 1709 bales;
Middling uplands at 12 15-16. Flour—receipt- 12,971
bbls; the market is without decided change with a
moderate export and Lome trade demand; sales 16,700 bbls: No 2 at 3 15 @ 4 15; Superfine Western and
State 4 35 @ 4 70; extra Western and State at 5 05
@ 5 50; choice do at 5 55 @ 6 00; Wbito Wheat Western extra at 6 05 @ 7 00; Fancy at 7 05 @ 7 75; extra
Ohio at 5 05 @ 7 25: extra St Louis at 7 30 @ 9 00;
Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 6 60 @ 7 35;
choice to double extra 7 40 @9 00, including 3500
bbls of shipping extra at 5 15 @5 35, latter choice;
17,000 bbls city mills extra mainly at 5 90 @ 6 15
bbls medium to choice Western extra at 5 70 @ 7 75;
closing steady; Southern flour at 5 15 @ 8 75. Rye
flour is steady at 4 10 @5 05. Com meal at 2 80@
3 50. Wheat—receipts 37,180 bush; the market is a
shade firmer with only a very moderate export and
home trade inauiry; sales 124,000 bush; 94c lor un104 @105 for ungraded
merchantable Spring;
Spring, latter price for Milwaukee in store; 112 for
No 3 Chicago afloat; 1 23 @ 1 26* for No 2 Milwaukee
in store and afloat; 1 35 for Canada Club in bond;
112 for inspected No 3 Spring and nominally; 1 12
@ 113 for No 3 Milwaukee; 1 22 @ 1 25 ior No 2 Chicago; 1 33 @ 1 40 for No 1 Spring. Rye quiet. Barley firm with fair inquiry. Barley Malt quiet and
steady. Corn—receipts 29,2C0 bush; the market is *
@ lc better with a fair business for export and borne
use; sales 83,000 bush; 59 @ 59*c for no grade Mixed;
64* @ 643c for graded Mixed; 63@63Jc for graded
Mixed in store; H2Jc for new White Southern in the
store; 65* @ 67c for new Yellow do afloat; GGc for
very choice dry high Mixed Western ;also 45,000 bush
graded Mixed at 64* @ U4|c seller February; 65c for
seller March; 69c bid for old Western Mixed in store.
Oats—receipts 21,850 bush; the market is dull and
heavy; sales 34,000 bush; 46@49c for Mixed Western and State; 48 @ 53c tor White do. including No
2 Mixed at 48c; light Mixed 48*@48*c.
Hay is
unchanged. Cottee is nominal. Sugar is quiet and

7Jo. loose: middles 11

&

Blare Removed

nov29

—

Stocks:

Feb.

STROBT

Valparaiso.

Jan 2, lat 34, Ion 41, sch Victor, Nickerson, fr m
New Yor* tor Para.
Jan 29, off Capo Hat terns, sch Addio Jordan, from
Baltimore for Cuba.

Teeth,

Unless its eftects arc counteracted by that pure
No
vegetable tonic and antiseptic 8ozo<lont.
bodily disease can impare them if this antidote to
all corrosive elements that act upon the enamel is
efb7deod&wlw
regularly applied.

Where Does It All Come From

In this city, Jan. 31, by Geo. A. Thomas, Esq.*
Benj F. Fogg, M. D., and Miss S. Adele Willey ot
New Ipswich, N. H.
At Maryland Ridge, Me., Feb. 6, at the M. E. Parsonage. by Rev. W. P. Merrill, assisted by Rev. Jesse
Stone, William Allen aud Betsey I. Gott, both of
Wells.
In Vinalhavcn, Feb. 3, John A. Miller and Adella
S. Arey, both of Vinalhaven.
In Augusta. Feb. 5, Chas. E. Lowell ol Boston aud
Miss Sadie L. Hutchins of Augusta.

cavities,

discharge accumulates and comes irom. The instrument and both medicines sold
by druggist aud
dealers in medicines.
deod&wlw

SPECIAL NOTICES.

DIED.
In this city, Feb. 8. of diptlicria. Charlie, son ot
Samuel W. and Mary II. Joy, aged 3 years 10 months
and 1G (lays.
[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
Friends and relatiaves are
at No. 4 Adams Court.
invited to attend.
In this city, Feb. 8, Etbel L., daughter of Oscar G.
and Mary M. Robinson, aged L year 4 months and 11

FOREST

TAR.

All cases of Coughs, Colds, Catarrh
tion may be much relieved by Forest

dajl.

or

Consump-

Tar

anil Forest

cured by
Tar in Solution, and curable cases may ba

[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clkj
In Cumberland, Feb. 3, Mr. Thomas Greely, aged
74 years 3 months.
At Chebeague Island, Feb. 3, Horace Bradford,
aged 9 years 1 month and 8 days. Feb. 4th, Carrie
Evaline, aged 7 years 5 months and 9 days,—children
of Fraucis S. and Lucy A. Hamilton.
In Duudas, (Prince Edward’s
Island.) Jan. 29, Dr.
Arthur McLellan Paddock, oldest son of tlielatcDr.
Paddock of St Johu, N. B aged 49 years.

conliuucd use

of it.

a

Forest TarSalvc lias great heal-

of Cuts, Bruises, Burns, or indoing power in cases
cure3 Salt Rheum and

lent Sores. Forest Tar Soap
ali diseases

of the skin, and is the best shaving soap

in the market.

I

[

«

Symptoms
Of

Prepared by The Forest Tar Co.

BAD BREATH,
DROPPINGS IN THROAT,
GENERAL WEAKNESS,
SLIGHT DEAFNESS,

COUGHS,
COLDS IN THE

*

HEAD,

HEADACHE,
NOISES IN THE HEAD,
PAIN IN THE BACK,

NERVOUSNESS.
Yes, every one ot the above aro symptoms of Caare wise you will cure it with the

tarrh, and if you
German Snuft.

Remember, in

the

use

of this rem^-

Jy there is

NO FAILURE.
Try

a

box.

It costs but

35 cents.

have it.

m *

Jltfd

All Druggists
tlec7deo<lsn6m

is the price of
frame for
a

the Bird’s Eye View
of Portland at SKILLS & NOWELL’S,
226 Federal St. Satisfaction guaranteed
both in price and quality of work.
jsb2_

_r!2w

English Turnips.
hOO Ba.hcl. of Choice Kusli.h Turnip..
For .nle low,
Arrived in Well Vcnclia.
indiu lot. to .ait Ca.loincr. by

LEWIS, WHITTEN

Portland, Me. Ask your druggist for them.
oct!5

Catarrh ?
THEY ARE FOUND IN

*

Pints and quarts of filthy Catarrhal discharges.
Where does it all come from?
The mucus membrane which lines the chambers of the nose, and its
little glands, are diseased, so that they draw from
the blood its liquid, and exposure to the air changes
It into corruption.
This life-liquid is needed to
build up the system, but it is extracted, and the system is weakened by the loss. To cure,
gain flesh and
slrenth by using Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery, which also acts directly upon these glands
correcting them, and apply Dr. Sage’s Catarrh
Remedy with Dr. Pierce’s Nasal Douche, the
only
method ot reaching the upper
where the

MARRIED.

Minitiaorc Alumunc ..February 9.
Sun rises...7.05 I High water-10.45 AM
3un SCta.5.241 Moon rises.

^

niEiflORANDA.

6’s.125}

What the

FINANCIAL AN1I COMMERCIAL.

New York.
Ar at Cardenas 4th, brig Mary A Chase, Dolan, for
Cardenas.
Sid, brig David Bugbce, Stowers, North Hatteras.
Ar at Havana Gth. sch Lena R Stover,Wilmington;
Almon Bird, Drinkwater, New York.
Ar at Matanzas 6th, barque Brunswick, Hutchinson, Baltimore; brig Clara J Adams, McFaddeii. do;
Clytie, Dow, Philadelphia; schs Palos, Shacktord,
Charleston; David Nichols, St John, NB.
Sid 6th. brig Ernestine, tor North of Hatteras; sch

ernment securities:
United States coup. 68,1881. 122}
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.117}
United States 5-20’s,1865, new.119}
United States 5-20’s, 1867.121}
United States 5-20’s, 1868 do.123}
United States new 5’s.117}
United States 10-40 coup.119}
Currencv
The following were the closing quotations of

ders

W ABlllN WlUi>.

Pensacola.
Ar at Cienfueeos Gth, barque Joseph Baker, Ryder,

Miranda, Mitchell, New York.

_

adjourned.

Ar at Matanzas 30th, brig Eliza Morton, Leland,
Havana.
Sid fm Cardenas 29th, sch H E Riley, Matanzas.
Sid fm Grimsby 7th, barque Fannie J McLellan,
for New Orleans.
Ar at Liverpool 7th, ship Belle O’Brien, Mobile.
Cld 7th, barque Leventer, for United States.
Ar at Caibarien 1st, sch Quoddy, Fanning, from

shipped East at San Francisco to-day
$2),000 in coin and $33,000 in bullion.
Government bonds strong in some cases. There
was a difference of } to } per ceut. between the bidding and asking prices. State bonds were dull. Railroad bonds strong aud higher, the largregt transactions were in Pacific issues; Union Pacific firsts advanced to 104}; Central Pacific to 106}; Union Pacific
land grants brought 101}; sinking fuuds 95}; Chicago
& Northwestern consolidated plain rose to 101; coupon gold bonds selling at 90} ® 90§.
The following were the closing quotations of Gov-

1347 head.

u»e of Pantile*. Nmokr of
Salt Pelrr, Stramonium,
Af c. lu uo rune of purely
Ixthmatic character hint it tailed to give
relief, It i* worthy the confidence of sufferer*
Price SI .OO.
liOKIKG, Proprietor, C'or. Exchange
and Federal St*.
jan20eodsntl

riman, Cardenas.

was

The bill authorizing that actions is cases of
death resulting from wrongful act,
neglect or
default in the District of Columbia, and
providing that the amount recovered shall not be
above $10,000 w as passed.
Mr. Hunton of Va., from the
Judiciary
Committee, reported a bill to amend section
856 of the Devised Statutes, adding the following: “In the adjustment of the accounts of
said officer an appeal shall be from the decisiou
of the accounting officers of the
treasury to
the Attorney General, whose determination
shall be final.” Passed.
Bills were introduced as follows:
Repealing
the bankrupt act. The first section
repeals the
bankrupt act of March 21st, 1867, and .all laws
and parts of laws amendatory thereof and
suDnlemental thereto* the qjpftnr? oonti
I
vides that all suits and processes now
prime7 725 hhds at 7*c for Muscovado; 8|c for Cenpending
in U. S. Courts where au adjudication iu banktrifugul; refined unchanged. Molasses—Foreign is
nominal; Orleans steady. Rice unchanged. Petroruptcy has been made, shall be proceeded with
leum is quiet and heavy; crude 8* @ 8§c; refiDed at
and be governed by provisions of the existing
14* @ life; cases 19 @ 21. Tallow is firm at 9 @ 9*c.
laws which are continued in force only for the
Naval Stores—Rosin dull at 1 57* @ 1 65. Turpentine
purpose of closing up the suits and proceedings
dull at 36$c. Pork closed firm; sales 150 bbls uninnow pending.
The act is to take effect from
new mess at 21 60; 750 bbls seller February
spected
and after July 1st, 1877. Aftor some discussion
at 21 50; 750 bbls seller March at 21 55 @ 21 60; 500
of technical points the bill was passed, 178 to
bbls seller June at 21 90 @ 21 95,
Dressed Hogs are
59.
steady at 9§ @ 9} for Western. Beet is quiet. Cut
Meats—Western quiet; middles are dull at 11} for
The nays were as follows:
Western long clear; 12c for short clear. Lard closed
Ballou, Banks Blaine, Blair, Blouut, Cook, Crapo
firm; 450 tcs prime steam at 12 13-16 @ 12*; 1250 do
Dunnell, Eames, Fe.ton, Freeman, Frye, Garfield,
seller February at 12 77*; 1500 tcs seller March at
Gauze, Gunter, Hamilton of N. J., Harris of Ga
12 87* @ 12 95; 1250 do for seller April at 13 07*®
Kathorn, Hewitt of N. Y., Hubbell, Hunter, Hurd,
13 10; 250 do seller May at 13 12*.
Hurlbut, Hasson, Kelley, Ketchum, King, Lamar.
Freights to Liverpool—market quiet and steady.
Leavenworth, MacKey, MacDougall, Mutcbler, OliChicago, February 8 —Flour dull; Western shipver, O’Neil, Fierce. Piaisted, Platt, Purman, Robextra 4 00 @ 4 50; good to fancy Family 4 75 @
ping
bins, Robbins of N. C., Smith ot Ga., StoweLI, Teese, 6 25; Winter extra
4 25 @ 7 25. Wheat is unsettled;
'Townsend of Pa., Voorbees, Vance of O Vance of
No 1 Chicago Spring 110; No 2 Chicago Spring 1 02
N. C., Wallace of Pa., Walling, Ward, Warren.
1
on
the
@
spot; 1 02 bid seller for February;
Whitebouse, Whiting. Williams of N. Y., W. B. 1 00*02*
@ 1 00||seller March; 1 05} seller May; No 3 uo
Williams of Mich., Wood of N. Y., and Yeates—57.
at 82*c; rejected at 69. Corn is irregular and in the
main higher; No 2 Mixed at 40Jc bid on spot seller
After the passage of the bill it was discovfor February; 41c seller March; 41Jc seller May; 31c
ered that there was an error in its recital, the
tor
rejected; high Mixed new 36 @ 36*c. Oats firmer
date of the original law beiDg given as the 2d
with moderate demand; No 2 31|con spot; 31*c seller
instead of the21stof March.
February;
31* @ 31 fc seller March. Barley is dull
Mr. Lynde of Wis
asked unanimous conand drooping at 75c on spot; 74c seller February; 69c
sent to have this corrected, but Mr. Kasson of
seller March. Rye quiet and unchanged.
Dressed
Iowa, objected, remarking that the bill placed
Hogs steady and unchanged at 8 75. Pork is in fair
demand and prices advanced; sales at 20 30 on the
the whole creditor class of the eouutry in tho
spot; 20 52* seller March* 20 82* for seller April.
power of the debtor class. The bill therefore
Lard is firmer and held higher at 12 25 ou the spot;
goes to the Senate with that mistake in it.
12 40 seller March; 12 55 seller April. Bulk Meats
The House at 2 o’clock went into committee
easier and in good demand; shoulders at 7gc; short
of the whole, Mr. Hoskins of New York in the
rib middles 11 *c; short clear middles ItJc.
Whiskey
chair, on the consular or diplomatic appropria- at 1 06.
Receipts—11,000 bbls fiour, 51,000 bush wheat, 122,tion, and was addressed by Mr. Dnnnell of
000 bush corn, 26,000 bush oats, 17,000 bush barley,
Minnesota in opposition to the bill, which he
1000 bush of rye.
declared struck at American commerce and
Shipments—7000 bbls Hour, 14,000 bush wheat, 41,American honor.
000 bush corn, 16,000 bnsn oats, 6,000 bush barley,
Mr. Wood, in a speech of some length,
1000 bush rye.
warned the House to do nothing to impair, to
On the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
was higher at 1 02} seller February; 1 01* seller lor
retard or to injure the foreign commerce of
March. Corn *c higher. Oats unchanged. Pork is
this country. If this hill were to save $20,and higher at 20 70 seller March; 20 97* seller
000,000 from the Treasury instead of $400,000, active
April. Lard firmer at 12 37* asked seller February;
he would not vote for it if by so doing he
sold at 12 47* for seller March.
would impair the efficiency and progress ol the
Toledo, February 8.—Flour is steady with moderforeigu industry of the nation. As to foreign ate demand. Wheat is dull and a shade lower; extra White Michigan at 1 39; Amber Michigan 1 26*;
missions, he regarded them as secondary to the
seller March 1 28}; seller April 1 31*; No 2 do 1 06*;
cousnlar system, and did not attach so much
2 Red Winter at 127*; No 3 Red 108. Corn is
importance to the necessity of keeping them No
steady and in fair demand; high Mixed at 46?c;
up, bnt so long as they were kept up, American
Michigan at 4»c; seller for April 49c; seller May 50*c;
ministers abroad should be paid enough to
low Mixed 46c; damaged 39*c.
Oats are nominal.
enable them to live respectably in the European
Clover Seed at 8 10; Mammoutii 8 25.
Dressed Hogs
of
the
term.
to
arrive
at
9
05.
acceptation
The committee rose without taking action on
Receipts—000 bbis flour, 8,0C0 bush Wheat, 18,000
bush Corn, 3000 hush Oats.
the bill, when a message was received from the
bbls flour, 4,000 bush Wheat, 3,Senate, announcing the action of that body in 000Shipments—4000
bush Corn, 4,000 bush Oats.
to
the
death
of
the
late
Senator
regard
Ferry ot
8.—Flour quiet and firm.
Milwaukee,
February
Conneeticnt. Eulogies in honor of the deWheat is steady; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 lo; hard do at
ceased were pronounced by Messrs. Phelps of
118; No 2 Milwaukee at 97*c; seller for March at
Connecticut, Seelye of Massachusetts, and Gar- 1 011; do April 1 03|; No 3 Milwaukee at 86*c. Corn
field. An interesting feature in the proceedeasier; No 2 at 44c. Oats are quiet and 6hade firmer;
No 2 at 31}c, Barley weak and lower; No 2 Spring
ings was the fact that Mr. Garfield, in lieu of seller
March 92c; No 3 do at 52c. Rye is scarce and
any remarks of his own, read a speech which
No 1 at 69c. Provisions are a shade firmer.
higher;
had been prepared on the subject of Mr. StarkMess Pork at 20 37* @ 20 40 cash and seller February.
weather of Connecticut, since dead. At the
Lard—Prime kettle 13*; prime steam at 12}. Sweet
close of the eulogies the House at 4.40 o’clock
pickled hams at 12 @ I2*c. Dry salted meats—Shoultm

[FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
Ar at New Orleans 7th inst, schs May Evelyn, McWm Fisher, Loring, Utilla.
Ruatan:
Learn,
Ar at SW Pass Gth, ship Hermon, from London.
at
Cld
Philadelphia 8th, brig Etta M Tucker, Mer-

day were $569,000

Watertown,

I.ORIMR’S VEfiETAASTHMA CUKE
completely ■uperoedeo the
BLE

CLEARED.

Sch Delia Hodgkins, Paine, Provincetown—master.
SAILED—Schs Margie, S L Burns, Mary J Ward
Bowdoin, Am Chief. Julia Newell, Lucy Cliuicli, S E
Nightingale, T S McLellan, and St Elmo.

New York. Feb. 8—Evening.—Money was easy
at 3 @ 4 per cent, on call; on tiino money i s offered
at 4 per cent, lor 90 days Governments. The discount market is easy at 5@6 percent. for prime
business rates, with exceptions, are low as 4} per
cent. Foreign Exchange quiet and firm for actual
business at 485} @ 486 for bankers long sterling and
489} for demand.
Exports of produce from this port for the week
ending to-day, $4,557,375, against $4,382,576 lor the
corresponding week in 1875.
Gold opened and closed at 112};sales in the interim
at 113. The rates paid for carrying were 2, 2}, 3, 3},
4. 5 and 5} per cent The clearances at the Gold Exchange Bank were$16,769,000. The Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day $66,000 in interest and $349,000
in redemption of bonds. The Customs receipts toThere

SPECIAL NOTICES.

TufMriny, Feb. 8.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Chase, Thompson, St John. NB.
Barque Princess Louise. (Br) Perkins, Liverpool
via Tybee, Ga, in ballast, to load gram for Europe.
(Towed in by tugC A Warren.)
Sch L T Whitmore, Whitmore, Port Johnson—coal

_

aud

show that the two latter persons
were engaged in the conspiracy and
corresponded with the conspirators. The despatches between Joyce and Babcock touching the appointment of Col. Constantine Maguire as Collector of Internal Revenue after the death of
Chas. W. Ford was cited, nnd Col. Dyer stated
that it will be proved that from that time ou
the defendant furnished information to the
ring here. The department was thwarted in
all efforts to get an investigation that would
reveal the frauds, for the reason that all the
revenue agents sent here to examine the affairs
were either bought up ou their arrival
or
advices had been received here of their contemplated visits, and an opportunity thus given to
distillers to straighten up and show regular
work.
Col. Dyer claimed that it would bo
clearly
shown that Babcock not only had full knowledge of the existence of the frauds which were
carried on, hut that he aided the
conspirators
in their works and received
money directly
from Joyce, who mailed it to him; that liabcocx and Avery were the two men at
Washington who kept the ring posted.
Even after the
indictment of McDonald Babcock, it would be
proved, was in secret correspondence with him.
The evidence, Col. Dyer said, would in a measure be circumstantial, hut there would
not be
a link missing in the chain.
■J03. M. Fitzroy was then put on the witness
stand for the prosecution. After
testifying to
his position in the revenue service, &c., lie was
asked by District Attorney Dyer, who conducted the examination, to state what he knew
about C. G. Maguire, bis operations here in
1871, &c., to which Judge Krun of the defence
objected on the ground that such a statement
would he only of a hearsay character.
After
argument the judge decided witness might answer the question, it being understood that the
ruling of the court on its competency will be
given hereafter. Witness then began to speak
about Maguire, when the defence objected and
he was withdrawn and Mr. Thompson, a distiller, called to the stand. Ho gave a history
of his connection with the ring, explained how
he made crooked whiskey, &c., all of which
has been stated numerous times before.
During the examination of this witness the
defence objected to all questions not
directly
relevant to the indictment against the defendant, hut Judge Dillon ruled that testimony to
establish the existence of a conspiracy mi"ht
be given and witness gave a tolerable full account of the ring and its operations.
Fitzroy was then called and Col. Dyer asked
him if Maguire ever paid him any money.
Mr. Storrs objected to anything more
pertaining to what he called the Maguire
He said Thompson had testified that it
acy.
had ended in 1872, aud the prosecution in
opening stated the same thing. A long argument
ensued ou the question whether the
conspiracy
of 1871-72 was continued in 1873 74, the
prosecution taking’the ground that it was one continuous conspiracy.
The court finally ruled
that the counsel had better direct their attention not so much to the conspiracy in 1871 and*
1872 as 1873 and 1874. “If,” said the
court,
“we can see where the
case
is
all
in
that of the conspiracy in 1871 aud 1872 is
to

PORT OF PORTLAND

Foreign Imports.
ST JOHN. NB. Steamer Chase—13 packages merchandise 58 do tish to A R Stubbs. 3 bags hair 2 pkgs
skins to W B Drew, 183 kees nails GO packages merchandise to G T Railroad.

&

CO.,

Eml ol'Porllatsd Pier.
sn9m

fttbS

(Uty

*

*

PEESS.

THE

THE PBEM
obtained at tbe Periodical Depots of FesBros., MarnuiB, Brunei & Co., Andrews
Mentworth, Moses, N.B. Kendrick, and ChishoLm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the citv
be

Biddeford, of Phillsbury.
Saco, of L. Hodgdon,
Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.

office.

Capt. Johnson has closed up his fish store at
Cape Elizabeth. His vessels will hereafter
make Gloucester, Mass., their borne port.
A limited number of boys between the ages
of sixteen and seventeen are to be enlisted for
service in the United States Navy. The ship
Sabine, at Portsmouth, N. H., is au enlistment

^

CITY AND VICINITY.
New

Advertisement* To-Uny.

ship.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Select Readings and Choice Music—Arcana Hall.

off

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Netice to Shippers to Montevideo.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Men’s and Boys’—Orin Hawkes & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Coal Tar Goods—Hall’s.
Kxcbauge— K. W. Hussey.
Removal—L. F. Hoyt.
Warned—A Situation.
Packing Factory for Sale.
II cm stitched Handkerchiefs—Owen & Moore.
Shirts—Charles Custis & Co.
What I know about Vegetine.
Probates Notices.

Sundays

from 9 to 10

invited.
By a recent decree of

government of
Uruguay, shippers are required to present their
invoices at the consulate at this port for certifiThe Emeralds held

C. F. Allen of the State College was nominated
temporary chairman aud he opened the exercises with prayer.
Messrs. Wasson, Harris

9.00 p. m.
Boston and

the West. Arrive at 5.00 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 1.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at
8.20 a m and 2.30 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at.1.20 p. m.
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.20 a m, 2.30 and’9.00 p. m.
routes.

the East.

Arrive

and

intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 2.20 p. m. Close at 12.45 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. li. Arrive at 8.45 a
xn. Close at 6.30 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., 3.00
and 6.30 p. m. Close at 6.30 a m, 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
Rochester. N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.45 anu 11.25 p m. Close at 7.30 a m, and
3.3) p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
R. Arrive at 11.25 a m, and 5.55 p m. Close at 7.45
а. m. and 2.10 p m.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at
б. 50 a m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespert and Machias, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.30 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line direct close every
Saturday at 3 p m.
Foreign Mai.s, via New York, day previous to sailing of steamers. Close at 2.30 pm.
Collections from Street letter boxes at 7.00 a. m.t
12 m. and 2 00 and 8.00 p. m.

absence of many of the students from

\

gramme was a paper by Mr. Boardman, “The
Horse at
Agricultural Exhibitions.” Mr.
Boardman took the ground that speed was a

quality in a horse and it was proper
to develop it, and there was no objection to trials of speed at fairs, provided they were congambling, ungentlemanly
language or conduct was allowed. But speed
is not the only quality. There are others which
are as important, and for many purposes more

than this, and premiums should be so arranged as to tend to encourage the cultivation
of all of them instead of any particular one.
At the close of the reading of Mr. Board-

|

man’s paper, quite an animated discussion
sprung up, participated in by Messrs. Lee of
Foxcroft, Shaw of W. Hampden, Lucas of St.
Albans, Percival of Vassalboro, Gilbertof East

Turner, Harris of Portland, Wasson of East
Surry, and Tenney of Brunswick. Some were
in favor of banishing horse trotting altogether
at fairs. Some thought it was a good thing provided that the pool selling could be abolished,
while a few favored pool selling. At the close
of the discussion the morning session adjourned.
The afternoon session was called to order at
2 o’clock by President Allen. The committee

Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday: Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third
Blue

Wednesday.

credentials made a partial report and presented the following list of new members: Oxford Co., Thos. Reynolds, Canton; Sagadahoc

on

Chapters—GreenleafR. A.C.,first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Co., Isaac E. Mallett, Topsham; Somerset Co.,
George Flint, No. Anson; York Co., contested.
From State Pomological Society, James A.
Varney of No. Vassalboro. As the seat from

Monday.

K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday : St, Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday eveuing in May;
Grand Council,
3 p. m. ; Grand Commandery, Wednesday evening.
Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every mouth.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesdays of each mouth.
of

Wednesday

York county was contested, it was voted to
Continue under the temporary organization until the committee should decide to whom the
seat belonged.
Hoa. C. J. Gilman of Brunswick then delivered a brief address of welcome in behalf of the
Sagadahoc Society, to which Piesident Allen
responded in a fitting manner in behalf of the
Maine Board of Agriculture, thanking the Sagadahoc Society for their hospitality. Ho called
upon Mr. Z. A. Gilbert of East Turner, wbo
also presented the thanks of the board for hos-

ancient accepted Scottish rites.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

Friday.

Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J

cond Fri-

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H., third
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P, R. S., fourth
X/bVVlUk>Cl|
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F.
A Odd Fellows* //aZZ, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brotheis, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Frida}
vcnings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., ol
R., second and fourth Saturday.
Encampments—Macbigonnc, first and third Wednesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays; Portland, first and third Saturdays.
Relief association—Every third Tuesday in the
month.
Benefit Association.—Board of Directors meet
Association
first Monday evening of each month.
meets first Monday evening of January, April, July
and October.
I. 0. 0.

TEMPLARS

pitalities.
At the conclusion of idr Gilbert’s remarks,
Mr. Dunham of Bangor read a paper for Mr.
B. M. Hight, he being unwell, oa “The Importance of Veterinary Science and its Relations
to Agriculture.”
After the reading of Mr. Hight’s paper Prof.
Levi Stockbridge, of the Massachusetts State

Agricultural College, addressed the board and
said that he thought it would be profitable for
the state to establish a Drofessorshio of veterinary surgery at Orono. Hou. C. J. Gilman
then made a few practical remarks ou the duties of blacksmiths and said that blacksmiths
should know the anatomy of the horse’s foot or
hoof completely. Mr. flight then made a faw
remarks and criticized the “hor3e doctors” se-

OF HONOR.

At Templars' Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in each
month.

Temple—Forest

evening.

City, No. 1, every Wednesday

Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters in Fluent Block, corner of Congress and
Exchange Streets, Rooms 9 and 10. Open day and
evening. Business meeting every Monday evening at

verely.
Mr. Lawrence of Boston gave some

o’clock.

Portland Typographical
Second Saturdav in each month.

Union, No.

of

Pythias—Bramhall

Lodge,

75.—

listened to with marked attention.
The afternoon session was enliveued by the
presence of some ladies, and the students from
were

the Stato College arrived on the afternoon
train and will probably remain through the ses-

sion, although they take no part.
Prof. Levi Stockbridge, of the Mass. State
Agricultural College, delivered a very interesting, valuable and instructive lecture in the evening, on “Experiments in Feeding Plants.”

No. 3

Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. C, Monday evenings; Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings
At their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
Portland Army and Navy Union- Corner
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday in eaoh
month.
Portland institute and public library
City Building, Open and free to all from 10 to 1
5 and 7

o

Prcsumpscot Park Association.
We have received from Dr. S. H. Tewksbnry,
President of the»Presumpscot Park Association, a report of the proceedings of the last

9.

Society.—Meetings

Payson Literary

Brown’s Block,
at 7£ o’clock.

Monday evening,

cor.

every
Brown and

Congress streets,
Portland Fraternity—No.567J Congress street.
E7ery evening.
Mercantile Library Association, Congress
Hall Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivery of books, 2 to 6, 7 to 9, day and evening.

meeting

of the association.
The catalogue,
which is from the press of Stephen Berry, also
contains the charter and by-laws of the association.
The following extract from the report of the
treasurer, Charles W. Btay, is of interest,
showing the financial condition of the associa-

Independent Order of Good Templars—Arcana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday; Forest City
in Williams’ block, Congress street. Mystic, Tburs
day, at Sons* ot Temperance Hall Congress St
Iron Clad, Thursday, at West End.

tion :

Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
1.3 & 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office,
Plum Street; No 1 on Tuesday evening; No. 3 on
Wednesday evening; No. 4 on Monday evening; No
2 at School House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth,

Amount of cash on hand January 1,1875.5
Received on Stock.

Notes given by the

Friday evening.

ciety

subsequently put iu

412 82

Wilson vs. Manuel West.
sum of $87 for the board of
twenty-nine weeks. Verdict

200

J.

the

“
“

donations,

for defendant.

a

Amount of cash

737 19

Amount of indebtedness over and above
amount of bills due the Association.$7,556 36
Personal property.$723 70
jxujvuuii

\.uou

uu

...

..

Ml

id

-1,460 89
86,093 47
Accidents.—Tbe Mr. Merrill who was injured Monday afternoon, was Rufus N. Merrill,
the well known ship builder.
The accident
happened near the Rochester depot, and not in

Bradburys.

William Parr. Receiving stolen goods. Probable
Ordered to recognize to State with sureties
in sum of $250.
Michael Keenan. Search and seizure. Fined $50
with costs. Committed.
Joseph Sullivan. Search and seizure. Fined $50

East Deering.
Mr. Merrill was struck about
the head and breast by a piece of timber. He
was quite comfortable yesterday, and it is

cause.

thought

that his

injuries

will not prove seri-

ous.

Committed.

with costs. Paid.
George H. Winn. Search and seizure.
with costs. Appealed.

hand.$

Amount of indebtedness..$9,702 84
Amount due the Associatiou. 2,146 48

Tcesday.—Adam Blair.
Assault and battery.
bined $3 with costs. Paid.
George H. Nickerson and James A. Haley. Breaking, entering and larceny. Probable cause. Ordered to recognize to State with sureties in sum of
$500 each. Committed.
Thomas Decost. Breaking, entering and larceny.
Plea not guilty. Examination waived. Ordered to
recognize to State with sureties iu sum of $500.
Committed.

seizure.

on

Yesterday morning as four boys were coasting ou Franklin street two, named Googins—

Fined $50

of \V. C. Googins—and another named
Roveitt—son of G. F. Roveitt, were run over
by a butcher’s cart, but escaped with slight

sons

Fined $50

bruises.
Mr. John Rates aud his little
from their sleigh

Reformation Victory!—The reformation
meeting opened gloriously at Harmon’s Hall,
West End, to-day (Tuesday). Sermon by the
missionary; text Acts i, 8ver. Subject: Holy

street, but

Ghost Tower the vital necessity of the churcb.
Twenty forward at. tbe altar earnestly seeking
this baptism of Divine fire.
Several in the

The

were

girl were thrown
yesterday morning ou Middle
not much injured.

Commerce of Portland.
is tbe customs report for tbe

following

past year:

congregation ou their knees before God: pro- Value of merchandise entered at the Cust an House in 1873.$20,541,490
found silence for a time; mighty prayers offerDuties assessed in 1875.
7,198,662
1 Duties collected (gold) in 1875.
few
hymns sung, but much confession and
ed;
433,849
Value merchandise exported by sea.
7,591,647
faith
wonderful
exercised.
The refreshing
Value domestic exports by sea.
3,323,401
by' cars. 12,390,298
power descended from heaven, and all were Value merchandise exported
Value total exports in 1875. 23,307,346
filled with love. Yes, ’twas love! Meeting toTotal Imports and exports in 1S75. 43,848,836
day, Wednesday, at 2* p. in. aud 7 p. in. All
Marine Disaster.—A private despatch reinvited. Seats free.
ceived here yesterday announced tbe arrival of
John Gibson,

Missionary.

I

Temple of Honor.—Forest City Temple of
Honor has accepted an invitation to be preseut
at tbe meeting of Howard Temple of HCfnor of
Biddeford, next Thursday evening. They will
go on the 5 o’clock tiaiu over the Eastern road,
and return by the Pullman.

new ship Rufus E. Wood, of this port, at
Montevideo with loss of jtbboom, topmast, top
gallaut mast, and fore yards gone. She was

the

bound to San Francisco from Boston. It will
be remembered that the Rufus E. Wood was

launched
last fall.

from

the yard in East

Real Estate Transfers.—The following
real estate transfers recorded in this county
yesterday:
are

Gorham—Lot of land, containing fifty acres,
from Frank E. Libby to Asa Burnham,
Portland—Lot of land and buildings on Elm
street, from Charles O. Files to James M.
Kimball.
Standish—Lot of land, with buildings tbereoc, from Nicholas S. Burnham to William T. C.
Wardwell.

of procuring and the allowance of a
pension, and fully identified the paper that
Col. Kent had produced in this case as having
manner

from the Pension Department at Wash-

ington.
Charles Jewett, postmaster at Clinton, testified that George II. Lewis had, once or
twice,
taken letters from the postofiice which came
from the pension agent at Augusta, and addressed to his mother, Jane Lewis, in Mr.
Drew’s handwriting. Mr, Randall had previously called for one and the postmaster had de-

Catholic Fair.—The interest in this Fair is
still good. The voting on the oars is getting
very sharp. M. F. Davis is now ahead and
bids fair to get the prize, though Logue’s
friends are working hard for him. T, J. Welsh
is ahead on the dressing gown.
Joseph Green
has drawn the large baby doll.
As the fair
draws near its close the interest is great in the

clined to deliver it without an order from Mrs.
Lewis.
H. W. Dodge, merchant at Clinton, testified
that he held a note signed by G. H. Lewis, in
favor of N. W. Randall, for $35, from which
Mr. Lewis had already paid $20. At the time

said to Lewis, “All I want you to say is whether this is your note or not;” and he replied, “I
will pay the note.”

Homer Percival, cashier of a savings bank at
Waterville, said a cheek was presented to him
for $355 and cashed
He recoguized his signature on the back*of the check. His impression
was the presenter said he was the son of Jane
Lewis, and that he asked him if he saw his

mother make her mark on the back. He said
he did, and he required him to witness the signature as Randall had, which the man did,

signing George H, Lewis. Witness identified
Lewis (in court) as the man who signed,
A. M. Billings identified signatures of G. H.
Lewis.
C. H. Clifford testified to G. H. Lewis’s statements in

Monday

in which witness was
This went to show Lewis did not af-

a

case

counsel.
firm or deny signatures as his shown him Mon-

day.
Col. Kent gave a detailed conversation with
Lewis the night he arrested him, which went
to show that Lewis’s object was to make him
believe that be Vas working under Randall’s

influence, as an innocent man, but acknowledged getting the check for 8355 at Waterville
bank, and signing papers at Randall’s suggestion, several times.
George F. Emery testified to the time when
Randall was convicted and sent to jail.
District Attorney Webb then said that inasmuch as he considered the testimony of Mrs. E.
E. Randall as very important in this case, he
would nol pros the case against N. W. Randall.
Mr.

Reed

then objected again, even under
these circumstances to the admission of Mrs.
Randall’s testimony, but it was admitted by
the judge.
Mrs. E, E. Randall testified that she was at
Mrs. Jane Lewis’ house when Geo. H. Lewis
asked her husband if he could not get her
mother a pension, and he said he would try.
The next Sunday morning after the town meeting in March, Geo. H. Lewis and his wife
came to their (Randall’s) house, and her busband said he was afraid there wonld be trouble
about that pension of Lewis’ mother.
Mrs.

Lewis spoke up and asked her husband if he
had’nt better send that money back?
He re

plied ‘‘he’d be damued'if he would. A great
many did not get pensions honestly and he
might be one with them.”
Mrs. Eliza E. Randall, on cross-examination,
said: I know W. D. Grant. I think I have
said to him

something about a pardon for my
but not in reference to this case. Mr.
Grant came to my house, but only stopped a
few minutes. In answer to whether she had
been promised any favors lor her husband, or
whether her husband had been promised anything by Col. Kent or any other U. S. officers
at the Auburn jail, and if he did not so state
to her when she wdl at the jail, she stated

husband,

____:- l-j
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husband to her knowledge.
J. Horace Kent stated that he had made no
promises, nor threats, nor held out any inducements to either Mrs. Eandall or her husband,
N. W. Eandall, and that the conversation
which he had with Eandall in Auburn jail was

twenty days subsequent to the time referred to
by Mr. Eeed in his examination of Mrs. Eandall.
At the

coming

land warrant which was given to Ebenezer
Lewis, grandfather of the respondent, for his
services in the war of 1812.
This paper was
considered valuable and Geo. H. Lewis was
a

anxious to raise some money for bis mother on
it. Eandall told him he could get something
out of it and for this purpose took the paper.
He returned soon after with a document which
the respondent signed, thinking it something
to

the land warrant.

It

was

admitted

that the money was received as alleged, but
that Eandall told them that it waB all right.
This confidence in him led them to think that
it was all right.
The first witness called was Elijah McNally.
He testified that the land warrant, so called,
which

ill

tuc

ed their money

(Ii.i4.ci3.

shown him, he had seen in the posof Ebenezer Lewis, by whom it was
given to his son Samuel.
Defendants offered
to prove that this warrant had been always considered of value in the family, but tho court excluded the testimony.
Wm, D. Grant was called to show a conversation with N. W. Eandall. By this witness
was

session

J.UU3C
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anxious as to the result.

are

could make them sign anything. But the
Court excluded the testimony.
The defence then called
MessrB. Billings, Flood,
Dodge, Weymouth, Low and government witnesses to prove the good character of tbe de-

Deering

late

Mr. Eeed here stated that he desired a postponement until ten o’clock to-morrow, as he
had telegraphed E. E. Drummond of Waterville, and expected to prove by him that he
UWULU

UUD
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the testimony of Mr. Percival was a.surprise to
him (Mr. Reed.)
The Court granted Mr. Reed’s request.
The Court adjourned at half-past four, as the
remaining witness could not arrive until to-day.
P. O. S. of A.—The following officers elect
of Forest City Commandery, No. 16, Master
Americans (Bene Degree) P. O. S. of A., were

duly installed on Thursday evening last by
State Commander G. N. E. Kimball, assisted
by Past Commander S. D. Ring:—Commander,
Wm. P. Osborne; Lieut. Commander, Chas. H.
Merrill; Inspector, D. W. Cook; Guard, B. T.
Libby; Scribe, Wm. H. Murch; Asst. Scribe,
J. E Newman; Purser, W. G. Drowns;Rector,
D. Wormwell; Financiers—C. H. Merrill, S. D.
Ring, G. N. E. Kimball.
The Town of Gkav.—Quite a number of
natives of the town of Gray, now non-resident,

responded favorable to a circular to have a
meeting held in Philadelphia in May next.
have

‘What shall be done relative to the centennial
of the town,” which comes off in 1878, will be
discussed. All have been requested to furnish

Quick Work.—At 4 o’clock yesterday after,
George C. Stinson & Co., the art publish-

noon

|

ers, sent 31 sacks of mail matter to the post
office. At eight o’clock it was distributed and
sent from the office to go all over the country.

Quick enough.
Delegates to the Advisory Council.—
High street church voted last evening to accept
the invitation to be present at Plymouth church
council by pastor

Libby, Esq.,

was

delegate,
appointed.
and

and James B.

Maine Business Notes.
Mr. Cary finished filling his ice houses on
Saturday last in Hallowed. He has stored over
two thousand tons of most excellent ice.
The granite company at Carver’s Harbor
have commenced

grindstone shop.

the foundation of a steam
It is to be near the Sands

quarry, so called.
Heury Bodwell has been appointed receiver
and O. B. Bachelor and Moses French commissioners of the Solon Savings Bank.

Cotton for the Lewiston mills now comes all
the way by rail from Memphis, Tenn.
Messrs. Norton and others of Lewiston contemplate putting 30,000 tons of ice into their
storehouse on the Kennebec, unless a sudden
cold snap od the Hudson causes a change of
plan.
The number and tonnage of vessels belong-

ing

to the district of Bath June 30,1875, was as
follows: 78 ships, 26 barques, 10 brigs, 112

schooners, 43 sloops and 16 steam vessels, the
aggregate tonnage of which was 131 245.63.
STATE

/

biographical history of their
genealogical
families, and also any matter pertaining to tho
history of the town.
The Museum.—A large audience gathered
at the Museum last evening to witness Romeo
and Juliet” as interpreted by Mr. Wheelock
and Miss Joyce. The performance was evener
and smoother than that of the night before,
good as that was. The play will be given for
the last time at the matinee to-day. This even-

ing “The Lady of Lyons” will be brought out
with Miss Joyce as “Pauline” and Mr. Wheelock as “Claude.”
Native Wines.—Yesterday the deputy sheriffs visited the Brighton House and seized seveal

bottles of native wine.

It is

proposed

to

make this a test question. A number of dealers in native wines have been notified that
they
must desist or they will be prosecuted.

South Boston, May 9, 1870.
Tr
H. R. Stevens, Esq.:
Dear Sir—I have had considerable experience with
the Vegetine. For dyspepsia, general debility and
impure blood, the Vegetine is superior to anything
which I have ever used. I commenced taking Vegetine about the middle of last winter, and, after using
a few bottles, it
entirely cured me of dyspepsia, and
my blood never was in so good condition aB at the
present time.
It will afford me pleasure to give any
further particulars relative to what I know about
this good medicine to any one who will call or address me at my residence, 386 Athens street.

8

AUCTION SALES

FURNITURE.

F. O. BAILEY & CO,

IRTS

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Halearooma 33 and 37 Exchange Ht.

NEWS.

COUNTY.
The Bangor Commercial says the Bucksport
Savings Bank has suspend- d, and must ultimately fail, not paying over 60 cents on the
dollar. The liabilities are $175,224 .31. Much
of its assets are railway bonds on which payment of interest has been a long time sus-

pended.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The house and barn of Mr. William Northey
of Sidney were burned on the 2d inst., with all
the furniture and $150 in cash. The contents
of the barn were saved. Loss $2500: insurance

$1500.

R. Stevens, Esq.:
Dear Sir—J have nad dyspepsia in its worst form
for the last ten years, and have taken hundreds of
nvi i.u ui uicuiuniu wuuuui

The high wind of Wednesday was very severe
in Andover and Fryeburg, unroofing buildings,
prostrating fences and tearing up trees.
Good hay sells at from $12 to $15 a ton in
Oxford county.
a
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Six gallons of liquor which was seized by the
sherfff at the express office in Newport was
stored for the night in Squire Walker’s office.
In the morning the door was found to be unlocked and the liquor gone, probably to parties
in Palmyra, for •whom it was originally intended.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The ladies of Calais gave an.entertainment
Friday night for the benefit of the city library.
It was an elaborate affair in the way of costumes, but peonle still feel poor, and but a
small crowd was in attendance.
YORK COUNTY

Mr.

Burleigh introduced into the House
Monday a bill to provide for the erection of a

lighthouse

at York.

Art Sale.—We trust our readers will not
forget the sale of oil paintings to-day by Messrs.
F. O. Bailey & Co. at their salesroom. The
gallery has been visited by a large number of
citizens this wsek, who have expressed
much pleasure in this really good collection of
pictures. Two panel pictures of flowers by
Robert Hill have been added since our last
notice, and are very attractive.
our

The

dry goods

sale of

at

No.

store

249

Middle street will be continued at 10 and 2J
o’clock to-day. The goods are selling at very
low prices. Excellent bargains were obtained
by those who attended the sale yesterday.
Men’s and Boys’ Ready Made Clothing at
Oren Hawkes & Co.’s, 482 and 484 Congress
street, opposite Preble House.
In another column will be found the advertisement of a PackiDg Factory for sale.
When’er you want an organ,
With music all complete,
Don’t fail before you purchaso
To call on Congress street,
522 is (lie number,
Collins & Button is the name,
George Woods & Co. the makers,
And world wide is their fame.

ever

produced.

by

Used

50 cents.

the elite.

Price

only
apr!6deodawly

Children like the taste of Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam. 11 cures tbeir cold and
feb7 eodlw
prevents the cougb.

9

9

CHOICE MUSIC BOOKS

Gem* of English Sony* 232 pages.
75 charming Songs for the price of 8 songs.
Gemi of German ^oug
200 pages.
100 ol the best, for the price of 1) Songs.
Gems cf Scottish Sons. 200 pages.
157 ot the sweetest, for the price of 12

Moore’s Irish Melodies. 200 pages,
100 of rare melody fur the price of 10.
Wreath of Geras. 200 pages.
100 Song:?, caretully culled from a much larger

numuer,
Shower of Pearls, 240 pages.
67 of the choicest vocal duels lor

Operatic Pearls.
90 of the most

the price of 10.

20) pages.

favorite Songs of 50 operas.

Songs, in great variety, for the price of 10.
*Songs in Sheet Music form costs from 30
to 50 cts, each. Nicely packed in these elegant books they cost from 2 to 4 ctB. each.*
“The pages in these flue volumes
Full Sheet Music Size.*

are

all of

Price of each book ia Bonrda $2.3(1; Cloth
S3; Gill $4.

OLIVER DITSON &

Jill V

re-

C. II. Ditsou A' Co.
711

Broadway,

New York.

Dil.on Ac Co.
Successors to I.ceA Walker
J. E.

Philadelphia.

ja!2
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MUSIC !
Another large lot of

SHEET

MUSIC1

just received,

and shall continue for a short time to
sell any in Stock at $ discount trom retail
prices,
for cash only. Also 3 second hand
Pianos, 7 Heed
Organs, cheap for cash or installments, Violins,

Guitars, Music Boxes, Accordions, Flutes, Banjos,
Piccolos, Harmonicas, Clarinets, Cornets, and all
instruments for Brass and String Bands for sale at
bargains; extra Violin Strings, Retail and Wholesale.

C. K.

HAWES,

177 Middle Street.
Particular attention given orders bv mail.

jan31__
House and Stable

to

dcodtf

Let.

olsix rooms, Sebago water with every
modern convenience. Stable has Sebago water, cemented cellar, stalls deep, wide, light and well
ventilated. On new street from Brackett to Clark*,
Spring Street Horse Cars pass very near. Apply at
No. 70 Brackett St.
Icbilisdtf

HOUSE

“

UNDERSOLD IN PARLOR SLITS,

-_4.00

“

and will slate

Congress

apr28

COAL, TAR
lollowing prices:
men’s Ilip Boots
men’s Heavy Boots
Boys’ Heavy Boots

$3.00
2.25
2.25
50
1.25

....
men’s Overs
...
men’s Arctics
Ladies’ and misses’ Over,*
35
or Three Pairs tor
1 OO
We also have a superior quality
ot RUBBER GOODS at

Hall's Rubber

Store,
HOTEL.
dtf

If

REMGVA L.

cure

FURNITURE, MTS, &C.,

EVIDENCE.

Cincinnati, Nov. 26, 1872.
Me. H. R. Stevens:
Dear Sir—The two bottles of Vegetine furnished
me by your agent my wife has used with
great benefit. For a long time she has been troubled with dizziness and costiveness; these troubles are now entirely removed by the use of Vegetine.
She was also troubled with dyspepsia and general
debility, and has been greatly benetiied.
THOMAS GILMORE,
229J Walnut Street.
REU4BLG

TO

—

132 & 134 Exchange St.,
AND

—

—

Shall Sell at Bottom Prices tor Cash.
L.

F.

HOYT,

133 & 131 Exchange Srteet.

fel>9

d2w

SITUATION by

experience

this city.

in

Emery S. Ridlon,
431-3

Exchange St.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

janl

46

REMOVAL.

Druggists.
d4wf

PROBATE NOTICES.
To all Persons interested in either el the
Eclatci hereinafter named:
a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and lor the County of Cumberland,on the First

AT

Tuesday ot February, in the year of our Lord,
eighteen hundred and seventy-six, the following
matters having been presented tor the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus.papers printed at Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at said Portland on the First Tuesday of March,
next,at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and be heard
thereon, and object if they see cause.
JOHN HAMLIN, late of Harrison, deceased,
Waiver of the provisions of the Will, and claim of
dower in Real Estate; also petition for allowance
out of Personal Estate, presented by Mary R. Hamlin, widow of said deceased.
LEONICIE M. DAVIS, late of Naples, deceased.
First and Final Account presented for allowance
by
David H. Cole, Administrator.
SUSAN C. BATCHELDER, late of Baldwin,
deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof,
therein named.
FRANCES C. HUSTON, late of Gray, deceased.
Petition for administration, presented by William D.
Rice, a cousin of said deceased.
ELISHA B. MITCHELL, late of Standish,
deceased First account presented for allowance by
Henry W. Swasey, Admiuistrator.
ANNA G. HAYES & AL., minor children and
heirs of Isaac S. Hayes, late ot North Yarmouth
deceased.
Accounts presented for allowance by
Samuel Skillins, Guardian.
JOSEPH J. COFFIN, late of
deceased.
Petition that Isaac W. Morrison of said
Cumberland, may be appointed Administrator,
presented by Racbel H. Coffin, widow of said deceased.
MYRICK EMERSON, late of Dcering, deceased.
Second account presented for allowance by Deborah

Cumberland,

Emerson, Administratrix.

CHARLES M. DAVIS, late of Portland, deceased
petition for tho probate thereof, presented
by Mary Davis, the Executrix therein named.
MALCOLM M. GRAHAM, late of Portland, deceased. First and Final account presented 1 or allowance by William Graham, Administrator.
IRA HILBORN, late of Portland, deceased. First
and Final account and private claim against said
estate, presented for allowance by Byron D. Verrill,
Executor,
OREN HOBBS, late of Portland, deceased. First
and Final account presented for allowance by James
M. Safford, Administrator.
ROSCOE E. WHITTEN, minor child and heir of
Oliver Whitten, late ot Portland, deceased. Second
account presented for allowance
by Joshua L.
Hawkes, Jr., Guardian.
EBENEZER PRINCE, late of Portland, deceased.
Copy of will and petition that the same may be
verified and established as the will of said
testator;
also abstract of the first and final account of Paul
Hall, as Executor, and petition that the same may bo
filed and recorded, presented by Charles
Prince, an
heir at law and legatee named in the will of said deceased.
JAMES POOLE, Senior, late of Portland, deceased
in 1828. Petition of Eunice Poole,
daughter and heir
of said deceased, who was authorized
by license of
court to sell and convey real estate of which said
James Poole, Senior, died seized and left undevised
in the county of Cumberland, and whose heirs lived
in different states and could not dispose of their
separate shares, without loss, that the separate share of
each person, in the proceeds ot said sale,
may be determined, and the same ordered to be distributed
among those persons entitled thereto.
C. POOLE, late of Portland, deceased in
,nRANl®h
1852. Petition of Eunice Poole, sister and heir of
said deceased, who was authorized
by license of com t
to sell and convey real estate of which said Daniel C.
Poole died seized, and left undevised in the county
of Cumberland, and whose heirs lived in different
states and couid not dispose of their separate shares
without loss, that the separate share of each
person
in the proceeds ot said sale may be determined, and
the same ordered to be distributed among those Dery
sons entitled thereto.
MARY INGRAHAM, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for the Probate thereof,
presented
by Darius H. Ingraham, the Executor therein
named.
WOODBURY DYER, late of Cape Elizabeth, deceased. Petition that William Rand, ot said
Capo
Elizabeth, may be appointed Admiuistrator, presented by Martha Dyer, sister of said deceased.
NATHAN CLEAVES, Judge.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:
HORACE J. BRADBUR1, Register.
Will and

HEMSTITCHED

We have just received a large invoice of puie Linen
•Hemstitched Handkerchiefs which were bought at an
auction sale in New York at a very great sacrifice.
We ofter them at a
very small advance, and can truly
say they are the best bargain we have ever offered in
Ladies* Handkerchiefs. Prices as follows:

MIDDLE

ocl6

35 & 37 Exchange St, Portland.
-0N-

Wednesday

Situated on Cumberland River,
Clinton County, Kentucky,
viz:

—

THE

mato country. This property will be sold low as
present owners have other business urgently
manding attention.

the
de-

13,600

—

ACHES

—

OF

—

IIEW1LY TIMBERED LID!

dlw

Household Goods at Auction
of license from the Hon. Judge of Proat No. 127 Free
Strtet, on FRIDAY, February 11th, at 10 o’clock A.
M, a lot of Household Goods, consisting of Furniture, Beds and Bedding. Carpets, Kitchen utensils,
Stoves, Crockery, Glass, Stone and Earthem Ware,
Piano, Chairs, Tables. Ac
The house at private sale by the executor.
JAMES H. BAKER, Executor.
JOSEPH H RAILEV, Auctioneer
fe4d7t
Portland, Feb. 4, 1876.
virtue

BYbate 1 will sell at public auction

Extensive

decree of the government of Uruguay, dated
Nov. 4, 1875, shippers are required to present
their invoices at this consulate for ccrtitication on and
after January 1st, 1916.
1
ANDREW SPRING,
Consul to Uruguay,
fehOsnlw

Exchange.
FARM wanted iu exchange for city property,
in vicinity of Portland or Boston.
Apply to
R. W. HGSSElf, West Falmouth, Maine.
feh9
d&w2w*

Sale

—OF—

AUCTION,

clining Chairs, Shaving Stands, Folding Chairs.
Folding Rockers, Parlor Desks, Music Racks and
Cabinet Foot Rests, Fancy ^Stands, Marble Top and
Dining Table«, Ac., Ac
This stock is first class in every
respect. The public are invited to examine it on AMonuay previous to
sale.

dtd

RICH’S

AT

We shall

commence

Oar Stock consists of

—AND—

Blacli.

Walnut.

A COAL
operated,

7 1-2 Miles of well-furnished Railroad,
to insure its continued development.
There is also found in great abundance on this rich
tract, of land, SALT SPRINGS, and unmistakable
evidences of OIL, superioi IRON ORE, SLATE,
LIMESTONE and FIRE CLAY, lying convenient to
the point of shipment. The moveable property consists in part of

1 Steam Tow Boat, Barges, Locomotives and Rolling Stock,
on

this

extensive

STEIMSAWAND €2BIST MILL AND
SIII>GI.E IHC linF, DWELLING
HOUSE**, VI ABK1IOU«ES.WOB1£
SHOPS, SHEDS, Ac.
This ip-operty is offered for less than the co«t
of improremt-nts. Titles perfect and terms liberal The owners invite investigation.
For further particulars call upon

ABNER

BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

F. A.

(cb5

dtt

STATE

of

FOB

as.

City

of Portland,

Street.

the City of Portland have preTHEpared
Alphabetical lists of such inhabitants
to them to be
AUlcrmcn of

as

appear
constitutionally qualified to vote
in the eleciion of Governor, Senators and Representatives to the State Legislature, in and for the sever
al Wards iu said City, and that they will be in open
session at the Aldermen’s Room on
the

19ih instant,

from nine to twelve o’clock A M., and from three to
six o’clock P. M., for the purpose ot receiving evi
dence of the qualifications of persons claiming the
right to vote on such election and for correcting said

Given under

hands the day and year above

our

written.

J. J. GERRISH,
J. B. LITTLEFIELD,
ALPHONSO BRUMEL,

H. W. GAGE,
E N. PERRY,
HENRY FOX,

business, offers

Aldermen
of the
| City of Portland.

sam’l Waterhouse, J

Twenty Days
his large and elegant stock of

Collins & Buxton,

Fine Manile Vases, Bronzes and
Fancy Woods !

522 CONGRESS ST„ PORTLAND, ME..
Have just received a

rare

chance for good bargains.

ja29

Large

SMITH

FOR SALE BY

&

Fac-

Also constantly on hand
Accordion*.
Flute*,

FOB

—

Fireproof Roofing Paint.
The best and cheapest Know & Davis Patent
Booling Paint for Shingle, Tin and Iron

Pilate

V/UUtip

UUIMUU

>YUiih,

&U1U

U>

IUU

£4ilUU

applied by

McCOY

&

FOR

AND

dyspepsia

indigestion.

and

Tones the

ner-

no25

GAITBERT, Proprietor.

tf

CARD.

SEMDIENTALS,

Wholesale at Manufacturers’ lowest prices,
All fresh goods and new styles.

To Manufacturers olJirst-Class Furniture.
to buy first-class Furniture
WE toforsellCashat prepared
delivery ofany manufacturer that
are now

jan28tfebl4

& co.,

Butter, Cheese, Beans.
SA consignment of Fen and Medium
Beaus, Wage Cheese, Butter, tor sale by

SMITH, GAGE <& CO.
<l2w
*

Crop Molasses !

Received by steamer New Cieufuegos
Molasses, New Orleansi (iu Bbls.) For
sale Cheap by

SMITH, GAGE

& CO.
d2w

feb7

on
a sacrifice.

wants

94 EXCHANGE ST.

feb7

GEO. A. W HITNEY & CO.
dec24dtf
Portland, Dec. 23d.

The Progress Centennial,
or, TWO SHIRTS IN
—

Wholesale and Retail cheaper

can

Parties

if

they will

Depot.
nov3

wishing

couio

to my

factory

AT

—

ONE,

J. A. Boswortli’s,
Heats’ Furnishing Hoods Store,
** TEMPLE STREET.
Call and Seo It.
J. A. BOS WORTH.
feb5

_dtf
THE AERATED

Oxygen
GENUINE

Treatment.

for Catanli, Asthma,Rhcuma\
J.-\. tism, Dyspepsia, Lung and all Chronic Diseases is still offered to all who aro afflicted, at 3N5
Cougi'CMs Ntrcct, Portland. .Tie., Koom •«,
4'ntioou Block, whore a largo numocr of testimonials

be bought at any other
SEEIGHS.—At
than
to purchase
Maine.

! !

_COAL

Having bought out the Stock and Stmd of
RICH & JUDKINS,

118 Commercial St.,
I

am

prepared

to

furnish all those In want of Coal
at the

LOWEST MARKET
All

parties

—

GENTLEMEN

Doubles the strength in three months. Does not
nor exhaust.
Refreshes and invigorates.

fatigue

J. II.

VALENTINES,

day, jr„

COAL !

33.

RATES.

Coal will do well to call before purchasing elsewhere.

in want of

H. SARGENT.

P. S.-H. H. RICH, will remain at the Old
Stand, where he will be pleased to see all his eld
customers and a host of new ones.
jan3dtf
vriik

civ

Avrvin

luu

can

be

•

money,
Factory in Gorham, opposite
WHITMAN LESLIE.
dtt

seen.

S^'l'oniultatiou and trial dose free.

To

A

SUIT of

85 cents will buy a pair of nice
2-Bntton Kids, evening shades,
sold everywhere for $1.25.
$1.50 will buy a pair of our
best $2.00 French Kids until farther notice.

H. S. KALER & CO.,
3 Free Street Block.
fc8

dlw

THE LOWEST EVEB OFFERED.
cent from the

market at

per
privileges
low rates will pay large proiits the next 30.days,
STOCK
small amounts, (fold. Stocks, Cotton and
one

ou

large

or

Tobacco b mght ami sold on the moat liberal terms.
Satisfactory advances made on
* consignments; price
lists and circulars firee.

CHARLES

SMEDLEY & CO.,

BANKERS & BROKERS,
40 Broad Ntmi, Near B.ld & Stock Ex
change, New York.
F. O. Pox
janl2d&w3m4
3ii4._

cure

alJtfis

in

can save

*

;

237 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

dtt

jy24

F

vous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general vitality.
Exercise and Sialenroom,

CO.,

as Spring St., Porllaua,
KOOS'EBS ANI» PAINTEKS

c.

These Goods for Cash Only !

dly

IN TEN ITIINLTESONCE A DAY.

Removes

N.

J.

at very low pi li es.
The remainder of our winter stock of Children**
Colored Mail* and Pique Drencs we will
sell at a great reduction.

ja29(I IQt

THORODHGH GYMNASTIC SYSTEM
—

ills*!/ 1UI

examine onr stock of Womtcd Em
broideries, consisting of Mola Cunhiou*. Foot
Bark*.
Towel
Chair
Kent*,
siiripe*,
Bracket*, Nlippeia, Clipper Pocket*, eic.
Great bargains in Hamburg Edging*. Dimity and Lawn Bnnils Also Plata and
Plaid IVamsookn. Isinenw. Tucking*, eic.
Tacked and Baffled Pillow Chamber* at
a pair.
The latest novelties in Children’* Coll.irettea

Please

HE ALTH LIFT
LADIES

Sale,

I.ADfE8 s—Your particular attention is Invited
to our sale commencing ’touday J»u. .'Hat. and
continuing ten days during which time our entire
stock of goods will be sold at greatly reduced prices.
We have on hand a larger assort men* ot Coder
Clothing While Nkirt* Infant’* Dre**e*
and Flannel*, than ever before, also a great varity of novelties in the new Cashmere ft.acen,

—

All orders by mail promptly attended to.
decl4
call or send for Catalogue.

A

dlmis

565 CONGRESS STREET

AND STRING BAND.

fm WS

FHILBROOK,
dtl

RICH,

Annual Cash

ftlnruiouicH-4
Clarionet*,
luMtrumcnts
Slring)i and Manic

—

aecl3

a-.

II. W. SIHONTON & CO.’S

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity for
WOODS A CO.’S ORGANS.

No. 12 Market Street.

IXUUIP,
or

f.

GEO.

tories.
2000 Lbs. New Prunes.

CAR-

Ifriclc
Store ISetnern Park
and Stale
Nta., 050 Cou*r«»*st., Porflaud

Cornet* nnd all

Butter, <&c.

500 BbU. Prime Michigan Apple*.
“
**
200
Eastern Baldwins.
50 Tubs Choice Butter.
4000 Lbs, Cheese from best Maine

FLOUR AT
PRICES.

We think our inducements are sufficient to call
trade from all parts of the city, and we will deliver
ail goods FREE OF CHARGE.

Guitars,

Banjo*.

d2w

Apples,

Collection ol tlie Latest Poplar Music.

Violin*.

NO. 255 MIDDLE STREET.

FAMILY

Tie* etc.
Do not tail to

MTJSIO 2

—

Jewel-

BEST

janll

NATIJKDAir,

d3m

Particular inducements to purchasers of
ry, Walche* mid Plated Ware.

SOAPS—French Laundry, 9c; Qneen, 9c; Irish,
9c; Leatbe & Gore’s, 9c; Babbitt’s best, 8c; NUon’s,
8c: Imperial, 5c; Cut Castile, 4c, 8c, 12c, 15c.
PI KE SPICES—Hepper, per quarter, 10c;
Pimento, 8c; Ginger, 9c; Cassia, 12c, 15c; Cloves,
12c, 15c; Royal Baking Powder, 15c; Marjoram, 10c;
Savory, 10c; Thyme, 10c; Sage, 10c; Cream Tartar,
12c; Saleratus. 8c, 9c.
PI BE EXTRACTS—Jamaica GiDger, 4 oz.t
28c; Vanilla, 2 oz., 25c: Lemon, r8c; Peppermint,
17c; Checkerberry, 17c; Almond, 20c; Castor Oil,
12c; Paregoric 12c.
MISCELLANEOUS—Portland Kerosene Oil,
per gal., 18c; Nuts, all kinds, per lb., 20c; Porto
Kico Molasses, per gal.. 50c, 65c, 75c; Pure Cider
Vinegar, per gal, 38c; White Wine Vinegar, per gal.,
35c; Cider Vinegar, per gal., 30c; Raisins, per lb., 15
to 20c; Beans, per quart, 8 to 10c; Split Peas, 10c;
Smoked Halibut, 15c: Ketchup, qts.. 30c, pts., 22c;
Pepper Sauce, 15c; Halford and Epicurean Sauces,
30c; English Onions, 40c; English Cauliflower, 40c;
Queen Olives, 60c; Sardines, 50c; Pickles, per quart,
15c; Bice, 9c, 10c; Popping Corn. 6c; Broma, 25c;
Blueing, 5c; Tapioca, 12c; Sago, 12c; Prunes, 15c;
Jelly, per tumbler, 12c; Dried Currants, 10c; Satin
Gloss Starch, 12c, 14c; Corn Starch, 14c; Gelatine,
25c; Pearl Barley, 10c; Buckwheat, 5c; Scotch Oat
Meal. 10c; Graham Flour. 5c; Corn Meal, 2k; Kye
Meal, 4c; Stove Polish, all kinds. 8c; Boot Blacking,
5c, 8c; Boot Brushes. 25c, 40c; Brush Brooms, 20c,
30c; Scrub Brooms, 20c; Best Brooms, 37c; Box Salt,
10c, 16c, 25c; Clothes Lines, per yard, 3c; Clothes
Pins, per doz, 2c, 3c.
LOAD

February 7, 1876.

WITHOUT REGARD TO COST,
—

MAINE.

To the Electors of the

LOWELL,
place

being about to change his
for sale,

OF

CITY OF PORTLAND,

lists.

UPHAM& GARDINER,
Exchange

STORE,

No. 349 Middle St.

profitably

now

with

and the neocssary utensils to carry
business. There is also a

Black Silks, Black Cashmeres, Brillian*
tines, Alpacas, and a full line of Colored
Dress Goods, Taltle Linens, Napkins,
Marseilles (Juilts, Woolens, Flannels, Cc.

GOWELL

MINE,

Extensive and of superior quality

i'eb8

—

9.141 A. HI.,nn«l continue Forenoon* and
Afternoon* until it ia all Sold, n* the
Store muat be vacated by Feb. 13th.

POPLAR

Our prices
ior themselves. Nothing bat the
oi goods. Head the following prices
very best
of a few of the leading articles. All other goods at
proportionate low prices.
HIE %T«—Best Corned Beef 12c, Rib Roast IB to
30c, Round 20c, Lamb
18c, Sirloin Steak 28c,
10 to 15c, Tripe 12c, Pork and Sausage 18c.
TEAS—Gunpowder 90c, Very Best Japan 80c,
Superior Japan 65 to 40c, Best Formosa 80 to 65c, Oolong 75 to 50c, English Breakfast 80 to 60c. Ail of
our Teas are high grades and Warranted superior to
any others for the prices named.
PURE COFFEES—Green Java 37c, Green
Rio, 28c, Pnre Boasted Hio 32c, Pare Roasted Java,
42c, Pure Roasted Mocha, 50c.
CAN CSOO08—Green Corn, 2 lbs., 23c; Blueberries, 2 lbs., 20c: Strawberries, 2 lbs., 25c; Lob
sters, 2 lbs., 20c; Peaches, 3 lbs, 25c; Tomatoes,
lbs 15c.

Rump

—

BE

!

speak
quality

CLOSED OUT _AT AUCTION !

oak’

At No- 7

TO

CASH

Grocery Store

At

PINE,

_fcb9dcod2t

a

and 3 o’clock.

At 11

fc5

dtf

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 8TH,

be iound in raying quantities,

which may

cn

Notice to Shippers to Mon- New
tevideo.

Briscoe.
AND OTHERS.

febS

The Gowell Stock

—

dtf

tor sale
Elgin, 111., Packing Company
their well-arranged factory complete, well
stocked with tools and fixtures, together with the
good will of the Co., whose goods stand high in the
market and are in good demand. Elgin is on the
line of two K. It., 40 miles west of Chicago, situated
in a good corn
growing district and an excellent to-

Thursday,

Feb’, »tb and 10th, I87«,

ST.

DRY GOODS.

—

Congress St., Cor. Brown.
de29
offer

&

F. O. Builey A Co.i Auctioneers.

We would invite the attention of the enterprising
Capitalists ot the State to the following list of property placed in our hands for sale,

COMICS AJiD

packing factory for sale.

Vebon.
Hiogins.
Wilms.

WE

AValuableProperty DRY GOODS

or

OWEN & MOORE,

™ALD-

To be Sold by Auction

CHEAP

Rooms 16 & 17 Fluent Block, opposite
City Rail.
dim
Jan21

lOO Doz.Extra Size Wide Hein at 20c each
..
4.
IOO
25c each
44
4
•(
75 <•
37 |.t|
each*
25 Doz. Hem Siitchcd with Hnndiome
Corded Borders at 37 1 2c each.
50 Doz. Misses Hemstitched at 25c each.
Satisfaction guaranteed on all orders by mail
money refunded.

Co.,

&

ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW,

—

Handkerchiefs!

A

Bailey

shall sell without reserve a large stock of very
tine new Furniture, consisting in part of Parlor Suits in Plush, Hair Cloth and Terries, Black
Walnut Chamber Sets in variety. Side Boards, Book
Cases, Hat Trees, Lounges, Escritories, Invalid Re-

_

By

F. 0.

have removed to

All

feb9

H

_

35 & 37 EXCHANGE ST.

Exchange St.,

BELOW

KINGSBURY & JORDAN,

Williams.
Hooper.
°tto.
Plas.

Art Gallery of

the

AT OUK ROO.TIH,

G. A. Whitney & Co.,

dtf

at
_

On Tuesday, Feb. 15, at 10 A. M.,

cent, lower than they have ever been
offered in this city.

ATTORNEY & COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW,

homes

NOW ON MOTION

principle.

the combination

on

Price* $90.00
Retail price $130 00.
About the first of Feb, we shall be
prepared to furnish all styles of Show
Cases at manufacturer’s prices; 23 per

REMOVAL.

127 Tremont St., Boston,

BY

Has removed to

Charlestown, Mass., March 19, 1809. t
H. R. Stevens :
This is to certify that I have used your “Blood ;
Preparation” (Vegetine) in my family for several
years, and think that, for scrofula or Cankerous Humors or Hheumatic aftections, it cannot be excelled;
and as a blood purifier and spring medicine it is the
best thing I ever used; and 1 have used almost everything. I can cheerfully recommend it to any ono
in need of such a medicine.
Yours respectfully,
MBS. A. A. DINSMORE,
19 Russell Street.

Vegetine isJSold by

Any party in want of Office Desks
of any style we are now prepared to
furnish them at manufacturer’s wholesale prices. We will sell a splendid
Roll Top Desk with the entire system
of drawers opened and closed by one

a bookkeeper of four years
Wholesale Grocery housa in

E. BLAKESLEE & CO.,

not.

or

lock,

APPRECIATION.

,

Tbiohfi.
Muller.
Makchaux.
I.AKSIL.
Shapleioh.

Art Gallery of

from the

,

Top Tables, 24x31 inches, for $9.
Cloth Top Tables, 24x33 inches,
for $10.
Parlies about buying
Furniture will surely save money
by calling on us before nnrchnsintF.
Please {five us a call and we will
sliow you our very extensive stock
with pleasure, whether you wish

BOOKKEEPER.
P. O. Box 974, Portland, Maine.

feb9dlw*

though

a

Address

•

and Cloth Top Tables of the
stock we will also sell at reduced prices. We will sell Marble

#

A

Foreign and American Artists.B™™Oliver.

same

buy

Griqgs.
Weber.
Key.
De Blois.

_

We will make a discount of 20
per cent, on Hair Cloth Suits, and
30 per cent, on Terry or Plush,
from these prices, it parties want
such suits as are being sold by
Boston dealers in this city.
In
Walnut Chamber Sets we are selling at prices that defy competition. We have 25 Marble Top Ash
Chamber Sets that we bought lor
Cash from a Bankrupt Stock, the
same Sets we sold tor
$125,00 six
months ago. We will sell this lot
now tor $75.00 each set.
Marble

to

Potteb.

A Collection of Good Pictures miles.

Terry,

6 O ,
7 S ,Very Nice.

EVIDENCE.

Mr.H R. Stevens:
Dear Sir—1 will most ehcerfully add my testimony
to the great number you have already received in favor of your great and good
medicine, Vegetine, for
I do not think enough can be said in its
praise, for I
was troubled over thirty years with that dreadful
disease, Catarrh, and had such bad coughing spells
that it would seem as
I never could breathe
any more, ami Vegetine has cured me; and I do
feel to thank God all the time that there is so
good a
medicine as Vegetine, and I also think it one of the
best meiiiciues tor coughs and weak
sinking
feelings
at the siomach, and advise
everybody to take the
Vegetine, for I can assure them it is one of the best
medicines that ever was.
MRS. L. GORE,
Corner Magazine and Walnut Sts., Cambridge, Mass. f.

ART SALE.ST
BV

Top

has Removed his Stock of

—

GOOD

or

4 5
5 O

deowlylp

GOODS,

CA CHOC Til

ABTKT®

_nv

$42,

such as shoe dealers advertise as
RUBBER GOODS, I will sell at

UNDER

prices, A

Full Parlor Suit,

St.

oc!4

Vegetine will relieve pain, cleanse, purify and
such diseases, restore the patient to perfect
health after trying different
physicians, many remedies, suffering for years, is it not conclusive proof, if
you are a sufferer, you can be cured? Why is this
medicine performing such great cures? It works in
the blood, in the circulating fluid. It can truly be
called the Great Blood Purifier. The great source of
disease originates in tbe blood; and no medicine that
does not act directly upon it, to purify and renovate,
has any just claim upon public attention.

ol our

some

oc3dtf

solicited._

Cass.

ON DELIVERY.

493

Consignments

IMPORTANT

3.50

-

Charles Custis &Co.,

CO.,

BOSTON".

2,

$2.50 each.

c. W. ALLBIT.

Regular rale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a. m.

minds not

our

7 Pieces, Ilair Cloth

onn

160

No.

V. O. BAILEY.

to be

TERMS.

All Diseases of the Blood.

Songs.

Gems of Hacred Nous. 200 pages.
120 of the most celebrated,for the price of 10 Songs.

uuuiiumg

lief. In September last I commenced taking tbe Vegetine, since which time my health has steadily improved. My food digest8 well, and I have gained fifteen pounds ot flesh. There arc several others in this
place taking the Vegetine, all have obtained relief.
Yours truly,
THOMAS E. MOORE,
Overseer of card room, Portsmouth Co.’s Mills.

staging of an

OXFORD COUNTY.

3,

CASH

South Berwick, Me., Jan. 17. 1872.

H.

A young

man
named St. Clair fell from a
ice house in Hallowel), last week,
ana broke his ankle.
At the Lockwood cotton mill at Waterville
in the large iron conductors that pass through
nearly all the rooms, two or three feet apart,
are plugs arranged to melt at about 150
degrees,
producing a powerful jet of water upward, so
as
to diffuse it with great force over a large
space. Au entire room ou reaching the requisite degree of heat would be at once thorougnly
drenched. These plugs are by no means the
main reliance agaiust fire. The most thorough
plaus and devices to this end are provided in
all parts of the building, from top to bottom.
The mill will soon be at work.

No.

No. 1.

Dyspepsia.

Gained Fifteen Pounds of Flesh.

We have made up

PRICES.

MONROE PARKER,
386 Athens Street.

SYMP rOMS—Want of appetite, rising of food and
wiud from the stomach,
acidity of the stomach, heartburn, dryness and whiteness of the tongue in the
morning, sense of distention in the stomach and bowels, sometimes rumbling and pain; costiveness, which
is
occasionally interrupted by diarrhoea; paleness of
thelurine* The mouth is clammy, or has a sour or
bitter tasfc. Other
frequent symptoms are waterbrash, palpitation of the heart, headache and disorders of the senses, as seeing
double, etc. There is
general debility, languor and aversion to motion; dejection of tho spirits, disturbed sleep and frightful
dreams.

FURNITURE.

Made to Order!

Very respectfully,

HANCOCK

and

a

What I Know About Vegetine.

uv/naia

in of the Court in the after-

Hon. T. B. Eeed opened for the defence.
He said that the,defence was that the signatures to the papers asking for a pension were
made under a false impression.
He produced
noon

relative

vui* tv

fendants.

-$23,415 00

Jluncipnl Court.

McCafterty. Search and

19

Paid

JUDGE KNIGHT PRESIDING.

Ellen

6,459 47

EXPENDITURES.

have been

was at the time one of the selectmen.
On trial.
Strout & Holmes for plaintiff.
Strout & Gage for defendant.

County Att*y.

80 00

Paid Note at 1st National Bank.? 1,000 00
on Purses, and expenses
July and August Meetings.... 5,711 CO
Paid Frank Fo^s as per bill rendered.
212 82
Paid on Construction Account.. 16,491 18

paid and
alleged
circulation fraudulently by the
to

00

-S24,J52

Joseph S. Maybery.
note for $600 given by

vs.

benefit of the poor. Donations of refreshments
for the tables are solicited, and can be sent to
the chapel this afternoon or evening.
To-morrow evening the closing ball of Mr.
Holmes’ dancing academy will come off at
Lancaster Hall.

E. H. Sprague of Washington, D. C., an expert in the Pension Department, was next
called, and gave a detailed description of the

payment was demanded by Mr. Dodge from
Mr. Lewis, the latter refused, and said he did
not give the note, hut, after hesitation, said he
would pay it. At the time Dodge’s partner

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Please tell the people that ycu saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceed i £00,000,

open.
This evening the ladies of the Allen Mission
circle will give a festival at the chapel, for the

the objection was again sustained by the courtj
R. W. Black was the first witness and repeated his testimony.

come

seats is

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

now

*
feb3
tf
(Eandall) bad taken it on another tack, and ;
them
a
got
pension and would make a good
Lyon’s Katharion prevents the hair from
thing out of it himself; that the Lewises were falling out or turuiug gray, renews it growth,
ignorant and signed the papers lie gave them and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
to sign without knowing the contents, and he
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic

470 00

<&c.

The box office for the sale of reserved

something on the Land Warrant through Mr.
E. Drummond, but could not; that he

95 00

present of.
Mr. Waterhouse on
donations.
Mr. C. L. Jewell
on donations.
Sundry receiote,

Locke

At the coming in of the U, S. District Court
yesterdaj morning, District Attorney Webb
called up the matter of the testimony of Mt3.
Kandall, which was excluded by the court
Monday, inasmuch as she was the wife of one
of thr parties named in the indictment.
Mr.
Webb argued in behalf of the admission of
this testimony, as Mr. Randall was not here on
trial, being in jail. Mr. Reed objected, and

E.

2,500 00

rent.
P. & O. B. R. a

defendant, who

with costs.

rent_

PRE-

defendant’s minor son
for plaintiff for $44.
Brown for plaintiff.
Inhabitants of Otisfield
Action of trover to recover
the town of Otisfield,

on

Base Ball Clubs...
Frank Foss o n

SIDING.

Tuesday.—Mary
Assumpsit to recover

The Trial of George H. Lewis of Clinton.

defendant offered to prove that Eandall about
the time of the allowance of the pension told
him that George H. Lewis had tried to get

00
884 50
3,000 00

Season Tickets....
From the City.
The State Ag. So-

Bosworth Post G. A. R.—Meetings every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congress and
Casco streets.

1G5 07

3,385 40

6,500

Association.

Superior Court.
FEBRUARY CIVIL TERM, 1876, SYMONDS, J.,

very in-

teresting points in veterinary surgery, which

Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
Corner of Congress and Casco st reets. First Thursday in each month.
Young Men’s Christian Association-Corner
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.

o

and no

so

YORK RITES.

Knights

fairly

ducted

MASONIC
At Masonic Sail, No. 95 Exchange Street.

Commandeeies

Gaylord’s

valuable

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday evening of each mouth.

7£

College,

have to be given up, and so the address of welcome on behalf of the Sagadahoc society was
postponed till afternoon to take the place of
that exercise. The first thing on the pro-

Stated Meetings.

XU

appointel a committee on crereported that there was a quorum

were

m.

Skowhegan,

KWUU^

Higbt

dentials, and
present, and as there was one contested seat,
they could not report in full till later, and so
the association proceeded to business.
President Allen announced that owing to the

Close at 12.30 p. m.
connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a.

Close at 9.00 p

am.

connecting

and

m.

Express, Augusta, Bangor

evening.

The annual meeting of the Maine Board of
Agriculture opened in Lemout Hall yesterday
at y.4o a. m.
Nearly every member of the
board was present. The meeting was called to
order by S. L. Boardman of Augusta. President

Portland, Me.,
24, 1875.
Arrival and Departure oi Mails.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 1.20
p. m. and 12.30 a. m. Close at 8.20 a m, and 2.30 and

at 2.00

this

FIRST DAY.

Hours.

and

meeting

Annual -Heeling at Brunswick

a m.

and

a

IHAIIVE BOARD OP AGRICIJLTI7KE,

Dec.

Augusta

the

cation.

to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
open for Carriers and General Delivery

Bangor, Mattawamkeag,

It comes

are

a m

Arrive at 3.00 p.

certainty.

a

The prayer meetings will De continued in
High street church vestry this evening, to morAll
row and Friday evenings, at 7.J o’clock.

Postmaster.
Assistant-Postmaster

Office

From 8.00

is

the 28th inst.

on

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
C. W. GODDARD
J. W. YORK

leap year ball

The

Entertainments.—This evening the Skiff &
minstrel troupe appears at Music
Hall.
This is a large company, and as they
stay two days they will be sure to give a good
show. There are six comedians in the troupe.

TIIE PENSION FRAUDS.
was

From ten to twelve thousand tons of ice
will be cut on Sebago Lake this season.
That enjoyable ball given by Munjoy Lodge
K. of P. netted the Lodge upwards of 870.
The finder of an ear drop set with three
pearls will confer a favor by leaving it at this

senden

At
At
At
At
At

car

being dug out yesterday.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, FEB. 9, 1876
May

Brier Jottings.
track on Congress street

The horse

rooms

Let.

without hoard.

47 Danfoith Street.

Apply at N
my24disU

RUBBERS !
Wo have reduced the price of Women’s Rubber
to
Shoes to
TIIIKT\ -FIVE and Men’s
FIFTY OBftTft* and other Rubber liodtt In
proportion.

nr.
ja28

«.

PALMER.
dtf

POETRY.
Moonrise.

Eastern Druggists Recommend
Sanford’s Radical Cure for
Catarrh as the best and

What light, from yonder windless cloud released,
Is widening up the peaks of
yon black hills?
It iRthe full moon in the mystic
east,
Whose coming half the unravished darkness fills;
Till all among the ribbed light cloudlets pale,
From shore to shore of sapplPrine deeps divine
The orbed splendor seems to slide and shiuo
Aslope tbe rolling vapors in the vale.
Abroad tbe stars* majestic light is flung,
And they fade brightening up the steeps of night.

only remedy giving
universal satisfaction.
Sanford’s Radical Cure has proved so uniformof Catarrh that I now
ly successful in tbe treatmentand
consider it far
recommend it exclusively,
superior to any preparation ever betore prepared tor
tbi8 disease.
ISAAC T. CAMPBELL,
Druggist, Broadway, South Boston,
And Examiner of Drugs, B. C. H.

Fattening Chicken*.
A writer in Moore’s Rural, says: If everybody could agree upon a system of breeding
and keeping fowls there would be but a small
chance for “isms” on the subject. The professionals, however, think they know all
about fowls, but 1 never knew one who
■would admit of “dealing foul” with his customers, although some do so, nevertheless ;
still it is to be presumed that poultry raisers
will rank as a fair average of mankind in intelligence and honesty. As everybody else
has his own way of doing things, there is no

good

why

From a Rhode Island Druggist.
I have in a number of cases recommended Sanford’s Radical Cure to my customers, and find it
is the only Catarrh medicine I have ever sold that
general satisfaction. I have yet to find oue
f88at!6tied person that has ever used it, and I know
of a great many who have derived great benefit from
its use.

Sives

WM. F. TESTON.

Woonsocket, R. I.,

mine,

if it does not quite agree with strict orthodox regulations.
Shut up your fowls to fatten, says one authority. a thing I would never do if I desired
their flesh tor my own table. Moderate exeven

IUV

tauiu UO

tUL.

X OAUO

LU

DICC1

the
ford’s Radical Cure.
This preparation
most successful of any remedy ever sold by me for
first
it
acts
the treatment ot Catarrh. In the
stages
instantly, and in severe cases of Chronic Catarrh
is

has eflected

any time desired, never omitting a supply of
fresh water near by. In winter, meat and
vegetables may be added to the usual supply
of grain, with benefit to the health of the
fowls, as well as tending to increase the
quantity of eggs. It is always nest to supply

variety of grain, such as wheat, millet,
com, and buckwheat, and allow the fowls to
take their choice which they will frequently
do in a manner not laid down in the poultry

Disease among fowls is the result of
mismanagement and nothing else, no matter
how much science may be mixed in as preventives or cures. Cleanliness is of the first
importance; next, an abundance of good food,
always accessible and in variety; also fresb,
clear water, summer and winter, where the
fowls can get it when desired. In summer,
with a wide range over grass and cultivated
ground and the above requisites, no hardy,
healthy breed should become diseased, and I
doubt if they ever would.

BY

feWSdlw*

Wanted.
with $2500 Capital, in a manufacturing business in this city. Address H.,
Press Office. Staling where an interview can be had.
feb8
dlw*
PARTNER

A

ml.

44

a

mand for catarrh remedies. I have found that Sanford’s Radical Cure is the leading article in every sense ot the word, my sales being lor it one dozen
to one bottle of anv other remedy.
H. S. BARTLETT,
March 1,1875.
Harvard Square, Cambridge.
A
;

Newtouville

Druggist.

Apropos to this I desire to say a word in relation
to Sanford’s Radical Cure for Catarrh.
I
have been much suprised at its large and ready
sale in this city for the following reasons: It is comparatively a new preparation, and the trade is
flooded with so-called remedies for this rapidly increasing loathsome disease, but from inquiries and
voluntary testimony recieved in its favor, I find its
effect is the cause ot its popularity. I know of
chronic cases in which all other medicines of the kind
have been tiied and have failed to benefit, when
Sanford’s Radical Cure has, by the use ot two
bottles, entirely cured. Incipient cases experience
relief, and in many instances are cured, by using
one bootle.
Knowing of what I write, I have no
hesitation in saying that Sanford’s Radical Cure
for Catarrh is the most reliable preparation of
the kind I have ever sold.
Yours, etc..
NeAitonvilie, May 20.

A. WILLIAMS.

Sanford’s Radical Cure for Catarrh
Is

a

purely vegetable distillation, entirely unlike

ev-

ery other medical compound ever prepared for the
treatment of this disease. It is positively free from
vegetable fibre and irritating caustic chemicals. It is
beyond all comparison the most scientific preparation ever compounded, and those “who have tried everything” will find it appeals strongly to their reason

and

common sense.

Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Price $1.00.
For sale by Druggists everywhere.
WEEKS &
POTTER, Boston, General Agents.
53r*Use SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER, superior to every other Warming Drink.
inn9fi

Hr.

jl

Kenison,

CHIROPODIST.

Von/ySw

Has rooms at the
»•
HOTEL
this
(OUNIONa
WEEK.
All diseased ofthe feet skillfully treated.
Operations on corns, bunions, and ingrowing nails performed without causing pain or blood, and without
the use of acids, caustic, or any preparation injurious
to the feet.
febodSt
I^Opcu Ereniugs until 8.

Coughs, Colds. Brens
chitis, Sore Throat,
Influenza,
Cronp,
Whooping Cough,
Hoarseness, Lirer
Complaint, Pains or
m the Chest
poreness
or

Wanted.
PROTESTANT girl to do general housework
in a family of three.
G od references re462 CUMBERLAND ST.
quired. Apply to
feb7
d3t*

A

Side, Blending at
'the Ijuiigs, and every
aflection ot the throat,
lunns and

LOST AND FOUND.

niuas,

Harrison Avenue.

Cambridge Druggist.
Having the past three months had an unusual de-

\

Situation Wanted.
a respectable marriedJDanish couple. The man
is thoroughly acquainted with horses, and the
woman with housekeeping.
Address No. 51 Commercial St., Up Stairs.
J. PETERSEN.

cures.

chest,

are

speedily and permanently
cured by the use ot Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam of
wild Cherry, which does not dry up a cough and
leave the cause behind, as in the case with most remedies, but loosens if, cleanses the lungs and allays ir
ritatien, thus removing the cause ofthe complaint.
_

Found.
Congress St.,
Christmas day,
ON last
have the
The

Plymouth Church, about
CHILD’S FUR TIPPET.
same by calling at this office,
owner can
and paying for this advertisement.
feb8
d3t
near
a

Lost.
POCKET BOOK, containing quite a sum of
money, in the horse car in the vicinity of the
foot of Free street. The finder will he suitably rewarded on leaving it at WATERHOUSE & CO.’S,
feb8dtw*
No, 4 Free Steeet Block.

A

Lost.
Tuesday afternoon last, on Middle St., between
Laroson’s jewelry store and Franklin St, a
Lady’s Gold Breast Pin. The finder will be suitably
feb5dlw*
rewarded by leaving It at this office.

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED
by a timely resort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds ot testimonials it has received.
None genuine unless signed “I. BUTTS on the
wrapper.
50 ct«.

and SI

a

cheaper.

bottle; large

bottles much

the

CORNS
And all Difficnltie* of the Feet skillfully
treated.

Exchange Streets, a small Locket,
picture. The finder will be
by leaving It at Stockbridge's Music Store.

Congress
ON containing
rewarded

or
one

dtf

fe4

Lost Dog.

MR* & MRS. SR. WELCH.

Chiropodists.

410 FEDERAL STREET,
Comer of Temple, Portland, Me.
Dr. Welch’s
Bunion Ointment by mail SO cents and stamp.
feb3
dlw

SMALL KING CHARLES SPANIEL. The
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving
THIS OFFICE.
any information from him at
dtf
jan!7

A

TO LET.

AVOID

QUACKS

AID POISONS.
from the effects of Early Evil Habits,
most
would I save you from both early
decline or from being quacked and humbugged as I
have been. Address, in confidence. BRADFORD
SINCLAIR. P. O. Box 3063. Boston. Mass.
no27
d3m

SUFFERERS
surely

TO LET.
Boom No. 6 Wilmot St,, without Board.
febBd 1 w •

HOTELS.

To Let.
untarnished

rooms

let..

to

South-West

THREE
Corner of Pearl and Oxford Streets.
feb3
UPPER
Apply to

A FAMOUS WINTER RESORT
those desirous of escaping the severity of the
Northern climate. Temperature never falls below
Fahrenheit nor rises above 82°, and the variafor

CHASE,

S.

tion

No. 22 Preble Street.

jau31d2w

To
at <i

Let.
Dow (Street.

I 2

Inquire

HOCKE
the premises.
deciS
on

TO

dtf

ocl2dtf

HOTEL TO LEASE.
THE NEW

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
and two

Stores; is
THEsituated opposite the
passenger station ot the
Grand Trunk
and in the immediate
Railway,

To Let.
DESIRABLE bouse to let on Congress St., No.
643, in good repair. Sebago water, gas, furnace.
dec3tf
Inquire at No. 641 Congress St.

A

To Let.
BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,
containing all the modern improvements. Inquire at No. 10 Central Wharf.
dtf
jnel6

THE

TO
No. 55

_LET

side of Exchange
Street. Also
building. Apply to
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,

the

on

same

rear

172

Middle,

or

uov2dtf

of
HENRY
39

corner

Exchange St.,
DEERING,
Exchange St.

Stable lo Eet.

CORNER

Park and York Streets.

tgfArgus

S. H.
Boston &
and

Advertiser Copy.

Apply to
STEVENS,
Maine Depot.

CONTRACTORS

1

And all Persons interested.

BE

it known, That tbe Jail Workshop is completed and ready for tbe machinery required to op-

erate the

same.

Wishing

to

commence

work at the

earliest possible time, we are now ready to consult
with, or receive communications from, parties interested in a JJldiids ol light manufacturing ill view to
making a contract for the use of said workshop and
the labor ot ttie prisoners in the County Jail.
EDWIN C. TOWNSEND,)
County
WILLIAM SMALL,
SAMUEL DINGLEV,
) Commissioners.
County Commissioners’ OBiee, Portland, Me., Dec.

}

_

15th,

1875._^^_declod&wtf

mdlle.Iboutelle,
Seventh daugbtor
seventh
ot the

Clairvoyant

and

Mail

Steamers

DAIS

EVf ItV'

XBN

SAVANNAH, GA.,

sau Guide, sent free on application.
MIIRBAI,
FEBBIS & CO.,.62 South Street, New York; or,
W. D. LITTLE & CO., Agents, Exchange 8lreet, Portland.
Jan20dlm

WESTMINSTER

HOTEL,

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
Corner Irvins Place and 161* Street, New
*ork.
One Block lrom Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and
stages.
C. IS. PERRIN, Prop.
scp27d&wly40
obtained in the United States,
Canada, and Europe; terms as
low as those oi any other reliable bouse.
Correspondence invited in the English and foreign

languages, with Inventors,

Atwith

torneys at Law, and other Solicitors, especially
those who have had their cases rejected in the hands
of other attorneys, in rejected cases our fees are
reasonable, and no eharge is made unless we are successful.

If you want a Patent,
send us a model or sketch
and a full description ot
your invention. We will
make an examination at
the Patent Office, and if
we think it patentable, will send you papers and adand
vice,
prosecute your case, Our fee will be in ordinary cases, $25.
or written in all matTV TT

T

n rjOral

OVICteFtM

auu miuuiuuoi

References:—Hon. M. D. Leggett, Ex-Commisgioner of Patents, Cleveland, Ohio; O. H. Kelley,
Esq., Sec’y National Grange, Louisville, Ky., and
the Danish and Swedish ministers at Washington,
D.C.
BUT Send Stamp for our “Guide fob obtaining
Patents,” a book of 50 pages.
Address:—LOUIS BAGfiER A CO., Solicitobs of Patents. Washington, D. C., P. O
Box 444.dec28dtf

Is made faster and more easily iu stock speculation
in Wall Street than in any other legitimate way.
The Banking House ol Messrs. Alex. Frotliinghain
& Co., 12 Wall Street, have paid to their customers
during the last thirty days over $450,000. They have
over 3000 customers, who reside in different parts of
the world. Their popularity arises from dealing with
their customers honestly. They invest sums ranging
from Ten Dollars to $5U,000, and give as strict personal attention to smalt investments as to large.
They also seud
Report free to those desiring to speculate. Send for it—Pittsburgh Commercial, Jan. 14,1876.

aWeekly

Address
AUSX. FROTHINGIIAM & VO.,
Bankers and Brokers, 2 Wall St., N. Y.
ma26
deodly
WHITE AND TINTED BKINTOL
r
EAKD>, with name. 2()c. or 50 Snow
Flake. Marble, Damask, Rep. Plaid and Scotch granite, 40c. Address, WM. II. WliKKS, 31 Lisbon
Street, Lewiston. (Please state what paper yon saw
_

tbisiu.__jan3d?w«tUT
Vaults Cleaned.

Son,

Fortune Teller,

describes your future wife or nusband, looks after
absent friends,I ost or stolen goods, gives advice on
law and business, gives names, Ac.
Office,
504 I-i Coni'ion Mlreel, (up our fliclii),
nearly opposite City Hotel. Hours from 0 a. in. t,
10 p. m.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Terms, Laiiici
50 cents, Gents $1.00. Do not ring, hut walk in.
d&wlm*tdtf
jan7

Russia.

10 Galy.

Bread.
Pilot Sup.... 9 00 @11 00
do ex 1001b. 7 00 @ 8 00
Skip. 5 00 @ 5 50
Crackers
100. 35 @ 40
Bnlter.
Family, lb 30 @ 35
Store. 25 @ 30
Candle*.
Mould, lb.
@13
Sperm. 33 @ 371
Charcoal
Pine.......
@ 12
Hard Wood,
...

IIv

Birch, Maple.
Pit Burned,
Maple.

@

Kegslb...
Tierces^ lb.

15}@

16*

9J@

12

13|@
13|@

14
14

(Heavy.
Slaughter...

@

9 00

Coal—(Retail).
50
50
00
00

Lehigh &W.

@

@
Rio. 22*@
Cooperage.
lb

31

33

1 45

@

23* Cientuegos...
Muscovado..
New Orleans
Barbadoes...

Sagua.

Copper.

ORDERS promptly attended tobveaniu
at or addressing
R. GIBSON
588 Congress Street,

ALL
Janl

C*1JT

OOI)

fcb5

Bank.

50
40
50

Cop. Bolts..

@

31

Shore.

ing.

@

22

Linseed.
Boiled do....
Lard
93
Olive. 1 25
Castor. 135
Neatsfoot.... 112
Elaine.
Paiats.

Y.M. sheathBronze do...
Y. M. Bolts.

@22

@
Cordage.

28

Amer’n ^ lb
13 @ 13*
Russia.
14 @
14*
Manila.
14*@ 15*
Manila Bolt
Rope.
@ 16*
Drugs and Dyes.
Alcohol p gl 2 40 @ 2 50
Arrow Root.
25 @
50
Bi-carb Soda
6 @
8
Borax.
@ 18
30 @
35
Camphor....
Cream tartar
@ 45
Indigo.1 25 @ 1 50
14
ex.
Logwood
@ 17
Madder.
12 @
15
Naptha
gl
@20
@ 6 50
Opium.
Rhubarb.... 75 @ 1 00
Sal Soda....
@ 3
,....

Saltpetre

10
5
11

...

Domingo.

..

PureGr’d do 10
Pure Dry do.10
Am. Zinc....
Rochelle Yel.
Eug.Ven red

Red Lead....

25
50
50
25
75
25

Herring,
Shore,
j

20
15
25
2 10
90
60
50
55
62

67
115
1 75
1 50
125
70

@1050
@10 50
@10 50
@ 12
@
3$

25
00
10
3
3
10

bbl. 4 25 @ 5 00
30
25 @

@ 2 62
@ 2 00

MM. ..
1U ^
.O
@
Mackerel,^ bbl.
@
Seeds.
Bay No. 1.18 00 @21 00
Bay No. 2.14 00 @16 00 Clover, lb.... 13$@
Large 3...It 00 @12 50
Shore No.l 24 00 @26 50 H. Grass,bu. 2 87$@

@18 00
@ 9 50
@ 9 50
@ 5 00

do Canada

2 00
2 25
14

Soap.

@

3

Dates.

7
12
11

Figs.
Prunes......
Raisin 8,

Layer.new

2 90
L. M.new. 3 15
New Val.

9
8
17
14

@
@

@

@
@

Family.

8
7

@3

00

@ 3 30

p-ib....
11|@ 12
^bx 5 50 @ 6 CO

Rav.Bi own

Nos.12,16
Refining...

j

10

@

10$

7f@

Teas.
Souchong.... 25
Oolong. 35
do
choice
55
45
ao
70
choice

@
@
@
@
@

Japan.

a

fiist

FOR SALK
Homestead ot the late George Frost, Esq of
Westbrook, consisting of a substantial Two
House about forty feet square, in good
Brick
Story
repair, a good Bam about 36x40, walls shingled, and
about three acres of good land. A splendid location
for a summer residence. Fourteen acres ot good tillage land adjoining can be bad at a very moderate
price. Inquire of
THOS. QUINBY, Trustee,
9 Stroudwater, or of
F. O. BAILEY,
35 & 37 Exchange St., Portland.
febldlm

THE

FOR SALE.
SUBSTANTIAL Three Story Brick

A

House,

No. 41 Winter Street: 10 finished rooms, gas,
hard and soft water; all in perfect order; ready for
occupancy; will be sold at a great bargain; terms
easy; for particulars inquire of
UPHAM & GARDINER,
No. 7 Exchange Street.
janl2dlm*

For Sale or to Lot
BROWN HOUSE, bam and out-buildings,
and 16 acres of land, at Saccarappa.
EDWARD F. FLINT HOUSE and 7 acres of land

OTIS
in

Cape

Elizabeth.
NELSON LEIGHTON HOUSE, in DeeriDg, opposite town house
NOONAN HOUSE, 50 Salem street.
3 HULL HOUSES on Carroll and Pine streets.
Full supply ot water throughout the year guaranteed. Large and well-finished.

STORE AND SMALL TENEMENT, No. 3 Adams

street.

Fok Sale.
7000 FEET OF LAND, Cor. Canton and Martyr
Streets. Good building lots. Will take mortgage
back for iull value if built upon.
3 HOUSE LOTS on Eastern Promenade.
Will
take mortgage back for full value if built upon.
SEVERAL SMALL FARMS in the country, all in
good condition and on easy terms.
$2500 TO LET on mortgage ot citv real estate.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
nov24d3ro
183 Middle St.

G,

F.

Patterson’s

Beal

8$

45
50
80
70
1 00

3 50
Grain.

@

4 00

dtf

iflilcla Cow lor Sale.
Milch Cow for Sale. Apply to
J. II. BE ED, Woodford’s Corner.
dtf
»

p.

p.

m.

Express

train for

Auburn and Lewiston at 5 1

m.

Trains will arrive as follows:
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate stations
8.30 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and the West at
p.

m.

Express

from

5.45 p. m.

Lewiston and Auburn at

Passenger

Offices

74 EXCHANGE
—

AHD

TO

Newspaper
Advertising.
NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
a complete list of all the towns in the
United States, the Territories and the Dominion ot
Canada, having a population greater than 5,000 according to the last census, together with the names ot
the newspapers having the largest local circulation in

Containing

each of the places named. Also a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers as
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canada printing over 5,000 copies each issue. Also, all the
Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical,
Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commer-

cial. Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed in the United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of advertising In various
newspapers, and everything which a beginner in advertising would like to know.
GEO. P. ROWELL Bk CO.,
41 Park Row, New York.

ST.,

TEUUER.-Madame N. A.
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune
Teller and Doctress, can be consulted at No. 3 Quia
cy St. Madame M. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, <£c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Persons entering intoany
new business or profession, the conducting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner ot disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels siuce she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00: Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
no9dtt

t

FIFTY DOLL A US BEWARD.
MOST cruel and rascally use of our firm came
has just been brought to our notice. A few
since some person with an evident intent to
injure us in our good name, left one of our business
cards at the residence of a respected citizen, a member of whose family was lying at the point of death.
The above reward is offered for the discovery of the
unfeeling scamp who thus sought to bring us into ill
repute in the community.

A

days

BUNGE,
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....
...
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PERSONS

iwetuum.

..10-4..

32$@

34

IVliscellaneoas.
good.. 16 @ 20
medium. 12 @ 16
Corset Jeans—

Denims

Bleach’d and

33

w

27

7$

@

5J@

common

7
54
9

@

Pink & buff
81®
Woolens.
Bv’rs U’ns6-4 1 37J@2 25
“Mobcow6-4 .2 75 @5 00
’assimere blk.I 00 @175
1

fancy.
loatings 3-4.1

62
00
3-4 1 50
foeBk’sbl’ 3-4.1 00
Jeans Kent’y. 1G
iepellants..,.. 80
Satinets. 30

@1

50
@1 75
@4 OO
@4 CO
@ 37 J

@115
@ 70
Blankets.
’amp 7ft.110 @120
Colored<>pr..275 @375
White 10-4.... 3 00 @6 50
IColton Batting.

slate. 9 @ 10£ )0ib bales 1 lb
Brown. 9 @ 10£
rolls. 10 @
Sateens—
Wan, Pam...
@
Blcli’d&bi’n 11 @ 12 rwine.
@
Medium.
@ 9 wicklng. 25 @
Cambric.
6 @
7
Froc kings.
Delaines cotton
4.11 wool 3-4,.. 45 @
and wool—.. 18 @ 20
7-8... 55 @
All wool.... 32 (a) 40
78 ex. 65 @
Crash.
Spot wool.
2732J
Ginghams good 10 @ 11 Heavy. J24@
8 @ 10
Medium.
Medium. 61®
18 @ 22J
Tcking good.
Drills.
Medium. 12£@ 16 Brown h’vy 30 10 @
Medium 30 9 @
Light. iitfg) 12
Bags, good.... 26 @ 27$

15
224
25
30
50
60
70
16
10
12
11

--—.

OATMEAL SOAP. ^
is known world wide
Robin-

geuine Oatmeal Soap

HISTORY,
700 pages, low price, quick sales. Extra

Tiekets sold at Rednced Rates!
To Canada. Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati. St. Ironist. Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, (Salt Cake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
and all points in the

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendi
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
fi^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AN1) SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains

leaving Portland

at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate o
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland, June 21,1875.
jnel7dtf

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RR

P. W. ZIEGLER & CO„ 518 Arch St., Phila.,Pa.
tlw
janl8

A GREAT

City Marshal’s Office, >
Portland, Jan. 28, 1876. (
ITTV ORDINANCE.

Driving in SUrcelH.
person lnving for the time being the care or
use ot any horse or other beast of
burden, carriage or draught, shall ride or drive, or cause the
same to be driven,
through auy part of the city at a
faster rate than six miles an hour under a
penalty of
not less than five dollars nor more than
twenty dollars for each oftence.
The above Ordinance will be
strictly enforced without farther notice.
GEO. W.

NO

PARKER,
Marshal.

•'a2M->tv_City

Wewill during the HOLIDAYS dispose
of 1UO PIANOS and ORI3ANS of Orel class
makers, including WATERS’ ct lower
prices than ever before offered. Monthly
installments received running from 19 to
R® months. Warranted for® years. Second Hand Instruments at extremely law
prices for cash. Illustrated Catalogue Mailed.
Agents wanted. Ware-rooms 4SI Broadway.
N. Y. HORACK WATERS A SONS.

jan20

4wt

Tlfl VniT Male

or FemaI°
Send your address and
1UU get something that will Dring vou in honorably OYer $150 a month, sure
MfHTPV
fc^-INVENTORS’ TTNinv.
its ureenwicli St., New York.
lliumili

HU

WANT

Janf’O_

4wt

FOR

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
DISEASES,

USB

PUT UP ONLY IN BUS BOXES.
AND SURE ISE?1ED¥.

A TRIED
For pale

by Druggists generally,

and

GEO. C. GOOD WIN & CO„ Boston, Mn?s.

jan22d4wf
~WMT

Ji Agents for the

_A

Wanted
■ *

best selling

envelopes, gulden Pen, Pen
Holder, Pencil, patent Yard Measure, and a piece of Jewelry.
Single package with elegant Prize, postpaid, 25c.
Circular tree. BUIDE & CO., 769 Broadway, N. Y.
dfwt
ja25
paper, 15

ABE PII.ES f
“Plain Blunt
Treatiso on the
% Causes,
History, Cure and
I
si
d Prevention of p I I. E s
g
« Published by P.NEUSTAED■
CO., 46 Walker
II II Istreet, &New
Sent
York.
II 11
to all parts of the
»,—m. JLt JUI ^^FltEE
United States on receipt of a letter stamp,
febl
d4wt
T

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Tf «»HAT

I IA IKca‘*
I Facts,”

City Clerk’s Office, )
(
January 4, 1876.
T*. OTICE is hereby given, that the above named
IN Streets, have by order ot the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen, been renumbered, according to plans
in the City Civil Engineer’s office, and all parties interested are hereby notified that the numbers so
designated must be affixed to the building on said
Streets, within sixty days from the first day of March
next.
Per order,
U. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
jai»4
dtmal
nl

E

CARICATURES.

Book, 48 Pages, containing 14 Engraved Ilwith information for Stock Speculators.
Price 10 cents by mail. TIJiVIRKiBUE &
and BROKERS, 2 Wall Street, N.
BANKERS
CIO.,
A

new

lustrations,

Y,__feldiwt
(prnnn

UjJtluU
finr n
uUitJJ

For

a case

nr

Cough,

Cold

or

week.

—

AND

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded front Nortolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

Moselv.

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. K. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, boston.
And to all points in the West by balrlmore Sc Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 219 Wasnlngton street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Passage $15.00.

CAMPAIGN

Excursion Tickets $25.

For freight or passage to Nortolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, K.

no2(ltl

—

OF

—
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HOTELS.

AUBURN
Elm Iloufte, Court. Ml. W. 8. dk A. Young,

Iron Line of

Steamers,
between

nd Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and from
Portland and all other points in
Maine, with Philadelphia aud
Through
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
by the Pehn. Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R.’s
and to all the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No Wharfage. No commission for forwarding.
Full intormation given by D. I). C. MINK. Agent,
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J, B. COYLE, Jr.,

beyond.

Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia.
janll ly

MAINE

1876.

Proprietor*.

Providence

Running

a

Pint Class Niean<hi,
WM. CRANE.
JOHNS HOPKTNS.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Hoaion direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

PHILADELPHIA.
Clyde's

Washington

Embracing the leading Hotel? In the State, at which,
the Daily Press may always be found.

—

AUGUSTA.

Auguntn House,
er, Proprietor.

Slate St. Harrison

Bata

Cony House, G. A. A XI. Cony. Proprie
tor*.

BANGOR.
Frantcliu IIou*e,—Harlow
lin A' Dari*, Proprietor*.

St., NcLangh

BATH.
Bath

Hotel, C. ill. Plummer, Proprietor

BOSTON.
Parker Houne. School Sc. H. D. Parker A

Co., Proprietors.

St. Janie* Hotel— J. R. Crocker, Propri>

CO.

STEAMSHIP

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

etor.

Tremont

House, Tremont St.-Chapin,
Prnnriptnr.

Gurnev A* f!n.

BRUNSWICK, HIE.
K. Dining Room*, W. R. Field,
Proprietor.

Asthma that

ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will not cure,
Sold by Druggists at 35 cts. Circular free.
Dr. F W .KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine,
fob!
<ilwt

NEW

YORK.

NEW CONNECTIONS.

Ocenn
etor.

and after WEDNESDAY, 32d, inst.
and until farther notice.

On

GOING
WEST.
8.15 A. M.—Passenger train from Portland for a
stations, rnnning through without change to St.
Jobnsbury, Danville. Hardwick. Morrisville, Hyde
Park and Johnson, Vermont. Connects with B.
C. & M. R. R. for Lancaster, Whitefield, Littleton,
Well’s River, Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans,
&c., &c.
3.40 P. NI.—Passenger train from Portland for
Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.
GOING EAST.
8.00 A. OT.—Passenger train from Upper Bartlett
and intermediate stations, arriving in Portland at
1115

a. m.

1.15 P. OT.—Passenger tiain from Fahyan’s in
connection with through train from Johnson, Vt.,
arriving in Portland at 5.45 p. m.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standish Corner.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
Fieedom,
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

J!^“Freight trains leave Portland daily at 9.20

m.

Portland. Dec. 21, 187S.octggdtf

Boston & Maine
FALL

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River, New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations lor passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New
York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to ana from Philadelphia, Montreal, Qnebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.

dg^Freights taken

at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamevs as early as 4 P. M., on the
they leave
Portland. For further information apply to

days

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.

J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22

Exchange Street.

ocldtf

&TONINGTON

LINE

ALL

OF

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’* Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.

FOXCROFT.
Foxcroft Exchange, P. HI. Jeffords.

prietor.

Trains will leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15. 9.00 a. in., 3.10 p. m., arriving
at Bostoa at 10.50 a. m.. 1.45, 7.55 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston at 8.30 a. in., 12,30
3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 1.15, 5.
8.15 p. m.
For Cowell at 6J5, 9.00 a. m., 3,10, p. m.
For Manchester and Concord and Upper
Railroad (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a.
m., and 3.10 p. m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For threat Falls at 6.15, 9.00 a. in., 3.10, x>.m.
For Rochester, Farmington and Alton
Bay at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. in.
For Scarborough Beach, Blue Point, Old
Orchard Beach* Saco* Biddeford and
Kennebunk at 6.15, 9.00, a. m., 310, 5.00 p. m.
Morning Trains will leave Kennebunk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Baugor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halilax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Stationt and Maine Central
trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for refresh-

ments at tirsc-class dining rooms.
Parlor Cars on 3.10 P.M. triin from Portland
and 8.30 A. M. train from Boston.
J. T. FURBER, Gen’l Sup

S. H. S i’EVENS, Gen’l Ag’t, Portland.

au5

dt

5ant

prietor.

LEWISTON.
DeWitt House, H. B. Wing,

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
With connections to Prince Edward Island , Cape R re ton and Mt Johns, IV. F.
The splendid new iron steamship
“BERMUDA,”Capt.Clcaver. wifi
Grand
Trunk
Railway
Wharf, every SATURDAY at
4.00 p. m. for HALIFAX, direct,
making connections with the Intercolonial Railway,
to*- Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and
steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape
Breion, and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns,

leave

BSfRETURNING
DAYS, at 4.00 p. m.

leave Halifax

will

on

TUES-

Monday, October 25th, 1875.
Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Watervill
a. m., 1.40 p. m.

BOSTON STEAMERS.

Belfast and Dexter at $12.35
Skowhegan 1.40 p. m.

Augusta, Hallow ell, Gardiner, Brunswick
$7.00 a. m., 1.40. 5.20 p. m.
Rockland $7.00 a. m., 1.40 p. m.
Bath $7.00 a. m., 1.40, 5.20 p. ra.
Lewiston $7.00 a. m., 1.35,5.15 p. m.

day

SPECIAL

NAPLES*
Elm Hoase, Nathan Chnrch Ac Sons, Proprietors.

NORRIDGEWOCK.
House, D. Danforth. Proprieto

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union Rouse—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hnbbard, Proprietor
PITTSFIELD.

Lancy Uonie—Fletcher

etor.

PORTLAND.

-VIA-

Railways.

New York 3 and 9 P. M., all rail via Washington, Richmond, Wilmington, Charleston, or Columbia, Augusta, Savannah, Jacksonville, etc.; 8.40
and 9.30 A. M. (Limited Express) via Bay Line from
Baltimore and Portsmouth, via. Wilmington, thence
as above; and 3.00 P. M. Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday via Old Dominion Steamship to Portsmouth, Va., and as above.
Parlor Cars by day; Sleeping Cars at night over
the entire line.
Baggage checked through.
Information and tickets apply to J. H. WHITE,
Passenger A gent,General Office, 229 Broad Tway, N
Y., 222 Washington St., Boston, and Ticket Office
Connecting Lines.
A
T»/"VT»T7*
_I
Leave

T»_

A

_i

UNTIE FCRTIIER NOTICE,

TRAINS WILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOR
ESoHton 2.C0 (except Mondays),9.00 a. in., 3.10 p. m.
arriving at 6.15 a. m., 1.45, 7.55 p. m„ in ample
time to connect with New York and Western trains,
tynn, Salem, Newboryport and Portnuiouth at 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a. m., 3.10 p.
m.

CSlouceHicr and liackport at 9

a.

m., 3.10 p.

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEAVE
Borbou at 8.30 a. m., 12.30, 8.00 p. m., arriving in
Portland at 1.15, 5.00 p. in., 12.15 (except Mondays
a. m.

Ey tin

at 8.50 a. m., 12.58, 8.27 p. m.
Salem at 9.12 a. m., 1,10, 8.40 p. ni.
Portsmouth at 11 a. m., 2.57,10.14 p. m.
Dover at 10.40 a. m., 4.45 p. m.
tlrenl Balls at 10.22 a. m.. 4.19 p. m.
Keunebnuk at W.10, 4.03,11.20 p. m.
Klddeford at 8.00 a. m., 12.30, 4.20,11.38
Saeo at 8.05 a. m., 12 36, 4.25, 11.42 p. m.

p.

EASTERN RAILROAD TRAINS
directly through to points on the Maine Centra.
Railroad without transfer, and make direct connection In Portland with all Steamboats and Railroad
diverging therefrom.
I’nltinan Parlor and Sleeping Cars are
run on all through trainB.
Stops lor rclrcshmeu
made at the usual places.
oelldtf
CEO. BACUELDER, Sopt.
mn

Political Journal

prietor.

Motel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
1* Mo Martin, Proprietor.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson &Co..

9

Proprietors.

Cor- Middle and Plum
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
ud Federal Sts. Timothy
Wolcott, Proprietor.
Commercial aiouse-L. O. Sanborn &
Co.,•
Pvoorietors.

S?leW,lil<i!io!ll,?f.Coil*,,*#l

HCKNCANE ISLAND.
Calderwood House.- E. A.
Cmlderwood,

Proprietor.

SKOWHEGAN.
Turner House, W. G. Heselton,
Propriw

the Press will be devoted as in the past toadescrlmminating support of the Republican Party. Doling
the pending important campaign, the Press will
give special attention to the publication of politics
news.

As an advertising medium, the Press stands first
among the journals of Maine.

etor.

NOTICE.

Proprietor

AGENCIES.
AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements In all
Newspapers of
all cities and towns ot the United
States, Canada
nd British PrnTi'iir-pja.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

ADVERTISING AGENCY

THE STEAMER FOREST CITY
Will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on
Monday, Wednesday aud Friday evenings
at 7 o’clock, weather permitting.

FARE

$1.00.

Passengers hy this Line secure a comfortable night’s rest and arrive in season
to connect with the earliest morning
trains, while the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
are avoided.
J, B. COYLE, Jr., Gcn’I Agt.
<lec27-75

BOSTON
—

ERS’

DODD’S
121

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Sat’d’y.

&

PAi.K ROW, NEW TORE.

a. m.

half the rate of

C. J.

Passage apply
K. B.
TO

to

NA.tll'NON, A Kent,
Look Wharf, Boston.

STEAMBOAT.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT

UN-

FOB

THB

%

No. 5 Washington Building,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
GEORGE P. ROWELL A CO„
ADVERTISING AGENTS
FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row. New York.

•gyre.

TIL FURTHER NOTICE,
—

WHEELER,

YEW SPA PER ADVERTIS1NG AGENT

PASSAGE TEN DOLL AES.
or

LOCKE^

D. R. Locke, o Locke A
Pettengill
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

_-

For Freight

A

0(
JVH;JM.TE3’,ate
S. M.
& Oo.

'sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

Jn23-ly

Despite tho fact that the Publishers are obliged to
pay the postage, the Daily Press is offered for
$7.00 per annum in advance; $3.50 for six months;
$1.75 for three months.
B3T" During the session ot the Legislature the
Daily will be furnished for $2.00 in advance.

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces'at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuumished.
HORACE DODD.

34

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philaone

PRINT-

Newspaper Advertising Agents,

Mo Wharfage.
Insurance

A

advertising agency,

Steamship Line.

10

has been enlarged [and greatly
improved the past
and is nowkone of the largest, fullest and best
in
weekly paper
Maine. Terms 92.00 per year in
advance; six months for 91.00; three months for
80 cents.
year,

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

—

PENOBSCOT, MT. DESERT AND
MACH1AS.

S. M. PETTENGILL A CO.’S
ADVERTISING

AGENCY

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New
York,

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.
Tito Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt. Kilby, will leave
Railroad Wharf

Portland

T huTHduy evening, commencing Dec. 2(1, at 1W

o’clock.
For Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport, Castine, Deer Isle. Sedgwick, Southwest Har-

Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
in tho Unlied States and British Prov-

Newspapers

ffiT" Special rates to campaign clubs.

inces.

Portland

Daily Press
8=F“ A local agent is wanted in every ^wn.

bor. Mt. Desert, MiUbridge, Jonesport and Maclilas-

poit.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every ITIondny morning nt 5 OO o’clock, touching at
above named landings (except Bucksport and Scarsport), arriving in Portland same night.
CYRUS STURDIVANT,
nov27dtttie 1 Agent.

ALLANL

Montreal
UNDER

Ocean

CONTRACT

Uniiiulinn nuil

FOR

LINE.
OF

Printing

gySpecimen copies sent free.

Address,

THE

'Inils

Passengers booked to Londonderry and Liverpool,
Lie turn '.rickets
granted at reduced rates.
The Steamship
SCANDINAVIAN, Capt. Smith,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on
SATCBDAV, February I’itb, IS70,
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the previous day lrom Montreal.
To bo followed
byJ the

bteamship-.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodat tons).
itj i
k.n
intermediate passage..................
or its equivalent.
Pa_
p
For Freight or Cabhi Passage,
apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
we.
Passago inward and outward, and lor
c,°.r Dratts
,.tecraSe
on England for small amounts, apply to
Eight
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.

4"

??Aa*)leJu,V'"'1'

Portland, Nov. 23,1875.

Job

€o,

Steamship
CONVEYANCE

United Stine.

v

_

PHILADELPHIA

delphia, at

Price.

106 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

BATES

Wed’s’y

of

WAREHOUSE,

Dealer in Wood aDd Metal
Type and all kinds ol
Printers Materials. Advertisements inserted in
any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

AND

Leave each port every

Reduction

T. C. EVANS,

Until further notice

m

Dover at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
WoSiboro Rochester and l<lr«al Falla at
a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Kitfery, Fiiot. Month Berwick Junction,
North Berwick, Wells and Keunebnuk
at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
KiddcTord, Mare. West Scarborough, Scarborough and Cape Kli/abtdi at 9 a. m.,
3.10, 5.20 p. m.

a

S. It. NILES,

EASTERy RAILROAD.
On and after Monday, Oct. 11th, 1875,

As

American House, India St. E. Gray. Pro-

ADVERTISING

points.
Express Train

South

Gale, Proprie-

by making all its departments more complete and by
sparing no effort or expense at their command to
make the Press more valuable and desirable.
The Press has a larger editorial corps than any
paper in Maine, and has unexcelled facilities for col
ecting news in all parts of the state. The business,
agricultural and manufacturing interest of Mains
will receive the continued attention of the Press.
The growing Importance ot Portland as a distributing center tor Maine, and its fast Increasing wholesale trade, make a dally paper at this point of specia
importance to every merchant and business man in
■the state.

PHILLIPS.
Bnrtlen House, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

Portland & Rochester R. R.

leares Worcester at4.35 P.
171., connecting with Express trains leaving
Albany at 10 A. M., and New York at 10.00
A. M. arriving in Portland at 11.15 P. M.
USs^Tickets can be found at BARNES BROS., No.
28 Exchange Street, and at the Depot.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.
dtf
my?

Ac

tors.

WILTON.
Wilton House. If N. Green*

1.40 p. m.
train for Bangor makes close connection with E. & N, A. Railway foi St. John and
Halilax.
TPullman Sleeping Car attached.
$Mixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
oc25dtf
Portland, October 25, 1875.

New York about 5.00 a. m. A sleeping car is
reserved at Worcester for this train.
6.20 p. m. train for Gorham.
Tickets sold and baggage checked to all importan

r

-a

a. m.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND
7.50 A. in. for Rochester, Nashua and
Worcester connects at Rochester with clown
trains on Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
at Nashua with Express.Train for Lowe!
and Boston, arriving in Boston at 1.30 P. M.;
connecting at Ayer Junction with Express
Train for Fitchburg and Hoosac Tun.
nei Line, and arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P
M.. connecting with trains South and West.
£.00 P. 171. Train connects at Rochester
with B.
M. trains for Dover, Boston, <$c.
4.00 P. BI. New York Express Drawing
Broom Car to Worcester and Sleeping car from
Worcester to New York via Springfield all
rail connecting at Grand Trunk Junction
(Portland) with Trains from Montreal and way
stations, Lewiston and Auburn, and at Westbrook Junction with trains of Maine Central R. R. from Bangor, Rockland, and all intermediate Stations, at Nashua fovLowell and
Boston, and at Worcester (Union Depot) with
Boston & Albany Railroad for Springfield,Albany
Hartford, New Haven and New York, arriving at

MAINE,

HIACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.

Farmington

Arrangement of Trains, commencing
Not. 8, 1875.

BEST NEWSPAPER IN

Proprietor.

No freight received after 10 a. m. on
cf sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
or.t.28<Itf
.TOTTN POTiTFOTTQ A mint

.1_n, Jn_

Proprietor

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor.

Proprietor.
Albion Mouse, 111 Federal Si. J. Q Perry

N. F.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Atlantic Coast Line of

Pro-

Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adam

LINE TO

MAIL

e

HI R AM.
Hit. Cutler House,—Hiram Hasten, Pro

Dun forth

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stoningtc'
vith the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode island, every
and
and
with
the eleMonday, Wednesday
Friday,
and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesin
and
New
York
ay, Thursday
Saturday, arriving
nlways in advance of all other lines. Bagchecked
gage
through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little.& Co.’s,49J Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
ocll ’73dtf

For several years the Portland Daily Press
has been the largest and fullest daily paper published
in Maine; and its Publishers announce their determination to make their paper heyond question the

City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins Ac Sons, Props.

OTHERS.

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Passenger

the

Simpson,

This is

ARRANGEMENT,

Florida and

D.

CORNISH.
Cornish House, HI. B. Davis, Proprietor

A II E A D

Commencing October 11,1875.

The $12.35

CALAIS.
W.

Hotel,

Proprietor.

FOR NEW YORK,

RAILROAD.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Home-J. P.Chamberlain,Propri-

International

TRAINS WILL BUN AS FOLLOWS:

a

1TEK

WALL STREET

AND

CHANGE OF TIME.

■

B

To Owners or Occupants of Buildings
and Lot»oii Cross, Danfortli, Federal,
Free, Lincoln and Oxford Streets.

eiecnlfd

OFFERJ!

AND AEL THROAT

at

PORTLAND

J. C. FURNIYAL, Agt.
THE

Saturdays

and

a. m., touching at Chebeaune. Little Ctaebeague and bong Inland. Returning, will leave
Commercial Wharf, at 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way.
For particulars inquire ot Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, Jgent, 131 Commercial St.
my8dtf

Northwest, West and -Southwest.

terms.

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

nrailr

Wanted for the GREAT

CENTENNIAL

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

•VOII PRINTING
this Office.

as

son’s Oatmeal Glycerine. It is the cheapest fine
toilet soap in the world, and the only perfect winter
soap. Ask tor ROBINSON’S OATMEAL SOAP.
jan!8td4w
Agents

Mondays

well

8

FORTUNE

NO

Prints best....
“
medium

On and after October 8th, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta, Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave Harpn-

—

Four time,

Agents.

HARPSWELL,

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

dl34m

NOTICE

otiuus.

Until further notice the Steamer Chase will leave
for St. John direct every Thursday at lp.m.
Connections made at Eastport lor Kobbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Frederickton, Charlottetown and
Summer8ide, P. E. I.
^"Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock, p.m.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent.
3nar24
dtf
__

..

width, price.
Standard36in 9 @ yj
Heavy.. .36.. 8 @ 9
Medium.36..
7 @
8£
Fine....36,.
7@ 9
Shirtings..28.. 6@ 7$
Flannels heavy 25 @ 32
medium 14 @ 25
Bleached Cottons.
Good_36in 10 @ 13
Medium .36..
9@ Vk
Light... .36., 7@ 9
13
@ 17
Sheetings.9-8.
..5-4.. 12A@ 18

WEEK !

Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport every
Thursday.

FOR

LOAN

Price, Twenty-live Cents.

Address

PER

&

STEAMSHIP LINE

**■ Ac

class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estato. Office 379J
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
au28tf
and Pearl streets.

ON

Norfolk, Baltimore

On and alter Monday, December 20th, the Steamer New Brunswick, Capt. D. S. Hall, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
every Monday at 6.00 p. m., for

TO

ONE

i»r»nu

TRIPS

in.

a.

Express train at 1.40 p. m for Auburn and Lewiston.
Mail train tor Island Pond, /stopping at all stations to Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail
train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50

first

&

Sheetings

TWO

Estate

Tin.
Straits.
25$@ 27$
English. 25 @ 27
MORSE
Corn,
Char. I.C... 9 25 @ 9 50
UNDERTAKERS,
High Mixed 67 @ 68 Char. I. X...11 75 @12 00
do bag lot8
70 @
73 Terne. 9 50 @10 50
1VI
IldWLIiAld
SintiLI.
Meal.
68 @ 70 Coke. 9 00 @10 0C
jan24__dlwteod&n
17 @
18
Rye.
@ 1 25 Antimony...
75 @
85 Zinc.
Barley..
10$@ 11 ;
For Sale.
Oats.
50 @
55
Tobacco.
8-keyed German D FLUTE, silver keys and
Fine Feed.
@30 00 Fives and Tens,
.trimmings, ivory blow joint, German silver
Shorts.25 00 @26 00
Bestbr'nds 74 @ 80 !
lined, patent timing slide, Gunadill wood. Has been
Medium...
60 @
70
Gunpowder.
but a little used, warranted perfect and in perfect
4
3
50
00
Common
55
60
@
Blasting..,.
@
tune, together with Morocco case, live dollars' worth
Sporting- 5 50 @ 6 50 Half lbs.....’ 50 @ 55
of instructions and music. All cost $50.00 at the
Nat'l Leaf...
90 @ 110
Hay.
manufactory of Lee & Walker, Philadelphia. Good
Pres’d,^ton.l2 00 @15 00 Navy lbs.... 55 @ 62
reasons for selling. I will send the instrument G. O.
Loose.14 00 @17 00
Varnish.
with privilege of examining before being paid for
D.,
Straw. 9 00 @10 00 Damar.1 25 @ 1 75
by paying express charges both ways. If not as repIron.
Coach. 2 25 @ 3 80
it can be returned. Price with case, boois
resented
Common....
3 Furniture.. 1 25 @ 2 50
25@
of instruction, &c., $30.00. Address
Refined.
3 @
Wool.
3£
F. W. LAPHAJ.T,
7 Fl'ce wash'd.
40 @ 42
Norway.
CJ@
nol8dtf
Augusta. Maine.
Cast Steel
18 @
22 do unwash’d
30 @
33
German St’l. 12 @ 14 Pull’d,Super 50 @ 55
is hereby, given that the subscriber has
Lamb Skins. 75 @ 80 ]
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
trust of Administrator of the estate of
JAMES HINKLEY, late of Portland,
Portland Daily Press Stock List
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
Corrected by Woodbuby & Moulton, Bankers and
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
Brokers, 67 Exchange St.
to exhibit the same: and all persons indebted to
Par Value. Offered Ashe
Dtscriptiom
said estate are called upon to make payment to
HENRY K. HINKLEY, Administrator.
Gold.113J... 113|
feb2dlaw3w*W
Government 6's, 1£81,.
Portland, Feb. 1, 1876.
122l....l22|
Government 5-20’s, 1865.117|.... 118
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,.,. .. ling.., ,119g
Important to Business Men.
Government 5-20’s, July, 1867...121§... .122
Presses used in copying letters, etc.
Save
Government 5-20’s, July, 1868,.122J... 123J
time, trouble and expense, fixcelaior LetGovemmentl0-40’s,..
119J
119}
ter Copying Books andlnk. Copies instantStated Maine Bonds.106 ....106X
ly without press, brush or water, perfectly clean and
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,. 101 ....102
legible. Prices: 300 page Letter, with iLk, $3 00.
Portland City Bonds aid E. B. 99
.100
500 do. $3.75. 500 page Legal, with Ink, $4 50. 300
Bath City Bonds. 99
100
page Note, with Inlc, $2.50. Agents Wanted.
100
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years. 99
HODGKINS <& GILBERT,
Address,
Calais City Bonds,. 99.... 100
36 Bromfield St., Room 13,
Cumberland National Bank.... 40. 57.... 59
Boston Mass.
jan21dlra*
Canal National Bank. 100.141 ,,,.142
First National Bank.100.135 ....136
FOR SALE,
Casco National Bank,.ICO.135
,.136
Merchants’National Bank,.. .75. 99
100
Steam Engine and Boiler
National Traders’ Bank,. 100.135
136
Portland Company,. 70
80
ENGINE an upright of about six horse
f|j[IHE
Portland Gas Company. 50. 73
75
i power, and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
Ocean Insurance Company,... 100.10-4
105
louble the power of the engine. Apply to WILA. & K. R. R. Bonds,. 83
90
LIAM LOWELL, 36 Union street or \v. H. PENMaine Central R. R. Stock,_100. 40
50
NELL & CO., 38 Onion street.
'ne38dtf.
Maine Central R. R.Bonds,7’s.91 ... 93
Leeds* F’rm’gton R. R. Bonds, 100.17
89
Notice.
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,. 100.
89
88
Portland & Ogdensburg E.R.Bonds.gola,S5
requiring work done please apply to
“Home” of W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
anil family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroidDry Wholesale Goods Market.
oeSStf
ering and fancy-work in wools, &c., &c.
Corrected weekly by Locke, Twitcbell & Co.

Oranges ^bx

15th, 1875

BULLETIN.

12$

5 75
6 25
7 00

8J@

Currants..,.

7.10

class two story house,
House nearly new:
throughout, and furnished
thoroughly built;
with ail the modem improvements.
For sale very
low. One half purchase money can remain in
Address
mortgage.
feb3d2w*
L., Box 1314, Portland, Maine.
HIGH STREET,

teu
ON containing frescoed

se7

ExSt'mR’f’d

STEAMEHS.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Lewiston.
Mail train for Gorham and intermediate stations a’

none

No. 1.
@ 6$
Spices.
@
Cassia, pure. 38 @ 42
Cloves. 55 @ 60
@
Ginger.
@ 20
00
Mace. 1 65 @ 1 70
@10
Nutmegs.... 1 25 @ 1 30
@ 8 00 Pepper.
@ 25
Starch.
9 @
@ 7 25 Pearl.
10$
St.Louis winSugar.
ter fair.... 7 00 @ 7 50 Granulated..
@ 103
Win’rgood 8 00 @ 8 25 Coffee A.
@ log
best. 8 50 @ 9 50 Extra C.
@ 10
Fruit.
C....
@
93
Almonds,
Syrups. 60 @ 70
Soft Shell.
21 @
22 Eagle Sugar Refinery,
Shelled.... 40 @ 55
C.
Nuts. 2 00 @ 3 00
CC..
@ 9$
Citron. 30 @ 33
Ex C.
@ 9§
...

an<1 a,ter Monday, Nov.
trains will run as follows:
7.00 a. in. lor Auburn and

MONEY

00
2 75
9 00
3 00

2 25
In bond... 1 50
Gr’nd butter 1 50
Liv.flne sack

ARRAN GEMENT

11

@3

ton

WINTER

Express train

3$

@
@

Liverpool,
Duty paid.

ScalMpbx.

No. 2....16 00
No. 3.... 8 50
Medium... 8 50
Clam Bait... 4 00
Flour.
4 50
Superfine
Ex-Spring.,. 5 75
xx Spring... 6 50
Pat’t Spring
wheats— 8 00
Mich’n Winter best.... 7 75
Low grade
Michigan.. 7 00

53
75
00
75
(JO
46

Blue.
@
Grou’d.in bis 8 00 @
Calcined,bis. 2 75 @
Produce.
Beef Side....
9@ 12
Veal.
8 @
10
Mutton.
12 @
13
Chickens15 @
18
Turkeys. 18 @ 20
Eggs, ^ doz. 22 @ 23
Potatoes.... 50 @ 55
Onions, bbl.. 2 00 @ 2 25
Cranb’slp bhll 00 @12 00
Round hogs..
8 @
9
Provisions.
Mess Beef. .11 00 @1150
Ex Mess.. 12 00 @13 00
Plate.14 00 @15 00
Ex Plate. .16 50 @17 50
Pork,
Backs ....25 00 @25 50
Clear.24 00 @24 50
Mess.22 00 @22 50
Hams.
13 @ 13$
Bice.
lb...
9
Rice, p
7$@
Saleratus.
lb
6
7
SaleratW
@
Salt,
Turks Is. ^
hhd.(8 bu.) 2 25 @ 2 62
Bonaire. 2 25 @ 2 62
Cadiz,du.pd. 2 25 @ 2 62
Cadiz in b’nd 1 50 @ 2 00

2*
2*
5*
2*

Peach Wood
@
Red Wood..
@
Fish.
Cod. per qtl..
L’ge Shore 5 00 @ 5
L’ge Bank 5 00 @ 5
Small. 4 00 @ 4
Pollock. 3 50 @ 4
Haddock.... 2 50 @ 2
Hake. 2 75 @ 3

@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@

Plaster.

White,^

3
7
7
3

1*@

@

can be secured if
E. C. ANDREWS,
36 Center Street.

rooms

aMBBBKI 0n

25

55
43
37
75
47
40

@
@
@
@
@

Port. Lead..

38
34
22
23
18

—

St.

Porgie.

@ if
@
5*
@ 12

Sulphur.
Vitrol.
Duck.
No.l.
@
No. 3.
@
No. 10.
@
8oz.....
@
10 ozs.
@
Dyewood*.
Barwood
@
Brazilwood.
5@
Camwood...
6@
Fustic.
2*@
Logwood,
Cam peachy..
2 @

@

45
40
35
65
45
38

Nails.
Cask.
@ 3
Naval Stores.
Tar, ^ bbl..
@ 3
Pitch (C.Tar)
@ 4
Wil. Pitch..
@3
Rosin. 3 50 @ 6
Turp*tine,gl. 43 @

1 50

50
00
75
75

Molasses.

Porto Rico..

Hhd. Shooks and Heads,
Mol. City..
@2 45
@2 15
Sug. City..

4
3
1
1
2

@ 210

pros. 2 00

and additional

feb5dlw

1 30

00 @33 00
No.l 15 CO @20 00
Pine.35 00 @55 00

Star,

11 rooms,

29
30
31
40

do

Ash. 8 00 @ 8 50
Coffee.

Easlport, Calais and
John, Dishy,
Windsor and Halifax.

rooms.

Rockland c’sk.

Cedar ex... 3 75 @
No.l 2 25 @
Spruce.... 1 50 @
Laths, spruce
@
Pine.
@
Matches.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.

9J

@
@ 110

Cedar

Grand Trnnk R. R. of Canada.

desired; gas and Sebago.

8$

Lumber.
Clfinr Pinp.
Nos. 1 & 2.,.45 00 @55 00
No. 3. 35 00 @10 00
No 4.25 00 @35 00
Shipping. .15 00 @20 00
Spruce.12 00 @15 00
Hemlock.... 1000 @1200

@ 8 00
@ 7 50
@9 50

House to Let.
QD CENTER STREET: suitable for 2 tenants;
O O boarding'or lodging bouse,in thorough repair:

15|

28
35
Am. Calf.... 100
Lime.

Shingles,

STEAMERS.

lcj

@19 Clapboards,
Spruce ex.30

Cumberland 8
Pictcu. 7
Chestnut.... 7
Franklin.... 9

Sug. C’try.
Pine Sugar

4|

15 @
Pail.
Caddies.
16 @
Lead.
9 @
Sheet & Pipe
8 @
Pig.
Leather.
New York,
Light. 27 @
Mid. Weight. 28 @

17

14
14
14

Java, $>

4J@

Lard.

1J

Cheese.
Verm’t,^1 lb 13 @
13 J@
Factory.
N. Y. Dairy.
12*@

MONEY

rilHE lower part of building corner Park and CumJL inercialSts. Apply to
S. H. STEVENS.
Boston «& Maine Depot.
and
Advertiser
U3P”Argus
Copy.
jan5tf

in

Pea. 2 00 @ 2 25
Mediums.... 1 75 @ 2 00
Yellow Eyes. 2 00 @ 2 25
Box Shook*.
Pine. 60 @ 75

jau5tf

To Let.

ATTENTION

British

I

!

easterly
STORE
Street, five doors below Middle
offices in

front and

and

vicinity,

and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and
suburbs. Address
ATJG. P. FULLER*
1u24deodtt
Portland. Me.

@

RAILROADS.

12

....

THE ROYAL VICTORIA HOTEL,
beautifully situated aDd well kept. United Stales

From

Boom in the Second Story ot the
Printers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Arpiy to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON Ac CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

rooms

does not exceed 52 in i|4 hours.

Trip only 48 Honrs and in Sight of Laud
nearly the Entire Distance. Illustrated Nas-

LET»

House contains 40

NASSAU, N. P.

dtf

To Let.
hall of House, Mo. 10 Brattle Street

@

A*he*.
Pearl, lb. 11 @
Pot.
7J(g
Bean*.

REAL ESTATE,

5*

5@
8£@

Lemons

W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
Mass. Sold by dealers generally.
eodeow&woew4
ja‘25
SETA

ON

Lost.

Shoe Steel...
50 Spring Steel.
12 Sheet Iron..
12 Common...,

4

an

From

\

WANTS.

remarkable

@

\
l>ox sliooks C8 00 @70 00
old Cape Ann Druggist.
Hhd. Headings,
Gentlemen,—I am happy to inform you that SanSpruce, 35
ford’s Radical Cure is the best remedy for
in.
@24 00
Catarrh I have ever sold. It gives universal satisSoft Pine..
i
@24 00
faction. I have not found a case that it did not
Hard Pine
00
@25
relieve once, and in many cases a cure is performed
Oil.
Hoops. 14 ft.
@25 00
It must soon lead all
by the use of one bottle.
Short do8 it.16 00 @17 00 Kerosene....
others in the market. Please send me another sup7 ft.12 00 @14 00 Port. Kef. P’tr
ply.
Pop’rstaves.16 00 @17 00 Devoe Brill’t
ANDREW LEE.
Respectfully your,
@14 00 Sperm. 2 00
Spruce, r’gh.
Manchester, Mass., April 3, 1874.
R. O. Staves.
85
@45 00 Whale.

From

a

hooks.

some

very respecuuny,

xuc

toes or other fruits and vegetables,
Then,
again, throwing out grain at stated periods
natural
distends to increaso the somewhat
position of the strongest to overpower and
drive away the weaker, and a portion will
gorge themselves to excess, while others obtain little or none. To keep fowls healthy,
good-natured, and fat, food in abundance
should be placed whore they can obtain it at

Oct. 13.

Froin.a well-known City Druggist.
Gentlemen,—Please send me three dozen San-

ercise is as necessary to produce healthy meat
iu fowls as in larger animals, and those who
want diseased meat of any kind are welcome
to their preference, but should not attempt
to force it upon others. Fowls which are permitted to have a good, wide range in pursuit
of a variety of food are as much superior for

swill-fed cow for beef. Another wiiter says
lowls should not be permitted to help themselves to food, else they will not hunt for insects when allowed to run at large. But
this has been, and still is, my system of feeding, and from long experience I am convinced that it is the most economical and
best plan by all odds. My fowls, when they
come from the roost in the morning, will
take a light breakfast of corn, oats, and
wheat, or whatever grain is given them, and
then start for the fields, hunting for worms
and insects generally. I have never as yet
discovered that permitting hens to help themselves to grain had any effect upon their
wanderiDg habits, or made them disinclined
to eat insects or make a raid upon ripe toma-

Boston

House.

CuMtoiu

I should not have

the

From the Drug Examiner of

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.

reason

Apple*.

Green. 3 00
9
Hri’d West’n
9
do Eastern.

CATARRH.

BY OWEN MEREDITH.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

j

MEDICAL

nov21dtf

OPPIC E.
Posters, Hand Kills, Bill

Cards, Tags, &c„ printed

notice.

Heads,

at shoit

PORTLAND PlBLlSHIMi ('0.

**

